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Refund and exchange time

Kyle-Oakley Field
construction set
for master study
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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wrtter

WORLD
BANGKOK, Thailand —
Cambodia, a nation ravaged by
war and revolution for the past
20 years, is again facing severe
food shortages because of
increased fighting, drought and
floods, United Nations officials
say.

STATE
COLUMBIA, Ky. — The
search for 7-year-old Christoper
Burton ended Christmas Day
when his body was recovered
from Russell Creek about one
mile from where he was swept
into the water during the
weekend. The Kentucky Water
Patrol found the body lodged
beliteti a tree and the c- reek
bank.

SPORTS

Kasey Wilson of Murray was alhong the first customers at KMart to refund or exchange Christmas gifts
only minutes after the store opened at 8 a.m. today. Pictured above, KMart employee Charlotte Swift
hands Wilson a refund in exchange for the baseball and football cards. Also pictured is KMart employee
Dave Sahuri.

BUSINESS
NEW YORK -- Pan Am
Corp. and Trans World Airlines
Inc. continued negotiating over
whether TWA would lend Pan
Am enough money to keep it
operating until the struggling
carriers can merge. TWA
spokesman Don Morrison said
talks on the loan ran through the
weekend and into Monday.

FORECAST
Tonight: Thickening clouds
with a 50 percent chance of
light snow or freezing rain developing toward morning. Low in
the mid 20s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1, +0.0 below 336.3, +1.5
Barkley Lake
356.1, +0.0 below 338.8, +0.0

INDEN
Three Sections — 28 Pages
Classifieds
2C-3C
Comics
2C
Crosswords
2C
Dear Abbys
7A, 10A
Murray Today
5A-10A
Obituaries
11B
Perspective
4A
Sports
2B, 3B
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

A new master plan will soon be
under construction for the county's
only airport, according to action
taken by the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board.
The board voted Saturday to
advertize for bids- to engineering
firms to conduct a master plan
study of the airport, an "exhaustive
study" that will look at both the
economic and transportation needs
of the community, according to Dr.
Hugh Oakley.
The plan is mandated by the
Federal Aviation Administration
which demands new master plans
from local airports "every few
years," Oakley said.
Oakley said it is unknown what
the new study will reveal about

possible changes to Kyle-Oakley
Field
but most of the current
plan's recommendations have been
accomplished.
The current master plan called
for extension of the airport's runway', expansion to the taxiways and
construction of several airplane
hangers, all of which have been
completed, Oakley said.
Additional air service out of the
Jackson Purchase area has been a
long-time want for area economic
and tourism officials and was also
:ncluded in the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce's
Goals Program designed by local
residents.
Another improvement, taxiway
lighting, is also underway, he said.
The lighting plan is almost complete and should be let for bids in
the next couple of weeks.

Americans spend sixth Christmas in captivity
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer

SAN ANTONIO — The San
Antonio Spurs waived guards
Pete Myers and Reggie Williams and activated forward Sidney Green. The waiving of Williams left the Spurs with 11
players, one under the NBA
maximum. Myers had been with
the team less than two weeks.

50-CENTS

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Americans
Terry Anderson and Thomas
Sutherland spent their sixth Christmas in captivity Tuesday and
newspapers printed greetings from
Anderson's family and a photo of
the daughter he has never held.

"Perhaps our miracle will happen and we'll welcome you home
in time to share the beginning of
the new year," wrote Peggy Say,.
Anderson's sister.
For Anderson, the longest held
Western hostage in Lebanon, it was
another macabre milestone in his
ordeal. The 43-year-old chief
Middle East correspondent for The

Drivers avoid nasty
wrecks on icy roads
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

It rained, sleeted, snowed and
was an all-around miserable holiday for travellers.
Regional police authorities, however, said Wednesday that caution
and less driving contributed to a
virtually injury-free Christmas.
Regional police investigated 60
accidents during the last three days,
the heaviest reported three-day total this year, according to Kentucky
State Police Post I Sgt. Robert
Brown.
But of those accidents, only
eight involved injuries and most of
the them were minor, Brown said.
"The first bad, icy weather of the
year always pushes accident totals
up a little," he said. "People just
aren't used to driving on it."
But while total accidents were
up, many officials were surprised
at the lack of major, injuringcausing wrecks.
"I think that a lot of people stay-

ed at home and just didn't get out
as much," according to Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams, who
reported only one accident with
injuries during the holiday.
A vehicle driven by 19-year-old
Danny Sneed hit an icy spot, ran
off the road and overturned off Shiloh Road about eight miles east of
Murray Tuesday around 2:30 p.m.,
he said.
A passenger, 16-year-old Kara
D. Shipley, was admitted and listed
in good condition Wednesday at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Sneed was treated and
released.
The Murray Police Department
did not report any major accidents
over the Christmas holiday.
"We had a few little 'ol fender
benders but nothing newsworthy,"
according to Murray Police Chief
Larry Elkins. "There really didn't
seem like there was as much traffic
for Christmas or Christmas Eve.
People were more careful; that's all
I can attribute it to."

Associated Press was kidnapped on Americans, four Britons, two Ger- rage John McCarthy from his famiMarch 16. 1985.
mans and an Italian.
ly and friends on his fifth ChristSutherland. 59, of Fort Collins, . Beirut's eight major newspapers mas as a captive.
Colo., is the second-longest held carried messages for Anderson
McCarthy, 34, a London-based.
American among the 13 missing from Mrs. Say, his 5-year-old " television journalist, was
Westerners. He was dean of agri- daughter Sulome — born four kidnapped on April 17, 1986, as he
culture at the American University months after he was kidnapped — drove to Beirut Airport to catch a
of Beirut when he was kidnapped arid Sulome's mother, Madeleine. flight for London.
on June 9, 1985.
The leftist as-Safir daily also
The other captives are four
publish0 greetings to British_hos- (Cont'd on page 2)

Support staff honored

Support staff from both Murray State University and Paducah Community College for the fall semester
experimental interactke telerision project between the two campuses were honored recently by South
Central Bell and the NISLI administration. Pictured front from left are Dwane Tucker of South Central
Bell and Doug Nesbit and Mary Boaz of the MSU staff. In back are Dr. James Booth. NISI provost and
‘ice president for academic and student affairs, Bob Shy and Rick Weisenberger of the PCC staff, Iim
Delioer of the N1SU staff, Steve Patton of the PCC staff, Dr. Bob Lochte of the NISU staff and ,lay Vetter
of South Central Bell.

Gorbachev wins sweeping new powers Tuesday
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW — President Mikhail

S. Gorbachev won sweeping new
powers over a reorganized executive branch Tuesday, despite Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze's warning that the country
was heading toward dictato'rship.
Gorbachev turned back attempts

by reformist lawmakers to limit his
authority to issue presidential
decrees, which he says he needs
along with government reorganization to restore order in the country.
He angrily said such restriction
would be the "funeral of executive
power.
Approval by the 2,250-member
Congress of People's Deputies was
a clear victory for Gorbachev and

4
•

powerful new vice presidency subfor hard-line lawmakers who have
urged emergency rule over seces- ordinate to Gorbachev, and form a
sionist republics. In his stunning
new Cabinet of Ministers under
Gorbachev's direct control.
resignation speech Thursday. Shevardnadze said hard-liners were
It strengthened Gorbachev's
pushing this country to existing Federation Council, the
dictatorship.
centerpiece of his reorganization,
Parliament voted overwhelminghut modified his vision of it as a
ly for constitutional amendments - small governing body, creating
that eliminate Gorbachev's moridoubt about its effectiveness.
bund Presidential Council, create a
The council is intended to give

republics a greater v oice in national government and help the Kremlin deal with the nation's more than
100 ethnic groups. It will also try
to settle the multiple regional conflicts, which have led to bloodshed
in the Caucasus. Moldavia and
Central Asia.
The changes will go into effect
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Annual greetings from IRS won't
be in the mailbox today: officials
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economies Writer

WASHINGTON — A late
Christmas card from your procrastinating Uncle Harold won't be the
only thing missing from your mailbox today. Your annual greetings
from the Internal Revenue Service
won't be in the mail either.
The IRS, after years of sending
its tax packages out on the day following Christmas, has decided to
give taxpayers a brief reprieve.
This year, the forms will go out
on Friday, three days following
Christmas.
"We want to move it away from
the Christmas holiday to allow
folks to enjoy that period of the
year as long as they possibly can
before we throw a wet blanket on
them," said Arthur Altman, director of the IRS tax forms division.
MCA
.-01411

The packages, which cost the
government S29 million to print
and mail, have been waiting at local post offices for weeks and a few
taxpayers may have already
received theirs from eager-beaver
letter carriers who disregarded the
Dec. 28 date.
However, the bulk of the packages will be distributed in the period from Friday through the first
week in January.
The tax forms, for the second
year in a row, will feature few
changes, a pleasant relief following
the massive revisions brought
about by the 1986 rewrite of the
tax law.
Among the modifications this
year:
— The personal exemption, the
amount you may exempt from taxation for yourself, your spouse and
each dependent, increases to
S2,050, up from S2,000 last year.
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yes to life!
The•es more to iite than a ar of ods or a neecie Cr some white powder But
when you're hooked On drugs that's all that your l,fe becomes It doesn't take
much to see the writng on the wall Drugs alter more than your consciousness
They'll alter your hopes, your dreams, your tuture
if they don't kill you first
If your friends are presSiJring you to fry drugs, just say NO!
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NOTICE
Phar-Mor regrets that some titles featured in today's video group ad may not
be available at all Phar-Mor locations.
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MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

Fain Insurance Agency
614 S. 4th St.

Murray, K.

753-0632

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

— The standard deduction,
claimed by people who do not
itemize, rises to $3,250 for a single
person, up from $3,100 last year.
The exemption for a couple
increases to $5,450, up from
S5,200 last year.
— Families with income as high
as $20,264 may qualify for an
earned-income credit, up from a
limit of $19,340 last year. The
maximum credit available is $953.
— The basic tax rates remain the
same at 15 percent, 28 percent and
334percent, but the tax brackets
have been widened so that more
income will be taxed at a lower
rate, thus compensating for the
effects of inflation.
— Only 10 percent of interest
paid on credit card debt, auto loans
and other personal debt will be
deductible on 1990 returns, down
from 20 percent last year.
The IRS said it expects 113 million returns will be filed this year
and that 70 percent of all taxpayers
will get refunds. The average
refund last year was S900.
Two-thirds of all taxpayers are
expected to file the long Form
1040, which is used by persons
who itemize deductions. The other
one-third will use either the simpler Form 1040A or the nine-line,
Form 1040EZ.
In an effort to encourage use of
the shorter forms, which are easier
to process, the IRS made an important change to the Form 1040A this
year which will allow 4.5 million
elderly persons to use it to report
retirement income they previously
could report only on the longer
1040.
These taxpayers will receive the
shorter form with an explanation of
the change.
The IRS is again encouraging
people eager for their refund
checks to use an electronic filing
service. The fee normally ranges
from $25 to $50 but it usually
means a refund check will be mailed out in two weeks to three
weeks, versus the five weeks to six
weeks it takes to process a refund
from a paper return.
People who need tax forms other
than those included in their package can call a new IRS toll-free
telephone
number,
1 - 8 0 0 -TAX-FORM
(1-800-829-3676).
One new feature in this year's
tax package represents an effort by
the IRS to bury a myth concerning
the pre-printed mailing labels
which many people have feared
contained codes making the taxpayer vulnerable to audits.
The IRS has gone through and
explained what each of the letters
and numbers means on the labels in
the hopes that more people will use
them and thus cut down on IRS
processing errors.
"We are trying to assure taxpayers than none of the numbers in the
label are a secret code that says
'Audit this return,' ''Altman said.

Firemen respond
to smoke smell
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a call at the Sigma
Chi fraternity house Monday
around 7:15 a.m., according to a
department spokesperson.
A plastic bucket placed too close
to the house's furnace caused a
smokey smell, according to reports.
The hazard was removed by
firemen.

Water Patrol turns
to education during
the winter months

Gorbachev...

When winter weather forces boaters to the shore, Kentucky Water
Patrol officers turn to educating
local residents about water safety,
according to a published report.
Last year, Kentucky officers
taught water and boating safety to
more students and adults than any
other water patrol agency in the
U.S., according to U.S. Coast
Guard records.
Water safety courses can be customized for any size group or organization. Water safety programs are
free to the host organization. Information can be obtained by phoning
1-800-828-2628.

TVA to maintain
power rate freeze
TVA should be able to maintain
a fourth year of rate freeze, according to director John Waters at a
year-end news conference at Knoxville, Tenn., according to a published report.
Waters also said TVA's Lake
Improvement Plan offers an opportunity for real progress in providing better TVA lake levels for
recreation and improving water
quality.

Eight regional
counties to join
well water test
Eight regional counties have
been selected to become participants in an agriculture graound
water education and well water
testing program during Februrary,
March and April, according to a
published report.
The program, begun as a pilot
project in Hickman County and
eight other counties this pact April,
was developed by the state Division of Conservation in conjunction
with the Farm Bureau, state Association of Conservation Districts,
Cooperative Extension Service and
Soil Conservation Service.
Thirty-seven Kentucky counties
will participate in the second well
water testing program, including
the area counties of McCracken,
Carlisle, Graves, Livingston, Crittenden, Trigg, Caldwell and Lyon.

New low-income
housing program
offered in region
More housing for lower-income
rental, upgrading of substandard
rental housing and more new housing are goals of Project-Based
Assistance, a new Kentucky Housing Corporation program, according to a published report.
The program is available in
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and Trigg counties in western
Kentucky.
Under the program, up to 15 percent of all federal Section 8 assistance can be used for attachments
to a structure. Fifty housing units
have been reserved to start the
program.
Through the program, the participating developer or sponsor will
agree to construct or rehabilitate a
structure using financing outside
the United States Housing Acts of
1937. The Housing Assistance Payments Contracts for a project-based
structure may not have a term of
less than 2 years and may not
exceed 15 years.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
only alter a final vote expected
The message to McCarthy, in a
Wednesday or Thursday. The Con- paid advertisement, urged him to
gress still must consider proposed "stay as cheerful as you can and be
amendments on the restructuring, assured we all miss you and love
including one that would create a you.,,
Islamic Jihad, or Islamic Holy
national Security Council led by
the president.
War, a group believed made up of
The Congress is due to finish pro-Iranian Shiite Moslem zealots,
work by Friday.
claims it holds Anderson and
The flurry of votes came on the Sutherland.
session's eighth day, after ShevardMost of the 11 other Western
nadze's resignation and Saturday's hostages, including McCarthy,
harsh speech by KGB chief Vladi- Anglican Church envoy Terry
mir Kryuchkov accusing foreign
Waite and the other Americans, are
agents of plotting against the believed held by Shiite fanatics.
Kremlin.
The archbishop of Canterbury,
Some reform-minded lawmakers Robert Runcie, spoke Tuesday of
expressed outrage over giving the his sorrow at the continued detenpresident more power.
tion of his envoy, Waite.
"Haven't we learned anything
"Naturally, I have hoped that
from the resignation of Shevard- Terry would be back with us this
nadze over the coming dictator- Christmas, and I'm sad that we
ship?" asked Vologda deputy Vla- have still not secured his return,"
dimir Lopatin.
the archbishop said in an interview
Congress chairman Anatoly
on Sky TV in London.
Lukyanov cut off Lopatin's microRuncie, who retires on Jan. 31,
phone, saying he was not speaking
said he hoped to see Waite released
about the amendment at hand.
before then but he did not indicate
Before the session began Tuesthat he had any information that it
day, Russian republic leader Boris
would happen.
N. Yeltsin condemned plans to
Beirut's independent an-Nahar
broaden Gorbachev's power and
ran the English text of the letters
said he intended to vote against
sent to Anderson with full Arabic
them in the parliament, the state
translations.
news agency lass said.
The French -language
Yeltsin, Gorbachev's leading4 L'Orient-Le Jour carried the text of
political rival, said he opposed
the two messages from Mrs. Say
"absolute powers for the president
and Sulome's mother in English
of the U.S.S.R," according to the
and French along with the latest
independent news agency Interfax.
photograph of his youngest
Gorbachev wants to establish a
daughter.
strong presidency, combined with a
Both newspapers said they hoped
new Union Treaty, to hold the
the kidnappers would let Anderson
country together. The Congress
read the letters and see the picture
endorsed the concept of the Union
of his daughter.
Treaty on Monday and ordered the
"We are united with you in spir15 republics to set dates for
it
always. But Christmas and the
referenda on whether to stay in the
holidays
make it especially diffiSoviet Union.
Gorbachev strolled into the lob- cult to accept the fact of not being
with you in body," Sulome's
by during a break in the session
mother
wrote. "We are so near you
and said his strategy would settle
and yet so far. But our hopes are
political crises.
"I am sure that if we come to always high for a bright future and
understand each other in the next reunion forever. Merry Christmas
to all of you."
few months, we shall be able to
Mrs. Say told Anderson that his
stabilize within the next year," he
elder daughter, Gabrielle, was "a
said.
blossoming young woman.... She's
The parliament voted 1,514-140, a big girl now and captain of her
with 140 abstentions, to revamp soccer team. She's attending the
and strengthen the Federation
school you wanted for her and is
Council, created last March.
Gorbachev and the new vice doing excellently."
Mrs. Say expressed her hope that
president would head the council.
It would include high-level offi- this IA ould be her brothers last
cials from the 15 republics and Christmas in captivity.
"Your friends have remained
about 20 autonomous republics,
plus special representatives from committed to your cause and we
are all working hard for your
smaller regions, officials said.
It would have 35-40 standing release," she wrote.
"Especially at Christmas, I
members, but up to 150 people
could attend meetings, making it a received letters from all over the
small "general assembly," said United States telling me of the
Alexander Kudryavtsev, chairman thousands that work and pray for
of the commission that drafted the you every day.
amendments.
"You and and your fellow hosHow effective the Federation
are not forgotten, Terry, and
tages
Council could be as ruling body
with that many people was unclear. you v, ill never be. For every day
Gorbachev initially had not that you suffer, thousands of
Americans agonize with you,"
intended to include so many.
•
The parliament voted 1,620-35, Mrs. Say wrote.
God,
'There
Terry, and
is
a
with 73 abstentions, to create a
nor 1 can
neither
you
although_
which
will be
Cabinet of Ministers,
an "executive sand administrative guess • why this terrible situation
organ of the Soviet Union ... subor- has been allowed to continue, we
must remain secure in the knowdinate to the president."
It would oversee the economy, ledge that some day, some way this
with responsibility for financial will end.
and monetary policy, energy, trans"Until then, please keep well
portation, communications and
and listen in the quiet for the love
other fields.
and prayers that are sent to you and
The present Council of Minis- the others every hour, every day.
ters, under Prime Minister Nikolai May God hold you close to him."
Ryzhkov, answers to the national
Sutherland's wife, Jean. spent
Supreme Soviet legislature and has the day in seclusion at her quarters
exercised a degree of independence at the American University.
from Gorbachev, particularly over Friends said she wanted to remain
economic matters.
alone to share Christmas with her
The vice president might take husband in her thoughts.
over some functions now perIranian officials and Lebanese
formed by the prime minister.
Gorbachev has said nothing of Shiite fundamentalists have been
possible candidates for the new job predicting for months that all the
except that he had planned to nom- hostages would be freed before the
inate Shevardnadze. The foreign year was out. But as the last
minister has said he would not remaining days of 1990 dwindle, so
do hopes.
accept the post.
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JCPenney
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The spirit of the holidays is often
celebrated with "spirits" of another
kind. Unforunately,for many Kentuckians, the season is used as an excuse
for excessive alcohol use.
"Everyone should consider, before
drinking, the effects of alcohol on the
body," said Mike Townsend, director
of the Division of Substance Abuse in
the Department for Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Services.
"Alcohol lowers inhibitions which,
in turn, can lead to injury and embarrassment for the person who becomes
intoxicated," he said. "The emphasis
in recent years has focused on the
dangers of drinking and driving and
we do need to remember that.
"However, then are other dangerous situations for inebriated persons.
"A drunk person may become undaunted by reasonable concerns,
which could mean behaving in ways
which that person would not normally
behave if she or he were sober,"
Townsend said.
"For instance, provoking an arguniepliaNkking health risks by not
practicing safe sex are just two situa.tions an intoxicated person can get
in."
Kentuckians can avoid all uncomfortable situations which may be
brought on by overuse of alcohol by
simply not serving alcoholic beverages at their holiday parties.
"You don't have to partake in
'spirits' to have a good time," said
Townsend. "Although there is often
an unspoken social pressure to drink

at a party, hosts don't have to give in.
"You can have a theme party (a
mystery party, a masquerade, a movie
or book party where guests dress up
as their favorite character of even a
caroling party) and have an array of
games so guests will have other things
to do besides get drunk," said
Townsend.
Non-alcoholic drinks have recently
become popular and are not too
troublesome to make.
The following is an array of nonalcoholic drink recipes, compliments
of the Cabinet for Human Resources
Office of Communications staff:
Hot Apple Cider
Jane Williams Hoover
One gallon cider
One cup firmly packed brown sugar
Four cinnamon sticks
One sliced orange
One tsp. allspice
16 whole cloves
Place allspice and cloves in a
cheesecloth. Mix ingredients in large
pot. Bring to boil. Simmer for 15
minutes. Refrigerated leftovers can be
reheated.
Sherbet Punch
Gail Rogers
Scoop one quart sherbet (any fruit
flavor) into punch bowl. Carefully
add three one-pint, 12-ounce bottles
lemon-lime carbonated beverage.
Pour into punch cups.
Festive Fruit Delight
Kim Sayloi
Three Kiwi fruit cut into pieces
1/4 fresh pineapple in chunks

Raspberry Mint Crush
Susan Messenger
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 cup fresh mint leaves
10 ounce package of frozen red
raspberries
Six ounce can of frozen lemonade
concentrate
Combine sugar, mint leaves and
one cup boiling water; let stand five
mintues. Add raspberries and concentrate; stir till thawed. Add two cups
cold water and stir. Serve over ice.
Makes eight servings.

PAGE 3A

Julie's Family
Restaurant

TI

(Formerly

Jerry's Restaurant)

Senior Citizen Special
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
S. 12th St.

753-5101

RADIO SHACK HAS THE ACCESSORIES

'MANTA FORGOT TO BRING!

Braun to visit Moscow to study
possible exchange program for KSU
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Thomas G. Braun, Kentucky State
University vice president for
academic affairs, will spend a week
in Moscow to look into a possible
exchange program.
Braun said the university hopes
for a link that will resulc not only
in student and faculty exchanges
but also in sharing expertise that
will help the Soviets achieve their
goals as they steer their country in
a new direction.
He will be in Moscow Jan. 5 to
12, attending a conference organized by the U.S.-based Citizen

12 strawbernes
Two Tbs. Collins Mix
Two Tbs. Half & Half
Two Tbs. coconut milk
Crushed Ice
Place Kiwi fruit in blender with
Collins Mix, half and half, coconut
milk and crushed ice. Blend until
smooth. Pour into bottom third of
serving glass. Repeat procedure with
pineapple and pour this on top of kiwi
mixture. Repeat procedure with
strawberries and pour this in top third
of glass. Garnish with a sprig of holly.
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A/V and Computer
Cables and Adapters

Everything for PCs,
Personal or Business

Power Adapters for Your
Electrical Gifts

Hundreds of TV, Audio
And Video Accessories

Connect anything to everything!
We have every, repeat EVERY,
device you need to make your
equipment work properly. It you
can't find it—ask!

You name it, we've got it! Software, diskettes, paper. furniture,
protection devices, cables, connecters..adapters. modems and
more. Come see!

Dozens of adapters are in-stock
We can make portables play on
home AC or car DC We've even
got adapters to let equipment
play on foreign power

Indoor and outdoor antennas to
improve reception gadgets to
connect any component to another. cable TV enhancers, even
remotes for your A/V system

Exchange Council and the Soviet
Committee of Youth Organizations.
Braun will hear from conference
delegates from schools that already
have a partner in the other country.
Yale, Stanford, Harvard, Michigan
and Tennessee Tech are among the
U.S. universities already involved
in the exchange.
The exchange could involve
faculty' members and students from
Kentucky State and the Soviet
Union. Braun said he hopes to have
the program going by sometime in
the next academic year.

Cords, Plugs, Jacks for Cleaners and Gadgets to Everything in Audio and
Phones, Answerers, Fax
Protect Electronics
Video Recording Tape
We have more than 100 different
items to help you connect most
any phone to practically any outlet. Plus cords. installation tools,
even "How-To" booklets.

Only proper care can keep
your equipment like "new- . Our
cleaners will keep cassettes and
VCRs in shape. Our cases will
make recordings last longer.

The Largest Selection of
Batteries is Near You!

Video tape in VHS, VHS-C. 8mm
and—yes!—Beta Our audio
tape line includes cassettes.
open-reel, mini and microcassettes. and even 8-track tape!

We have the one you need—
from hearing aid cells to 6-volt
lantern batteries to specialpurpose types We can supply
virtually every consumer battery

1 /4
CHRISTMAS
CLEARANCE!

0

PRICES SLASHED UP TO 50%,

DRESS DEPARTMENT

EXTRA

PARTY DRESSES for New Year's Eve, Also
Career & Casual Styles. Sale includes already
fILQUCED DRESSES! Junior, Mame e Halfslres.

COAT DEPARTMENT

—

UP TO AN EXTRA

40%OFF

ALF• D DUNNER
COORDINATES

EXTRA

atIonally Advertised Alfred Dunner Coordinates
In matching Jackets, Pants, Skirts & Blouses.

PLUS SIZE
DEPARTMENT
2-PIECE DRESSING

Fax Documents Around
World or Across Town

300/n OFF
40%0FF

DRESSY BLOUSES

EXTRA

Dressy Blouses in lace trimmed, ties, bows
& more. Best selection anywhere!

40%0FF

NOVELTY KNIT TOPS

. EXTRA

Colorful selection Knit Tops in the best
new styles and fashion colors. S. M. L

40%0FF

FASHION SHIRTS

EXTRA

Many styles Including stripes, prints & solids.
Junior & Misses sizes,

400
/n OF—

COTTON SWEATERS

EXTRA

Beautiful assortment of Cotton Sweaters in
crocheted, pointed, & many other styles.

300

PANTS & SKIRTS
Your choice of Pants or Skirts at this greet
price. Huge assortment of styles to choose
from. Junior & Misses sizes.

40%OFF
EXTRA

• HANDBAGS

Niteshirts, short & long nylon & cotton gowns
beautiful selection of Scarves & Handbags

300/D0FF

SHOE DEPARTMENT
Assortment of shoes Including dressy & casual
styles & also a large selection of house slippers
including animal style slippers.

GIFT ITEMS

—/00FF

EXTRA

ACCESSORIES

EXTRA

Reg. 899.00
LOIN As $20 Per Month •

286-Based Home Office PC
With 20MB SmartDrive

Save
$620
Low AS $46 Per Month •

Auto-document feeder, on-hook dialing.
LCD display. English commands x43-1200

Low As $15 Per Month •

On-screen programming 111-channel tuner
HO for enhanced picture #16-704

$1499
Reg. Separate
Items 2119.70

Write
Bonus Software Package! DeskMate O&A
Mouse'
DeskMate,
for
Spreadsheet
Lotus
Easy to use because MS-DOS' and the built
DeskMate' Graphical User Interface are
in 640K RAM #25-1602/1043/1045/1333

Push tractor teed
paper #26-2821

saves

Phone Answerer
With Remote

TOY
CLEARANCE

Cut $40

Hurry In for Best Selection—Many Toys
2000 to 5000 Off! Choose from RC Cars.
Learning Games. Electronic Games and
Music Makers for Kids and Lots More'

119.95

Radio/hack

Beeperless remote and
security code 043-396

Low As $15
Per Month •

•5-Watt Power
•LCD Channel
Indicator
e Squelch
Stay in touch' Battery/RF
meter #21-1664

Most Stores Open
9:00 AM Til Late
On Dec. 26

25%,OFF
__

EXTRA

Assorted ceramics, picture frames, smell lest
accessories & more!

Stereo VHS VCR With
Dolby- NR and Remote

—

EXTRA

Great assortment of 2-Piece Dressing In
your choice of matching pants, tops, jackets,
sweaters, & skirls. Junior & Misses sizes.

— '

300/_vp oFF.
EXTRA

Great assortment of Plus Sizes fashions includIna Blouses, Sweaters, Skirts, Pants & Jackets.

ks•,,I

On approved Radio Shack ValuePlus Credrt Account
purchases ot $100 or more Payment is due by your
March billing date Following the no interest period
your remaining balance will be subject to a fittance
charge ol up to 21', APR iSO 50 minimum monthly
finance charge' Refer to your Radio Shack Account
Agreement -Otter ends 12'31 ,90

30%OFF

Leather Jackets, Full length Leather Coats,
Wool Pant Coats, Long Wool Coats & Many
other styles. JUNIOR & MISSES SIZES.

LINGERIE' A

NO PAYMENTS'TM MARCH!
NO DOWN PAYMENT!

50%OFF

Central Shopping Center, Murray;
Mon -Sat. 10-8, Sun 1-5 753-7991

'NA.

--,,

1111=1111

AMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE'
Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
,
D069' LatroFafones LCP4";
exceut where vt141
PRICES

MC DOS kensen from MicroSofr Corp Meet battery

pestretpd pouorrenr

APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

eicwes batten's

Most Major Crodit
Cards Wokorne
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Letter to the Editor

Letters to the Editor

'Twas the night before Jesus
came, and all through the house.

••

Dear Editor,
This is a poem I would like to
share w ith your readers:

He had said.
"And though I possessed worldly
wisdom and wealth
"I cried when I. saw him in spite
of myself.

'Twos the Night Before Jesus
Came
-"Tvbas the night before Jesus
came and all through the house
"Not a creature was praying, not
one in the house.
"Their Bibles were lain on the
shelf without care
"In hopes that Jesus would not
come there.

"In the Book of Life which He
held in His hand
"Was written the name of every
saved man.
"He spoke not a word as He
searched for my name.
"When He said "It's not here,"
my head hung in shame.

. "The children were dressing to
crawl into bed
Not once ever kneeling or bowing a head.
"And Mom in her rocker and
baby on her lap
"Was watching the late show
while I took a nap.

"The people whose names had
been written with love
"He gathered to take to His
Father above.
"With those who were ready He
rose without a sound
"While all the rest were left
standing around.

"When out of the East there
arose s'.ieh a clatter
"I sprang to my feet to see what
was the matter.
"Away to the window I flew like
a flash.
"Tore open the shutters and
threw up the sash!

"I fell to my knees, but it was
too late;
"I had waited too long and this
was my fate.
"I stood and I cried as they rose
out of sight.
"Oh, if only I had been ready
tonight.

"When what to my wonderful
eyes should appear
"But angels prclaiming that
Jesus was here.
'Wit i a light like the sun sending forih a bright ray
"I knew in a moment this must
be THE DAY!

"In the words of this poem the
meaning is clear:
"The coming of Jesus is drawing
near.
"There's only one life and when
comes the last call
"We'll find that the Bible was
true after all!"

The light of His face made re
cover iny head.
w as Jesus! returning just like

Sincerely,
Debbie Skinner
1713 Ridgewood Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 26, the 360th day of 1990. There are five
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On Dec. 26, 1776, the Battle of Trenton was fought during the Revolutionary War. Gen. George Washington's troops captured 1,000 Hessian soldiers in a major defeat for the British.
On this date:
In 1799, the late George Washington was eulogized by Col. Henry Lee
as "first in war, first in peace and first in the hearts of his countrymen."
One year ago: Romanian television broadcast videotape showing ousted
President Nicolae Ceausescu and his wife. Elena, at their secret trial as
well as footage of the former leader's body following his execution. That
same day, a provisional government took control of Romania.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Richard Widmark is 76. Comedian, composer
and author Steve Allen is 69. Comedian Alan King is 63. Record producer
Phil Spector is 50. Actress Jane Lapotairc is 46. Baseball catcher Carlton
Fisk is 43. Former baseball player Chris Chambliss is 42.
Thought for Today: "A fellow who is always declaring he's no fool
usually has his suspicions." — Wilson Mizner, American playwright
(1876-1933).

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
I

Ten years ago
An honorary scholarship has
been stablished at Murray State
University by Alumni Association
in the name of Dr. Robert F. Alsup.
whose career spanned 37 years in
Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and
Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ahart were
married 60 years on Dec. 23.
Births reported include a boy to
\tr. and Mrs. Johnny Kough, Dec.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Braddock. Dec. 15: a boy to Mr.
and Mi-s. Larry Mobley, Dec. 18.
Twenty years ago
Will.im T. Jeffrey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William F. Jeffrey of
Murray, has been chosen presidentelect ot Conference of Officers of
Affiliated States and Territorial
Associations.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dewey

Grogan were married 50 years on
Dec. 25.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Davis, Dec.
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carl R.
Howard and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Greer, Dec. 17; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Joe Seavers,
Dec. 19.
Thirty years ago
Ray T. Broach, L.A. Rowland
:Ind Martha Broach were elected as
officers of Farm Home Development Families at a meeting on Dec.
:4 -Represented were 25 local
families.
Dewey Lampkins, James Johnson and Eunice Henry were winners of a book, Don't Grow Old —
Grow Y. at Dale Carnegie Class
held at Murray City Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. H.P. Vinson are
today, Dec. 26, celefyrated their
50th wedding anniversary.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Hopkins.
Forty years ago
Mrs. J. Eugene Tarry of 1108
Olive St., Murray, received the
grand prize in the Home Decoration and Christmas Lighting Contest, sponsored by Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Winners of Tuberculosis Essay
Contest, sponsored by Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club are Billie Cole and Bobby
Starks of Murray High School, Billy Joe Hosford of New -Concord
High School, and Dimple Lee Hendrix of Douglas High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Wilson,
Dec. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bailey of
Bristol, Va., arc the guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bailey and Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Riley.
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Servicemen respond to packages, letters
Editor's Note: Following are
responses to care packages from
MSC! Student Government Association, the Red Cross and this newspaper to troops of Desert Shield.
Thanks so much for your care
package. The support from home is
a big help in keeping our spirits up.
Everyone in the community center helped in eating the candy. (It
was all gone in about 20 or 30
mindtes!)
•
Take care, have a good Christmas, and hopefully I'll return to
Ky. before too long.
SrA Robin Martin
406-04-7884
Operation Desert Shield
51CCSq
APO NY 09852
Thank you so much for the gifts.
I received them two days ago. I'm
a R.N. in the Navy Nurse Corps.
I'm a 1979 graduate of Ky. Baptist
Hospital School of Nursing. I grew
up in Eastern Kentucky on the
West Va. border. My husband, Bill,
is from Dawson Springs, Ky. and
also on active duty in the Navy.
Fleet Hospital 5 is a 500 bed tentage hospital, expandable to
another 500 beds should the need
arise. We live in the tents behind
the hospital, sleep on cbts with
sleeping bags. We wear combat
boots and cami uniforms (not a
pretty sight). I am the Assistant
Division Officer on a 30 bed
medical-surgical ward. We look
somewhat like the old MASH
shows you see on• TV or maybe
"China Beach."
The word we just received seems
to be that we will be here for quite
some time. Your concern, care and
prayers are deeply appreciated.
May God bless your lives.
LT Linda S. McCord
1st MEF FLTHOSP5 Nurse
Serv Ward
FPO San Francisco, CA
96608-5409
I would like to thank you for the
package ya'll sent me.
I was really shocked when I saw
that it was from Murray State
University.
I attended a course at Murray
State and I hope to attend more in
the future. Well once again, thank
you for the package.
SPC Nirmi
D 3/187
101 ABN Div
APO NY 09309
Thank you very much for the
care package which I received yesterday. I am using the health and
comfort items and shared the candy
with my fellow mat ines. I am currently wearing the. "friendship
bracelet" on my dog tags and will
continue to hold it until this crisis
is over.
I frequently think about the
beautiful maple trees on Olive
Blvd. or the dogwoods that line
Wells Blvd. I know that by now
Racer basketball is in full swing
and that students are starting to
buckle down for finals (that is

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

something I do not miss!)
'My being deployed to Saudi
Arabia is difficult on both myself
and my family. Knowing that I and
other service people are receiving
such friendly support from my
hometown makes this ordeal that
much easier. Each day I hope and
pray for a peaceful solution to this
crisis; but I have excellent equipment, my marines arc the best in
the Corps, and if I am called to do
what I train every day to do, I am
thankful that I have your and other
U.S. citizen's heartfelt support.
Thank you again for the care
package.
LT James W. Phillips
D Co 1st Tank BN
FPO San Francisco
96602-9465
Hello, I hope everybody is doing
okay. I am doing well. I appreciated the box that I recei% cd from
you.
Everything was put to good use
and it's always a good feeling to
know that there are people back
home that care. I've gotten so
many letters and boxes from people
I don't even know. It puts a warm
feeling in my heart to know people
really do care.
We just got the good news about
the American hostages and the
other people that Saddam was
using for human shields. I feel so
much better and maybe they can
come to a really peaceful -solution.
Tonight I talked to some British
tankers and they have got it pretty
rough compared to us. I've got to
let you all go for now and I really
do appreciate the box. Merry
Christmas andA Happy New Year.
SGT RaMS, L. Ross
403-16-2285
C CO 1st Tank Battalion
FPO San Francisco, CA
96608-5521
Thanks a million for the package. I put the red, white. and blue
friendship bracelet on my dog tags.
Thank you for taking the time to
get a package together for a guy
you've never even met. May you
have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
A1C Paul Sabol
404-25-2843
507 TAACS Deployed
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY 09852
Thank you so very much for the
package I received. It is the perfect
gift for someone out here. It is a
tough situation but with people like
you and prayers from everybody
around the world, it makes this job
a little bit easier. I wish all of you
the very merriest of Christmas' and
New Year's. We arc here for freedom for everybody all over the
world.
Billy R. Selman
NIA USS John F. Kennedy
FPO NY 09538-2800
I appreciated the care package
immensely.
The 86th Evacuation Hospital
opened for business Nov. 16,1990.
Shortly, thereafter I performed the
first surgery here "christening" the
ship. We have finished a mass
casualty exercise and are on our
way toward being ready to receive
casualties. Our Commander is Col.
Ross Davies, past Chief of Surgery
at Eisenhower Army Medical Center, where I did my surgical
residenc y!
It's a small world. Again your
kindness is appreciated greatly.
Major William M. Steely MC
MD
406-90-6821
86th EVAC Hospital
c/o 101st Airborne (Air
Assault) Div.
APO NY 09309

people in a good mood when packages of this sort are received.
Thank you again.
SGT Jeffrey Wegrzynowicz
166-64-4124
HHC 1-502 INF
101 ABN DIV (AASLT)
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY 09309
Without a name I don't know
who to thank for the package. So
whoever reads this please make
sure that everybody knows I said
thanks. Every little bit helps when
you are out in the middle of the
desert and there's not a local KMart to run to. Ha, Ha. If there is
anyone who would like to write I
would like to hear from them.
SFC Rick Gibson
400-76-9387
HHC 2nd BDE
2nd FASCO
APO NY 09309
On 26 Nov. 1 received a care
package with various very useful
items in it. I was ecstatic to receive
your package and am extremely
thankful to all of you for all the
support and care you have shown
for us soldiers and our families in
this time of hardship and need.
With your support we feel highly
confident that we can accomplish
our mission and fulfill our obligation to the United States of America and our families and friends. We
hope to be done with our job over
here soon, and are anxiously awaiting to return home. Thank you for
everything and you are in Our
thoughts and prayers daily.
E-4 Lester I. Green, Jr.
134-58-8567
2/17 CAV CMND & STAFF
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY 09309
I would like to start by saying
thank you to everyone who had a
part in sending me the package I
received at mail call today. The
students who made the friendship
bracelets, the children who participated in "Trick or Treat for our
Troops" and all the other people in
the Murray, Calloway Couty area
that had a part in this. I really
appreciated it. I am currently stationed on board the U.S.S. Nicholas, a guided missile frigate out of
Charleston, South Carolina. WE
left Charleston on Sept. 2110 come
over here. As long as nothing happens we will be home for Easter. I
joined the Navy right out of high
school and the Navy has done a lot
in these past eight years. This is
the first time the people at home
have really got behind us and it
feels good. There is so much "Any
Service Member" mail pouring in
every day that every one always
gets something at mail call. We
spend each day watching and waiting and hoping for the best. Being
on a ship has its advantages, we
were recently in Hoda, Qatar and I
had a chance to visit the U.S. Air
Force post there. It's called Tent
City and that's what it is. Everyone
there I talked to had no idea when
they might get to go home, at least
we have a target date, the end of
March. It still gets hot over here
during the day, but at night it cools
off real nice. Well, I just wanted to
write and thank you all for doing
• what you are doing in support of
those of us that are over here.
SK2 David Halliman, S-1
USS Nicholas FFG-47
FPO Miami 34092-1501

My name is Brenda. I am in the
Air Force currently serving in
Saudi Arabia. i am assigned to the
33rd TAC Fighter Wing out of
Eglin AFB, Fla. I have been in
Saudi Arabia for 84 days now. My
job is a Weapons Systems Specialist. I load missiles on F-15 aircraft
with the help of my other two team
Thank you very much for your members. I am the load crew chief.
generosity and appreciation of what I am in charge of the
loading
we are doing. It puts a whole lot of operation.
Today, when I received your
package, I was truly surprised. It
was an unexpected pleasure. I
would like to thank all the people
who put in the time and effort putWALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
ting together the package. It's nice
TED DELANEY, General Manager
to know that there are people in the
MARY ANN ORR. Advertising Manager
United States who still think of us
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
and believe in what we are here
T u Man. I.d. & Tow (USPS 3011001
for.
'I was wondering if it would be
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays,July 4, Christmas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc.,
possible to get a sweatshirt or tDr.
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071
shirt with your college logo on it.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers $500 per month, payable in advance
A size medium would be good.
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and Paris.
And
the shirt would be greatly
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $5700 per yew By
to other destinations $64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspapa, phone 753-1916
appreciated.
The Murray Ledger & Times it • member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Peru
Once again, thanks for every
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association,
thing. Don't forget us.
The Associated Press is exclusively enutled to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times
SGT Brenda J. Horton
There was no Kentucky
Cash drawing for Tuesday
night.

Mrray Ledger & Times

1001 Whitnell
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33 AGS/MAAMBS
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY 09691
Thank you very much for the
complimentary box. I appreciate
everything that you are doing for
me. My name is Venolia M. SmithJohnson and I am orginally from
Madisonville, Ky. I'm married of
three years in February and have a
3-year-old little girl. I miss them
very much. My job here is a computer operator. I put data in the
computer of all the planes' missions for day-to-day basis. So we
know what they are doing at all
times. I want to thank you again.
God Bless.
SGT Venolia Johnson
400-11-3737
507 TACC/Deployed
Operation Desert Shield
APO NY 09852
Hello! I was quite surprised to
receive your big envelope full of
goodies! Thank you very much!! I
guess that was most surprising to
me as I've never been to your
school. I have, however, enjoyed
your school's FM radio station
while assigned to Fort Campbell.
Just now we are in eastern/
northeastern Saudi Arabia. My
medical company provides medical
support to an infantry brigade of
the 101st Airborne Division. Just
for the moment we are in an abandoned oasis near. the iiuwaiti border .while the infantrymen are in
their desert maneuvers here. The
weather here is a good bit cooler
than when we arrived down south
at Dhahran in August.
Thank you again for your envelope full of goodies and I. hope
everyone there enjhoys the corning
holidays.
CW2 David Kendrick
B 326 MED BN
101st ABN DIV (AASLT)
APO NY 09309
I received your package and I
really appreciate it. Mail is so nice
to get. We've been here almost
three months. No one really knows
what's going to happen. Thanks
again.
PFC Lillie Laughlin
333-56-9820
18th AVN BDE (HHC 1/58th
AVN REGT)
APO NY 09657-4300
I would like to take time to personally say "Thank you" for all
your help and support that has been
given to all of us over here in
Saudi Arabia. It is well appreciated
by each and every soldier who is
serving over here. Now here's a
little information about myself for
those young ladies who would like
to write to me personally. My name
is Eric D. Leake. I'm 24 years old,
I'm a medic for a platoon and I
would like to receive some mail
once in a• while for a change
(smile) Thanks again!
Eric D. Lcake
550-43-3594
B CO 3/502 INF
2nd Brigade 101st ABN DIV
APO NY 09309
I would like to thank you fro the
Care package you sent. I'm proud
to know that my hometwon is supporting us so well. Hope you continue your program.
If possible could you find one or
two students to write a friend of
mine who hasn't received any mial
in the four months we have been
here. Here is his address:
SPC Robert Schonegger
82nd ABN DIV
TF2BDE 2/21 Chem Co
APO NY 09656
Merry Christmas and Happ:
New Year to you and yours.
Eddie Lovins
406-23-1072
82nd ABN DIV
TF2 BDE 2/21st Chem Co
APO NY 09656
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Edwards and Simmons vows solemnized at church
Miss Vicki Lynn Edwards,
daughter of Dan and Saundra
Edwards, and Steve J. Simmons,
son of Judy Hamilton and the late
Kenneth Simmons, exchanged wedding vows in a late fall wedding at
Kirksey Baptist Church, Kirksey.
John Dale, minister of Glendale
Road Church of Christ, officiated
at the ceremony.
The sanctuary of the church was
lighted with a heart-shaped candelabrum, two spiral, two seven light
candelabra and a unity candle.
Each was entwined with fuschia
roses, white rubrium lilies, white
spider mums, fuschia gazer lilies,
fresh greenery and large white satin
bows.
The pews were decorated with
fresh flower arrangements of fuschia roses, rubrium lilies, fuschia
star gazer lilies, greenery and white
ribbons tied with love knots. Single
lighted candles accented each window with fresh greenery at the base
of each.
Music was presented by Mrs.
Cindy Cossey, pianist, and Kyle
Wadley and Wendy Wadley,
singers.
The bride, escorted by her father,
wore a formal length gown of
white satin. The scalloped bodice
overlaid with white lace net was
covered with tiny white pearls,
iridescent rhinestones and sequins.
The front of the dress also had the
same stones. The heart-shaped back
was accented with a large white
how at the waistline and the scalloped hemline was adorned with
like stones.
Her puff crowned veil was
accented with stones similar to her
wedding dress. Her only jewelry
were pearl and rhinestone earrings,
a gift from her mother.
She carried a bouquet of white
roses, casablanca lilies, ruskus,
white fresia, and white stock with
white satin ribbons throughout tied
with tiny love knots.
Mrs. Vona Gallimore was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were
Ken Simmons and Jill Butterworth.
They wore fuschia formal length
satin brocade dresses accented with
tulip puff sleeves, heart-shaped
backs with bows at the necklines
and waistlines. They wore matching shoes and rhinestone earrings,
gifts from the bride.
Each attendant carried a bouquet
of rubrium and star gazer lilies and
fuschia roses with the same color
ribbon tied in love knots.
Ashley Simmons, flower girl,
wore a miniature of the bride's
attendants' dresses. She carried a

white tulip basket accented with
fresh flowers as the attendants.
The groom wore a white tuxedo
with tails and pleated trousers
accented with a white cummerbund
and tie. He wore a double white
roc boutonniere.
-Shawn Simmons, brother of the
groom, was best man. Groomsmen
were Phillip Bazzell and Brad
Edwards, brother of the bride.
Ushers and candle lighters were
Gary Evans and Steve Steele.
The groom's attendants and
father of the bride wore black tuxedoes with pleated trousers,
accented with cummerbunds and
ties. Their boutonnieres were single
white rose buds.
Ben Cossey was ring bearer. He
wore a miniature of the groom's
tuxedo.
The mother of the bride wore a
teal one-piece street length dress
with matching accessories. The
groom's mother wore a royal blue
street length dress accented with
pearls. Their corsages were of
white rose buds.
Ray Goodwin of Nashville,
Tenn., cousin of the bride,
designed the floral arrangements
for the wedding and the reception.
The guest register was attended
by Miss Amy Bryan of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Mrs. Gcla Edwards, aunt of the
bride, directed the wedding.
A reception followed in the Hospitality Room of the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Mrs. Barbara Brnett directed the
reception. Assisting were Mrs.
Judy Turner, Mrs. Ginger Overbey,
Mrs. Pam Scott, Mrs. Cindy Cossey and Miss Erica Cossey.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a white lace cloth with white
bows accenting the corners.. A
thrce-tierred cake, prepared by
Mrs. June Lockhart, had stairs
leading to two small cakes on
either side and was topped with a
porcelain bride and groom replica.
The cake was encircled with fresh
flowers and greenery. Miniature
groomsmen and bridesmaids were
positioned on the stairs.
Strawberry fruit punch and a
variety of finger foods were also
served. Guest tables were centered
with fresh floral arrangements on a
mirrored tray with sprinkles of confetti and motif candles. Floral table
arrangements of curly willow and
like flowers of the wedding party
were used throughout the room.
The groom's table held a chocolate sheet cake topped with a golf
scene.

Anniversary Special Is
Offered Every Day During
The Month of December.

Mr. and Mrs. Steve J. Simmons
married at Kirksey church
After the reception the bridal
couple left for a wedding trip to
Paradise Island, Bahamas. They are
now residing on Rt. 1, Kirksey.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. and
Mrs. James V. Edwards, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Edwards and children, Angela and Michael, Sedalia,
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Mark Holmes
and children, Jaclyn and Jonathan,
Springfield, Mo.; Mrs. Herman
Robertson, Winter Haven, Fla.;
Mrs. Ruth Ziemann, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Schaffer, Mr. and Mrs.
James 0. Slusmeyer, Mrs. Ruby
Slusmeyer and Mrs. Tammy Blackburn and daughter, Rachel, Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Howard Alexander, Jackson, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Goodwin and children, Courtney and Brittany, Nashville, Tenn.
The bride and groom were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held in the
private dining room of Sirloin
Stockade, Murray. Gifts were presented by the couple to members of
the wedding party.

Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included:
A personal shower given by
Karen Belcher, Vona Gallimore,
Keni Simmons and Jill Butterworth ,
at the Belcher home;
A coffee given by Claire Benton,
Janice Johnson, Janet Futrell,
Cheryl Whitaker, Shelia Haley,
Lori Hulett, Sandra Rogers and
Jeanie Morgan at the Benton home;
A couples' dinner given by the
Young Married Class of Glendale
Road Church of Christ at the home
of Jerry and Vicky White;
A tea hosted by Mariam Olree.
Patsy Massey, Mary Frank Paschall, Judy Turner, Ann Furr, Hallie Williams, Judy Hamilton and
Donna Tucker in the Hospitality
Room of University Branch of
Bank of Murray;
A tea given by Gela Edwards,
Janice Compton, Cindy Cossey,
Laverne Cain, Betty Lowry, Martha
Guicr, Martha Pitman and Sharon
Furches in the Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church.

J.D. SUMNER AND
THE STAMPS
Sunday, Jan. 6, 1991
3:00 p.m.

Habitat for Humanity celebrating anniversary
AMERICUS, Ga. (AP) — HabiDuring the anniversary project,
tat tor Humanity will celebrate its
15 work teams will travel from
15th anniversary next year by • community
to community, building
building 1,500 homes for the needy new homes
and renovating old
in 225 communities in the United ones,
Habitat officials said. Habitat
States and Canada.
will provide
Habitat said the 16-week build- transportation. food, housing and
ing blitz will begin in Miami on
"This will be
June 16 and end in Columbus, year in Habitat the most exciting
for Humanity's hisOhio, with a three-day convention, tory,"
said Millard Fuller, Habistarting Sept. 26. Former President tat's president
and co-founder.
Carter, One of Habitat's bestknown volunteers, will be the keynote speaker at the meeting.

Fuller said the Christian housing
group also plans to complete its
10,000th home early in the year
and to complete its 15,000th by the
end of the year.
Volunteers build and renovate
homes by using donated materials.
Recipients are required to work on
their homes and the homes of
others. Houses are purchased on a
non-profit, no-interest basis.

An Exciting,
New and Different Program
That Lets You Lose Weight
At Your Own Pace

Simpson is named
LOS ANGELES (AP) — He's
bug-eyed, missing two fingers and
has no chin, but Bart J. Simpson
has what it takes to capture Entertainment Weekly's Entertainer of
the Year title.
The folk anti-hero who was a
virtual unknown just one year ago
became an underachiever for the
ages in 1990. He's got his own TV
show, Butterfinger candy advertising contract, a record album and a
"Do the Bartman" rock video.
Entertainment Weekly said Bart
also deserves credit for not catching typical Hollywood afflictions:
He didn't punch out any paparazzi,
wear glasses to make himself look
smarter, harangue his fans about
flavor-of-the-month political
causes, make a trip to the Betty
Ford Center or sing the National
Anthem.

Our Easiest Program Ever
Adapts To Your Lifestyle
Enjoy Your Favorite Foods

Merry Christmas! Wishing you
joy, peace and love.

JOIN NOW AND SAVE $10.00!!!
Become a Member for Just $20.00
This Offer Begins January 2. 1991
(For a Limited Time Only)

I would like to sincerely thank all my
friends and customers for your
loyalty, patronage and support this
past year.

L.A. Optical
310 N. 12th St.

—For Your EyesTime Square

Visit Murray's Pier 1

AFTER CHRISTMAS CLEARANCE SALE
Storewide Sale ends Mon., Dec. 31st at 4:00 p.m.
University Plaza --- On Chestnut Street

M-F 9:013-6a0
Sat. 900-500; Sun. 1:03-5:00

MURRAY, KY
1st Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street
Bargain Matinees
Everyday
12-20 through 1-1
Rt nt our mot 14-.•.it thc
Inns Ch4-4 nut • 7i:1-3311
Open 11:am to to:pm

Weight Watchers also meets In:
Benton, KY • Paducah, KY
New Year's Eve & New Year's Day Is a Weight Watchers holiday.
Classes will not be held. Please call our office between 8:30 AM &
4:30 PM EST Monday thru Friday for the rescheduling date of
classes this week.

The world leader of weight control
There are 185 meetingc weekly throughout Kentucky 8 Southern Indiana

For information Call:
($02) 4211-71100 In Lewisville
Of

Toll FINN, 1-11100-333-11716
WaRters mor.ibeHal
ASONAL CHOICE am ...cpv•foo

fr

UV411

mow) WEIGHT WATCHERS and
Weeit 111111cfers DliemanonaiInC
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The Music Ministry of Westside, 19, at 7 p.m.
Tommy Scott was director with
Baptist Church presented the
Children's Choir II in a program Sherma Scott as pianist and Sarah
entitled "Nathan and the Very Best Walker as narrator. Technical
Nightlight" on Wednesday, Dec. directors were George Ligon,

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
held its December meeting in the
home of Mrs. James Parker with
Mrs. Gary Flickinger, president,
presiding.
Devotions were led by the chaplain, Mrs. John Gregory, who read
the Chrisrntas story from the Gospel of Luke.
The Chapter decided to send
Christmas greetings to two international Peace Scholarship students
who are attending colleges in Kentucky: one young woman from
Peru at a university in Lexington,
and another from Panama attending
Western Kentucky University at
Bowling Green.
Mrs. Flickinger presented a
Christmas program which included
participation by members present.
Refreshments in Christmas colors were served by Mrs. Parker and

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Mrs, Gregory.
The next meeting will be a coffee on Saturday, Jan. 19, at 10 a.m.
\%ith Mayfield members as
hostesses,

Kathy Ligon and Martha Yezerski.
This musical dreama featured
Matthew Yezerski as Nathan, son
of the one of the wise men, portrayed by John Yezerski, who went
to see Jesus. Through his experiences at the manger, young Nathan
learns that the hope found in Jesus
Christ overcomes fears and
insecurities.
Walt Tibbetts played King Herod. Chris Felts and Adam Hicks
portrayed Joram and Josiah, young

Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 9110 IN MO

$11 a sante

Sale Starts
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.

Unique Gifts & Accessories
753-4567
305 S. 12th St.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
WHITE CLOUD

1
BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

I

PRICE

BATH
TISSUE
4 ROLL PKG.

FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Pit
Be cooperative about money concerns today. Income should be good
now and career efforts meet with
success. Evening hotiu's you have
extra energy and must avoid being
pushy or argumentative. TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Try not to be stubborn with a close
tie. Travel and dealings with advisers
are favored. You're inclined to impulsive shopping now and need to watch
expenditures.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You may be stuck now on one
work problem. Developments affecting finances today are favorable. New
starts are indicated at present, but
yon may be too self-insistent.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Offi
You're still very much in a holiday
mood and will be enjoying good times
with friends and loved ones now.
There are some unfinished tasks
you'll be getting out of the way.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Business and pleasure combine to
your advantage. You'll be working
hard today, but you remain charming
and sociable. You may be making
plans now for a party.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
One conversation today frustrates
you. Extra incentive, though, leads to
career gains. Travel is a plus right
now and joy comes from dating and
recreational interests.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Both home decorating projects and
travel are favored today. Avoid,
however, an argument leith an
adviser. Your financial picture should
change for the better now.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You're inclined to be self-insistent
as the day begins, but overall this is a
time of sharing and affection between
loved ones. You're ready to act on an
investment matter.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
You're stumped for a while on the
job, but then a breakthrough comes.
Income should be picking up now,
but tonight you must guard against
being bossy with loved ones.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
A friend's jealousy may surprise
you today. Romance and plt.a.sure
interests are happily accented, but
guard against irritability or impatience late night.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A career matter may remain on
hold for now. You'll want some time
spend alone with a loved one today.
You'll also be making some changes
at home. Try not too be bossy.
PISCES
)011P
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mew
Someone you deal with now is
opinionated. You'll be enjoying ha/Spy
times socially now and singles will
meet with romantic introductions.
Tonight, you may be in a bit of a rush.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
independent and cooperative. You're
willing to work hard to achieve the
high place you desire,in lite and are
likely to be a person who does his or
her own thing.

friends of Prince Nathan.
Soloists were Andrea Scott, Julie
Tibbetts, Mitch Chapman, Matthew
Jezerski, John Yezerski and Walt
Tibbetts.
Cast members included Chris
Felts, Chase Wallace, Hunter Wallace, Matthew Yezcrski, John Eric
Yezerski, Brad Walker, Adam
Hicks, Mitch Chapman, Amanda
Williams, Jessica Houston, Ann
Watkins, Julie Tibbetts, Julie
Smotherman, Tisha Peeler, Andrea
Scott and Amy Richerson.

CHEER LAUNDRY

ARMOUR

DETERGENT

VIENNA SAUSAGE

9

BUTTERMILK OR
1% LIGHT MILK

POTATO
CHIPS

29

'N

584
61/3 OZ. CAN

L
COUNTRY

7 VARIETIES

1DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,

NABISCO

SNACK CRACKERS

7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH FLAVORS
TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

OHS
CHUNK STAR KIST
IN OIL OR WATER

1/2 GAL.

12 PK. $
12 OZ.
CANS

PEPSI COLA

3 LB. q
CAN
WIT]
SHOP
SMART

FLAV-O-RICH

REG. $1.39
RUFFLES

DIET PEPSI,
CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
CRUSH FLAVORS

SHC

5 OZ. CAN
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PEPSI COLA

CRISCO

KELLY'S

X1:11:a' CHILI W/BEANS
OR TAMALES
CHILI

89'

FRYERS.

KRAFT

GRAPE JELLY

FRYER

LEG QT
32 OZ JAR

$149

15 OZ.

BARS

BONELE
itt

SINGLES

FOLGERS

16

BUSH'S

KRAFT
WRAPPED AMERICAN

CFE
9
L TA, E

Sl
Si

SINGLES
12 OZ. 16 SLICE
(EXCEPT DECAF)
WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPERS CARD

YEAR END CLEARANCE
RONCO
EST

PAPER TOWELS

MN APO.
6 CIOESS
D4 Wt.

RED OR
BROWN SUGAR

MAC. & CHEESE

69'

ROLL

DEL MONTE

NEW! SWEET ONE

TOMATO JUICE

SWEETENER

99

46 OZ.

50 Cl.

$1.19

rIsh:c
48 OZ

$249

LIBBY
PUMPKIN

16 OZ. 3 FOR $1
NESTLES TOLL HOUSE
MORSELS
12 OZ. $1"
CHRISTMAS
CANDY
REDUCED

VESS DRINKING
WATER
GAL. 494
HOLIDAY CUPS &
PLATES
994
WYLER'S MAKES 8 QTS.
LEMONADE
99'
HOLIDAY
PRINGLES
99'
KRAFT
BBQ SAUCE
18 OZ. 79'
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!!

FRESH

BAKED

CINNAA
LATTICE

CHERI

DAIRY

ROAS'
RE'S

CREAM
CHEESE
8 OZ.
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EZELL
BEAUTY SCHOOL

An Apostolic Pentecostal Fellowship meeting will be Friday,
Dec. 28, at 7:30 p.m. at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray.
The Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Smith
with son and daughter-in-law,
David and Kristi Smith of Winnsboro, La., will be special guests.
"Rev. Smith is a dynamic speaker with David and Kristi being
talented song writers, musicians
and singers," said the Rev. James
H. Cain, pastor at Lake-Land.
The second special service at

For More Information, Call:

753-4723

Lake-Land will be the seventh
anniversary of Lake-Land as a congregation on Tuesday, Jan. 1, at 3
p.m.
Guest speaker will be the Rev.
Robert Hall of Hopkinsville. .
The church is located off Smith
Fourth Street (Highway 121 South)
to the Bunny Bread Store, turn
west to first building on the right.
The pastor, the Rev. James H.
Cain, and the congregation invite
the public to attend these services.
For more information call
759-1602.

SHORTENING

L

220Z.89
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART
corral CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

DEAR ABBY: I was amused to
read the letters tconcerning nudity
from "Baffled in Vancouver" and
"Stark Naked in San Marcos."

13 OZ.
CAN
(SORRY NO DECAY)

clothed body. Being self-conscious(or ashamed)ofone's body
is learned behavior. For years.
nudists of all ages have formed
colonies all over the world, enjoying nature with not so much
as a fig leaf between them.

DEAR ABBY:I have tht!. nagging
feeling that I should have w ill. My
husband doesn't have
velme eit her.:Ind
we are both getting up t here in ears
The problem is. wi - don't ha \
much. and I hesitate to bother a
lawyer with so ineager ..in estate as
ours. We live on the edge it Palm
Springs. where there are a lot ot
• wealthy people.and the law y yrs here
cater to these rich people.
How do I find a kiwy
w•Ir ,
wouldn't turn up his nose at our ti.,',
possessions? I would sure :ipprt•ciate your suggestions. as I hay t• been
worrying Itakly.
GROWING ( 11.1) IN
CATHEDRA I. CITY

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
• SMART SHOPPER CARD

OHSE ALL VARITIES

LUNCH
MEAT
S
12

ON-COR

FRYERS

99'
L.
COUNTRY STYLE CUT-UP

FRYERS

59

BARS

3 PACK

BONELESS HAMS

LB. $169

PIMENTO CHEESE

$‘199

TENDER BEST WAFER

OHSE

CORN DOGS

99' COCKTAIL SMOKIES....
'169 CHICKEN NIBBLERS

12 OZ.

ON-COR
LB. $279

PORK PATTIES

LB. $

99

ON-COR

ON-COR

12 02

ei

1 LB. $149 SLICED MEATS.2.5 oz. Z/

BRYON

MRS. WEAVER'S

DEAR GROWING OLD: Call
the Riverside County Bar Association and tell the people there
what you have told me. Regardless ofhow modest your means,I
assure you they will refer you to
a lawyer who will not turn up
his/her nose at your business.

LB
199

DON MAR'TINO

69' PIZZA
LB. 494 BOLOGNA

OHSE TURKEY

LEG QTRS.

$

LB

LB.

FRYER

BEEF
FINGERS

WHOLE

OZ.

LB. $199

CHUCKWAGON PATTIES...LB. $199

1111NOMIMIN

JIMMY DEAN

Most teen-agers do not knou the factabout drugs. AIDS and how to pre•ent
unwanted pregnancy. It's all in Abln's
updated,expanded booklet,"What Ei..er
Teen Should Know." To order, send a
business-size, self-addressed envelopv.
plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby Teen Flookket.
P-.0. Box 447. Mount Morris, Ill. 51954.
(Postage is included.)

8 OZ

169

People Magazilie
releases 1111111CS

FRESH PRODUCE
--"r17

111k_

BAKED BAGELS

CABBAGE

OTATOES

09

NEW

FRESH GREEN

U.S. NO. 1 10 LB. BAG RUSSE
FRESH
5 CT. $1

2

39

LB.

LATTICE

CHERRY PIE

46 OZ.

$499

FLORIDA PINK OR WHITE

FRESH 1 LB. BAG

GRAPEFRUIT

SLAW MIX

SUNKIST NAVEL

ORANGES
FLORIDA JUICE

ORANGES

4/$1'"
6/$1'"

DEAR ABBY: My husband A n ti I
were married on Sept. 15. 1972 We
had a child in 197:3 We lk cry divorced in 19M. Exactly 11-months
later. we remarried and had two
more children. We've been happily
married ever since.
What anniversary do we officially
celebrate? And please don't sa%
"Both of them." because. face it. you
can have only one 25th wedding
anniversary party.
WONDERING IN INDIANA
DEAR WONDERING: Start
counting from 1972, and forget
that 11-month "hiatus."

SAUSAGE
& BISCUITS

BAKERY

Some years ago. at the age 55.
I responded to a city college request
for figure models for its art classes.
Their models are unclothed lfi,und
it to be a most liberating growth
experience, one which gove me
enough insight into societal response
to nudity to form the basis of a term
paper for a psychology class Ilhad.
As a result of that experience. 1
became a confirmed nudist.
the nude beaches in Santa Barbara
as often as I could, and doing my
housework in a like state. as %ell as
enjoying a lady friend's invitation to
use her back yard for sunbathing.
I think many ()Fos might do well
to confront our own feelings on the
subject. Though such exposure. like
olives. may not be everyone's taste.
there is a certain exhilaration and
self-confidence that can be den ed
Let us remember. we \ ore all ii iii
without clothing.
NATURE BOY IN SAN DIE(

DEAR NATURE BOY:There is
nothing immoral about the un-

67?

COFFEE

ISHWASHING LIQUID

Man Uncovers Confidence
After Modeling in the Nude

SMOKED
JOWL

FOLGER'S
JOY

Van Buren

REELFOOT WHOLE

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

By Abigail

11111111111111111'

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

CRISCO PURE VEGETABLE
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Lake-Land plans events

Winter Classes Begin
January 14

PRICES GOOD WED., DEC. 26
THRU TUES., JAN. 1

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1990

FRESH PURPLE-TOP

TURNIPS
FRESH BUNCH

GREEN ONIONS

99'
49'
3/$1N
LB

YORK

AP; --- MC

Presldent Bush. Saddam
Hussein. Sinead O'Connor and
Bar; Snn;lson might not appear to
lia‘c a lot in common. But PeopL
inagapne includes each of them in
its list of the most intriguing people or 1990.
The magazine hlames Saddam
Ior brining the t orld to the brink
of war. It says Bush's place is history is insecure as he faces his
toughes; crisis.
It credits Hammer uith bringing
show hi, flash and footwork to rap.
And O'Connor'? She's a "11nting.
rebel wick: heard in an age of
flashint: legs and lip sync.- As for
Bart. People says he gave underachievers
good name.
It calls Julia Roberts the first
new female star of [h.: '90s for her
role in "Pretty. Woman," while
crediting Ken Burn. the producer
of the 11 -hour 'Civ War" with
making a name for liniNelf through
public television.
Also named were Patrick Swayze, Francis Ford Coppola, Delta
Burke, Michael
Nancy Cruzan, Gen. Colin Powell, Fidel
Castro, Effi Barry. Dr.:.Anthony
,Fauci, Nancy Ziegenowyer, Nelson
Mandela, Neil Bush. Keenen Ivory
Wayans, Claudia Scitiffcr, William
Styron, Laura Palmer, Bo Jackson
and Princess Carolinc.
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PAUL SA

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1990

A
DATEBOOK

ATTENTION

Barlow Museum will be open
The Barlow House Museum at Brlow will be open Sunday, Dec. 30,
from I to 4 p.m. A special Christmas display will be shown. Admission is
free. For more information call 1-443-7256.

Until Dec. 31st

Episcopal event Thursday
For the third year, St. John's Episcopal Church is planning an evening
of "fun and games" on Thursday, Dec. 27, to celebrate the Feast of St.
John the Evangelist, for whom the church is named. The Eucharist will be
celebrated at 5:15 p.m. followed by a very informal potluck supper and an
evening of table games for all ages. Everyone is invited to attend and
bring their favorite games.

ALL 1991 INVENTORY
$500

Entire Stock
Fall & Winter

Coats

Over 140 New
Units in Stock!

$699°

Plymouth Voyager
500
Dodge Caravan
500
Colts
400
Eagle Summit
'400
Plymouth Acclaim
500
Dodge Spirit
'500
Dodge D-150
500
Jeep Wrangler
500
Plymouth Laser
500
Dodge Daytona
500
Eagle Talon
500
Lebaron Sedan
500
Lebaron Coupe
500
Dakotas
700
Dakota Club Cab
700
Jeep Comanche
700
Chrysler New Yorker
750
New Yorker 5th
750
Chrysler Imperial
750
Jeep Cherokee
'1000
Dodge Dynasty
1000
Grand Wagoneer
3000
Conversion Vans
750
1990 G. Caravan
'1000
1990 Ramcharger
2000

to

00
$249

1/A

Bil
Glen(

1 1n

1-1. to

will
p.m.

G off

Laps, Leslie Fay, Smart -Pans, Bonnie & Bill, Greenline, Lucia,
Rhoda Lee, Russell Athletic, Graff of California, Zona;That's Me,
Yves St. Clair, Susan Hutton, Judy Bond

Ev
Chur
Bible
Ev
awill
lows

$3990

to
Reg. '60°° to $190'

Boots & Shoes

1/AI-1-

to 1/2
_ off

1/3

tooff

Reg. $3400 to 16900

Reg. '86x to s26Cr°

Fall & Winter, dressy & casual
Selby, Naturalizer, Life Stride, Auditions, Proxy, Sam & Libby and
others

,

Sleepwear

Bras

200k to 50%

0/0

20% to 4.0

off

Reg. '16°' to le

off

Reg. 115' to 126'

Daywear

Robes & Loungewear

300,0

300,0

off
Reg. '10°° to 12300
Slips, Half Slips, Camisoles

Reg. '32' to

Handbags

i /A

1-F to

off
,7o00

1/n
G off

Reg. 11200 to $152'

a

Jewelry

1/A

1 /r1

Hanes Hosiery

250,0

,to ,

off

off
Reg. *s3°-s6"
•Package of two

Reg. 13" to 150"

,

Belts

[Dodge L..

Jeep
Eagle

1/4

Eau de Gucci
1 oz. spray

$1 600
off

Reg. '15"39'

EN

Chur
at 7
p.m.

Sizes 6-18
White, Red, Black, Gray, Jade

Suits

1/3

Ev
will
p.m.

Wool Blazers
$5990
00
to $78

Dresses
$13300

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car
and truck company."

V'

Mi
ried
L.V.
Th
Hugl
Kell)
Mi
a Ro
Horn.
Mi
Hard
a MI
Th
Rach
nis
Mi
gran
gran(

Bil
Univi

Sportswear

Reg. $100°° to $380'
Regular and pant length, and jackets

REBATES

Nal*, Holdback and any factory lo dealer kx:snlIva retained by dealer.

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include Harold Bratton of Purycar, Tenn., and Fern Smith of Murray from Lourdes;
Lucia Garay and Wallace Swan of Murray from Western Baptist.
(Cont'd on page 9A)

reAlUC

Great After Christmas Sale i

REBATES!

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Thursday, Dec. 27, at 6 p.m. at lodge hall. The purpose of the meeting
will be for the election of officers for 1991. Carl Dalton, master of the
lodge, invites all Master Masons of Temple Hill Lodge to attend.

21R1 4g, Errs

PLUS, YOU KEEP THE

•••••• •

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Patients are dismissed

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will meet Thursday,
Dec. 27. at 7 p.m. at the home of Nancy Lovett. All members are urgecLto .
attend, according to Cindy Tucker-Lawson, corresponding secretary of the
chapter.

FACTORY INVOICE

PEPPERS

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, Dec. 27, at
6:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Office. The
group will then go to see a movie with David as host. All singles are
invited. For more information call Pamela, 75307638, Jeanne, 753-0224,
Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Xi Alpha Phi group to meet

BELOW

CARS & TRUCKS

Singles will go to a movie
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Mr. and Mrs. Otto Chester will
be honored with a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, Dec. 30.
The event, hosted by their children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of Salem Baptist
Church, north of Lynn Grove.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester were married Dec. 28, 1940, by the Rev.
L.V. Henson at his home.
Their attendants were Margaret
Hughes Rose and Robert Lee
Kelly.
Mrs. Chester, the former Virginia Ross, is the daughter of the late
Homer and Opal Ross.
Mr. Chester is the son of the late
Hardin and Georgia Chester. He is
a retired farmer and auctioneer.
Their four children are Mrs.
Rachel Neale, Bobby Chester, Dennis Chester and Gary Chester.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester have seven
grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.

Mr. and Mrs. Otto Chester

Community events listed
Wednesday, Dec. 26
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study at 7 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 27
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
6 p.m. at lodge hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Nancy Lovett.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Youth Pizza Supper at 6p.m.;
Prayer Meeting and Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m..

- Senior citizens' activities will be
from 9 a.rn. to 4 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Adult Bible Study at 7
p.m.

Singles. Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Service
at 7 p.m.: Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic

GRAND TETON NATIONAL
PARK. Wyo.(AP) — Kevin Costner considered filming "Dances
With Wolves" in Grand Teton
National Park but switched to a
South Dakota location when park
officials wouldn't let them use a
choice site.
"The request was to provide a
campsite of 40 teepees on a river
with the Tetons in the background." said Marshall Gingery,
the park's assistant superintendent.
Park officials recommended a
site along the Snake River north of
Moose, which was turned clown by
the filmmakers.
They wanted to make Deadman's
Bar, v.hich sits along the Snake
River with the Tetons in the background. into a campsite. But park
officials didn't think it could withstand the heavy use it would have
reeived during the filmmaking.
"We felt the resource was not
able to tolerate that disturbance,"
Gingery said.
Gingery also said officials were
concerned about what off-road
traffic tnight do to the area. "They
\‘ere talking about boom trucks.
We didn't want any vehicles off
in the cottonwoods,
the road
especially," he said.

But that's still a few years off. In
the meantime, she's maintaining a
perfect 4.0 grade point average
with seven different scholarshps, a
member of several leadership
groups and academic honor societ-

Open On Sundays
1-5 p.m. until Christmas

Holiday Special I
Second Set of Prints I
With This Coupon
Color Prints Only - 110. 135, 126 Film
Expires Jan. 5, 1991
Open:
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
I Olympic Plaza,
Murray
759-9347

I
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Thursday, Dec. 27
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Holiday & 117inter Clearance
Sale Starts Wednesday, Dec. 26 • 9:30 a.m.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 6:45 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce office to go to a
movie. For information call Pamela, 75307638, Jeanne, .753-0224,
Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret,
2-247-2249. Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Ky. Oaks Mall - Executive Inn - Lone Oak- Murray - 14 ickliffe

Murray Rotary Club will•meet at
12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.

Susie Q
Charge

Corner of
12th & Olive

Murray
753-7657

St. John's Episcopal Church will
have an evening of "fun and
games" starting at 5:15 p.m. A potluck supper will be served:

KENLAKE STATE
RESORT PARK

Murrayan named at university
When Gina Renee Harris dons
her dark blue "Ambassadors for
Agriculture" blazer, she leaves her
studies behind and becomes a kind
of salesperson.
She helps sell the University of
Kentucky's College of Agriculture
to high school students who are
uncertain about where they want to
go to college.
Harris, a sophomore horticulture
major from Murray, finds it an
easy job.
"UK has an outstanding agriculture program. Everything about it
is really wonderful — great teachers, great facilities, a great
education.
"And one of the things I like the
most about the College of Agriculture is that it's geared toward science, and it's prepared me to work
in a lab, in business, almost anything I choose."
She chose UK over a host of
other universities, essentially on
the strength of its College of
Agriculture.
Her grades at Calloway County
High School were excellent, so she
had plenty of offers when she graduated in 1989.
Harris worked at a commercial
nursery in Murray while attending
high school and knew she wanted
to work with plants and flowers for
a living.
"I had completed most of my
high school courses except English
by my senior year, so I was able to
attend Murray State University and
take some horticulture and ag classes," she says.
"I got a lot out of it, but I knew
UK was very, very strong in horti'culture and offered more
opportunities."
Some of those opportunities
include research, which she says
may be a career for her after
graduation.
She currently works part time in
.a research laboratory studying the
effects of a herbicide called Clomazone on such agricultural products
as tomatoes.
"It's a paying job," she says,
"but it's also part of my education
;here, and I really enjoy it."
If she doesn't choose research as
a career, Harris may go to work for
a commercial nursery "to learn all
the ins and outs, and then go into
,business for myself, maybe in Florida or California."

L.LI
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

New Year's Eve Buffet

ics and an Ambassador for
Agriculture.
"There are only 10 of us, and
this is..ihe first year of the program.
It's really an honor to represent the
College."
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5:00-8:00 p.m.

•Prime Rib Carved • Kentucky Country Ham • Cod Fish
•Delicious BBQ Ribs • Southern Fried Chicken
An array of vegetables, salads and desserts.

Adults - 13.95

Children -'6.95

PADUCAH, KY

2302 KENTUCKY

GWEN'S
STOUT SHOP

Gina Renee Harris

Famous Storewide

CLEARANCE
Starts Tomorrow, Dec. 27th

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

FALL & HOLIDAY
'DRESSES
'LINGERIE
•SWEATERS
'SKIRTS

'SPORTSWEAR
'BLOUSES
•PURSES
'JEWELRY

SORRY NO LANtAWAY ON SALE ITEMS
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Search on for Most Beautiful
Eyes in Kentucky by society

MURRAY TODAY
DESIGNER WHITE MICROWAVE
OVEN/VENT HOOD
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Elaine Edwards, right, was presented a scholarship by Ainvets Auxiliary Post 45. Making the presentation was Dorothy Sheeks, scholarship chairman.

VINagic Chef

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

Hwy. 641 North

(Next to Cain s AMC Jeep)

759-1505

Community
Service

Lisa Caho and Gwen Ross, left, are shown being presented scholar.
ships by Dorothy Sheeks, scholarship chairman for Amvets Auxiliary
Post 45.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. - What are
your eyes worth? Nobody can
put a price on good vision, but
your beautiful eyes could win
you $1.000 or a $500 savings
bond.
The fourth annual search is
on for the Most Beautiful Eyes in
Kentucky - two pairs of eyes. a
child and an adult (age 15 and
over).
The contest is easy to enter.
Just submit any one photo that
best displays your beautiful
eyes along with a $10 entry fee
to the Kentucky Society to
Prevent Blindness, 101 W.
Chestnut, Louisville, Ky., 40202.
Entries must be postmarked by
March 15 and received by March
20. 1991.
This contest is unique in that
it is not an ordinary beauty
contest. The rest of the face is
masked and the eyes alone are
judged, based on their beauty
and healthy appearance. The
adult winner will be chosen from
10 finalists on April 19; the child
winner will be chosen from the
photograph entered.
Dispensers Optical Service
and WLKY-TV are sponsors for

(Cont'd from page 8,4)

Jenny Ridge plans services

What's Your Blood Pressure
One out of six adults has
high blood pressure.
It can be controlled.
You and your doctor
can do it together.

New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church is holding revival services now
and-will continue through Monday, Dec. 31. "We hope to have two or
three guest preachers during this revival," said the Rev. Roy Balentine,
church pastor. A Watch Service will continue until midnight on New
Year's Eve, Dec. 31. The public is invited to attend.
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Carolyn Doyle, Rose Herdman and Bernice Legg were new members
initiated at December meeting of Amvets Auxiliary Post 45.

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer

Van Buren

Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5:30
I
24 Hour Service Available
WAIVER
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175

Betty Biggart, Sandy Taylor, Mattie Novak, Jay Dowty and Mary
Summerfield were initiated at a recent meeting of Amvets Auxiliary
Post 45. In charge of the initiation was Jeannie Paschall, West Tennessee president.

Man's Trips t9 Altar Take
Him All Around the World

Amvets Auxiliary has meeting

DEAR ABBY: I have a charming
Australian boyfriend (I'll call him
Aussie). We've been together for four
years, but we have a few knotty
problems. When Aussie was a foolish boy of 18, he married an Australian woman. Two years later, she
ran off with another man. Aussie
never bothered to get a divorce.
Three years later, Aussie moved
to London where he became involved
with a South American woman whose
visa was about to expire, so he married her so she could stay in England. A year later, they separated,
and Aussie figured he was already in
such a mess, why bother with a divorce. So, he lost track of her, too.
Now 11 years after Aussie's first
wife left him, she contacted his
mother, saying she needs a divorce
because she has met a fine Australian gentleman who wants to marry
her. My Aussie is thrilled because he
wants to wipe the slate clean so he
can marry me!
My question is whether Aussie
needs to obtain a divorce from wife
No.2 in England for our marriage to
be recognized there-also, would it
be recognized here in the United
States?
What are the British laws on
bigamy? Should Aussie go back to
England and contact a lawyer? And
could he be prosecuted there if he
divorces his Australian wife and
marries me?
CONFUSED IN NEW YORK

The Bible was opened and prayer read by Dorothy Edwards. Sarah
Wofford presented the colors.
Gloria Green reported 77 pairs
of glasses, 33 parts and four hearing aids were given to the Lions
Club.
The Blood Mobile will be at
First United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn., Dec. 6, Jan. 3 and
• Feb. 7, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Each
member when giving blood should
give them the Auxiliary membership so the group can get credit.
Elaine Edwards reported on particpation at Veterans Day celebration. Also 200 cards were sent CO
service persons in Saudia Arabia.
Maxine Starks reported on visit
to Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.
She will take fruit on her next visit.
The group voted to make quilt
blocks for a scholarship project.
The blocks should be completed by
March 1.
Members also collected cookies
and other itmes to send to service
men and women in Saudia Arabia.
The group planned a visit to Veterans Hospital on Dec. 17. Lap
robes were to be taken for the
patients.
Two-year pocket calendars are
on sale for $2. Three new members
were Bernice Legg, Carolyn Doyle
and Rose Herdman.

Amvets Auxiliary Post 45 met
Sunday, Dec. 2, at 2 p.m. at the
post home at Paris Landing, Tenn.

ocIdeq(Ittkkt
NEW YEAR'S BLOW OUT
REMEMBER - BEAT THE TAX - JAN. 1ST j
Champagne

,

750 al 1995'.
750 no 3.07'
•Cook's
1.75 L 27.84'
7sc
'Andre
27.84'
750 al 6.16'
Taylor's
1.75 L 27.84'
750 al 9.98'
Korbel
175 16.89'
150 ,1 10.99'
Martini & Rossi
1.75 L 16.72'
Spinelli Asti-Spumarde is L 11.90'
-ceus
Mumm's Extra Dry 750 151 27.38'
750 ml 86.67'
• Dom Perignon
Perrier-Jovet Glass
Whiskey
tsa .1 91.83'
• Set
-Maker's Mark
750 ml 10.99'
6 L 160.74'
Martini & Rossi
our 14.99'
-Maker's Mark
10,ri
'Maker's Mark
175 i 24.59'
1.7s. 15.88'
-Seagrams 7
.Vodka - Gin - Rum,
-Canadian Mist
1.7si 13.98'
7s i 23.23'
.Absolut Vodka
-Crown Royal
so. 15.97'
irs i 14.99'
•Smirnott Vodka
36.82'
-Crown Royal
•Riva Vodka
i is i 9.50'
.01c1 Charger
s L. 20.99'
8 year old
•Bicardi Rum
st 15.96'
.George Dickel
.Castillo Rum
175113.36'
Clack
750 mi 8.84'
-Tanqueray Gin
750 m1 13.4,4'
-Jack Daniels
-Gordon's Gin
175 1 14.35'
750 al 11.97'
Black
•Gilbey's Gin
175 L'13.91'
Jack Daniels
•oius
I 75 1 25.99'
Black
1 751. 11.31'
Kentucky Tavern
115 I 15.73'
%Jim Beam
no mi. 9.73'
-Canadian Club

Wines
4 1 7.36'
-Carlo Rossi
s 1 8.37'
•Franzia
31 6.85'
•Ingeinook
is 1 7.96'
August Sebastianl
Keringer White
750 ml 6.16'
Zinfandel
Sutter Home White
tso it 4,40'
Zinfandel
31 6.99'
Gallo
Taylor Calitornia Ceiler ii. 6.88'
31 6.88
Paul Masson
31 10.56'
Riunite
Fetzer SundialIS L 12.86'
Chardonnay
151 6.16'
Conchay Toro
Jordon Caabernel
is• 21.14'
Sauvignon '85
B&G Poully Fuisse
750 m: 13.22'
87
Louis Jadot Beaujolais
mc ml 7.93'
Villages '88
so mil 9.69'
BV Rutherford '86

DEAR CONFUSED: I have a
long-standing agreement with
the American Bar Association. I

DLAMOND ALL PRICED

'Pkif Cis

Many Other Items on Sale

$140

RINGS

Prices Good Thru December 31, 1990

HAVE A SAFE HOLIDAY!
Largest Wine
Selection
in Paris!
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10 DIAMONDS

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

COIN REPLICA
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$139

WIDE BAND
CLUSTER

1 DIAMOND
NUGGET

FILIGREE
CLUSTER

939
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$99

'The Diamond Price Leader'
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

-Chivas Regal
-Dewar s
-Cully Sark
-J & B
-Old Smuggler
.Scoreby

Proceed from the contest support the Society's sight-saving
programs. These include
preschool vision screening,
industrial and student eye
safety and a glaucoma high-risk
program. Last year nearly
40,000 children in kindergarten.
Head Start, day care centers and
were
elementary schools
screened by Society-trained
volunteers.
For more information, phone
the Society office at 1-800-8281179.

DATEBOOK

Reasonable Prices
And So Much More

Scotch

the contest, providing prizes
and promotion. The adult
winner will receive $1,000 cash
and a trip to Chicago next fall to
compete In the Most Beautiful
Eyes in America. The child
winner will receive a $500
savings bond and his or her
photo will be entered in the national child category. There will
be a grand prize in both
categories at the national event.
There are no rules about the
picture entered - whatever you
think best shows off your eyes color.size, black and white or
any

Pc
su

Open Mon. thru Sat. 8 a.m.-11 p.m.
642-7714
Discount by Case of Mixed Case

$99
•

JEWELERS
c.huonut thou Shopping Canto.
:Murray

promised not to practice law,and
they have promised not to write
an advice column.
However, this advice may
help: Contact a lawyer in New
York who is licensed to practice
international law.
* **

DEAR ABBY: I am in a terrible
spot. Debby is my best friend. She is
very much in love with a fellow I'll
call Richard. Debby thinks Richard
loves her, too. Well, maybe he does,
but yesterday Richard called me up
and asked me to go out with him. I
told him no.
Now, here's where you come in,
Abby. Should I tell Debby that Richard asked me out? Or should I let her
keep on being in love with a rat like
him? Answer in the paper, please,
and sign this ...
YES OR NO
DEAR YES OR NO:I vote no.If
Debby really loves Richard,nothing you say will change her feelings for him. If you tell Debby
that Richard asked you out,she
might be angry with you.(When
some people get bad news, they
blame the messenger.)
Rats like Richard eventually
trap themselves. And when that
happens,Debby will need a good
friend, and you will be there for
her.
5**

DEAR ABBY: I live in Toronto,
and I've been reading "Dear Abby"
all my adult life. I trust your judgment. I just read that a Canadian
jury has found the albums by a punkrock group named Day Glo Abortions were not obscene.
One ofthe albums was titled"Feed
Us a Fetus," and it was laced with
four-letter words and described sex,
satanism, bestiality, murder, rape
and suicide.
Now, if that isn't obscene, I don't
know what is, do you?
ANGERED IN CANADA
DEAR
ANGERED:
My
Webster's Ninth New Collegiate
Dictionary defines"obscene"as:
"disgusting to the senses, repulsive, abhorrent to morality or
virtue; designed to incite lust or
depravity."
I do not know a more appropriate word to describe the
above-mentioned album.I would
be interested in knowing how
the jury arrived at its conclusion.
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* * *

To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send a long,
business-size. self-addressed envelope,
phis check or money order for 1113.551664.50
in Canada)to: Bear Abby,Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 81054.
IPostage is included.)
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Police videotaping drivers
supected of drunkenness
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville and Jefferson County
police are getting into the habit of
punching all the right buttons on
their video cameras and taping
every suspected drunken driver.
"We look at the cameras as
tools," said Sgt. Mike Shain, who
is assigned to Louisville's Traffic
Alcohol Program unit. "They're
like independent witnesses, but better. They're neutral, and their
memory isn't fuzzy. They can only
help us."
A dozen local officers have video cameras mounted to their patrol
car dashboards and microphones
clipped to their shirts.
The cameras were donated by
Aetna Life & Casualty insurance
and the local chapter of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving to help
police collect 'evidence against
drunken-driving suspects.
But all is not black and white
when it comes to gathering such
details.
The tapes are nearly irrefutable
for those who are unmistakably
drunk, say police in Texas and
other states who have used the
cameras for as long as three years.
But for those drivers who are
borderline or who are well-versed
in the ins and outs of being stopped
by police, the tapes may be too
vague to help in court.
"The real world is not like a
made-for-TV movie, where anyone
can tell that a drunk driver is a
drunk driver," said Lt. Carl Bobo
of the Columbus, Ohio, police
department. "We get some people
who are very tightly controlled.
They are definitely driving under
the influence, but they don't look
so bad on tape."
Even police officers who favor
the cameras said the tapes have had

little effect on the number of
drunken-driving convictions in
their area. Columbus police said
their conviction rate was about 87
percent before they started using
cameras. It's the same now, about a
year later.
Cincinnati and Indianapolis
reported similar findings.
"The officer can see things that
the camera can't," said Officer
Dean Ward of the Cincinnati Police
Department. "The person's eyes
may look, terrible and he reeks of
alcohol, but the camera doesn't
pick that up. And neither does a
jury looking at the tape."
The Louisville and Jefferson
County police departments each
received six cameras in late
November and started using them
about two weeks ago. While officers use the videos for crash investigations and training, most of their
time is spent tracking drunks.
Proponents of the cameras —
including defense attorneys, prosecutors and MADD members — are
quick to point out the advantages.
"We're not talking about an
officer's memory of a situation or
his interpretation of a person's)
actions," said John Stewart, first
assistant commonwealth's attorney.
"These cameras will give a jury
the actual, raw data."
Some think the tapes will speed
the punishments because many
people will plead guilty rather than
have the video shown in court.
"If a guy gets out of the car,
trips and pukes with the camera
rolling, that's pretty tough to argue
with," defense attorney Gary Lowen said. "That's a piece of evidence no one can manufacture."

English Channel tunnel linkup

"A likely impossibility is always
preferable to an unconvincing
possibility."
— Aristotle.

Two 23-foot diameter
rail tunnels
Cross section Tunnel, is approximately 165 ft. below sea level
1Linkup site
4 Folkestone, England
Calais, France po•
Crossover
Sea level
lerplles

15ntOss

20roles

23.6

SOURCES Chicago Tribune, news reports

Students at Midway College next fall
to be offered new degree programs
MIDWAY, Ky.(AP) — Students
at Midway College next fall will be
offered five new four-year degree
programs.
The new bachelor's degrees,
approved by the school's trustees,
will be in accounting, business
administration, paralegal studies,
equine studies and liberal studies.
Three will offer the option of a
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•Rail tunnels will be
joined to service tunnel
by cross passages
every 546 yards
•Tunnels will be 31
miles in length, of which
23 miles would be under
the channel at an
average depth of 131 feet
•Enclosed coaches will
take autos, buses and
trucks through the tunnel
in 30 minutes
15-toot diameter
service tunnel

Crossover
Oft+.
5 allies
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choice of study in a specialized
area.
Midway has offered bachelor's
degrees in nursing and business
administration without the 9ption
of specialization since-the fall of
1989, and it continues to offer twoyear associate's degrees.
Midway, which was founded in
1847, is Kentucky's only college
for women.

How can South make three notrump against the lead of the heart
king? Impossible? Not so fast.
Here's how a Swedish champion
made the game a couple of years
ago.
In the everyday game, if West is
good enough to start with the heart
king, the game is destined to fail.
East will signal with the seven and
then overtake the third heart, giving
the defense the first five tricks.
What did South do to prevent the
run of the hearts' He gave East a
problem and a choice of plays.
On the heart king South falsecarded with his heart 10, and on the
queen he dropped his heart jack.
When East continued with the heart
nine, East had something to think
about.
What if West had started with the
K-Q-9-8? If East overtook the nine,
he would block the suit, and instead
of five tricks, the defense would get
only four.
Confidently East allowed West's
nine to hold, and now the suit was
really blocked. East's good hearts
were worthless, and our cagey
South escaped with 10 tricks.
When the defense is on its way to
achieving its goal. it pays to throw
blue smoke in hopes of confusing the
issue.

NORTH
12 27 A
+965
•54
•A J 6
4 A Q J 83
WEST
EAST
•J 4 3
•Q 10 7 2
K Q9
•A 7 6 3 2
•10 7 5 3
•9 4
+652
+107
SOUTH
4A K 8
•J 108
•K Q 8 2
•K 9 4
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South West
North East
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead Heart king

'5

BID WITH THE ACES
12 27-B

South holds
•Q 10 7 2
V A 7632
•9 4
4 10 7
North
1•
1 NT

South
1 II
?

ANSWER: Pass The opponents
have at least as much high-card
strength as your side. It's time to
stop bidding.
Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box
12363 Dallas. Texas 75225 with wit addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 1 toted Erato,- SyndicAtr

It brings out the best in all of us:."
United Wow

1990 R J REYNOLDS TOBACCO t

Shelter resident
attributes facility
for saving his life
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Edward Tobias thinks he may be
alive today because of a clinic he
attended a year ago at the John
Morgan Center, a shelter for homeless men where he is a resident.
Tobias said he went to one of the
center's first weekly clinics after
numbing chest pains, and doctors
sent him to the hospital.
"They had to open up an
artery," said Tobias, 46. "I feel a
lot better now, don't have no more
pains. I think it saved my life."
Since the Jefferson County Medical Society began running the
facility last December, its $95,000
yearly budget has swelled to
S120,000. Donations have funded a
new on-site pharmacy and medical
examination room, volunteer medical professionals run weekly clinics
and legal- and social-services assistance is available for residents.
"When we first started, the idea
was getting people warm and safe
and fed and showered and so on,"
said the Rev. John 'Morgan, a
Roman Catholic priest who founded the center as Mission House in
1970. "But now the needs are greater and it's time to do more. A
small organization can't do that.
*You have to have the right people
doing it."
Morgan, a board member of the
medical society's outreach program, sought the society's involvement to help secure the future of
the center.
He left a $70,000 treasury and
several veteran staffers to help ease
the physicians' entry into the often
dour and tedious responsibility of
caring for the homeless.
Heart trouble and ailments such
as ulcers, arthritis, allergies, colds
and chemical dependencies afflict
the homeless, doctors say. But the
most typical health problems relate
to the feet.
"I've heard it over and over:
guys say their feet hurt," said Dr.
A. O'tayo Lalude, a family practitioner in western Louisville who
helps staff the Thursday night clinic. "You take off the sneaker and
see raw feet peeling off with the
sock."
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When you're looking for value, look no further than
DoraL You'll enjoy rich tobacco taste at a low price.
Any way you look at it, Dora!is America's favorite.
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.
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Bob Hope gives reporters sampling of desert one:liners
IN EASTERN SAUDI ARABIA
(AP) — Comedian Bob Hope gave
reporters, who were barred from
his Christmas tour, a taste of desert
one-liners Tuesday, roasting everyone from a U.S. military official to
Saddam Hussein.
His throat slightly ticklish, the
87-year-old comedian who has
entertained U.S. forces at Christmas for the past 50 years said he
eliminated "a lot of jokes" so as
not to offend Saudi sensitivities.
The U.S. Central Command said
in a statement Tuesday it restricted
coverage of Hope's three-day tour
for security reasons and because
media coverage "however wellintentioned, has a uery great likelihood of being exploited by the Iraqis for propaganda purposes."
The U.S. military has been at
pains not to offend sensitivities in
this Moslem kingdom — where all
other religions are banned — and
also has refused to let the media
cover religious services.
At a Christmas morning news
conference, Hope lamented that he
had to leave "the girls," including
Marie Osmond and the Pointer Sisters, behind in Bahrain. Saudi
Arabia prohibits women
entertainers.
"I know exactly what they're
doing. The king's running the
place. They have their religion and
their beliefs and you have to kind
of abide by it," he said. "What
bothers me is they don't want any
entertainment and they still invited
me."
Hope joked about having to do
an all-male show, with only his
wife, Dolores, to sing "White
Christmas" as a finale.
Hope said he made seven stops
on Christmas Eve, including a
show for 7,000 troops in Riyadh,
the Saudi capital. He had a big
Christmas show planned later
Tuesday and was heading north to
the desert to visit the Marines on
Wednesday.
Among those in the audience at
the Riyadh show were Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, commander of
U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf, and
his deputy, Lt. Gen. Calvin Waller.
Waller made headlines last week
when he said U.S. combat units
won't be ready for war with Iraq
by the Jan. 15 U.N. deadline for
Iraqi troops io pull out of Kuwait
or face possible attack by U.S.-led
multinational forces.
Hope said he got "a lot of
laughs" when he told the troops

Dec.
Nc2e6,s 1Grthru
Jan. 1, 1991

Merger would form
bank with over
$114 million in assets
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — A
savings bank with $114 million in
assets would be created by a merger planned by a Richmond holding
company that wants to acquire the
only thrift institution in Estill
County.
First Financial Shares Inc.,
which owns First Federal Savings
Bank in Richmond, has agreed to
acquire Estill Federal Savings Bank
in Irvine, said Tony D. Whitaker,
the president of First Financial.
The merger will give First Federal access to the Estill County
market, which borders First Federal's base in Madison County, Whitaker said. First Federal has 34
employees and offices in Richmond
and Berea.
Estill Federal, with six employes and an office in Irvine, will be
converted from a mutual savings
bank that is owned by its depositors,to a stock company owned by
investors, Whitaker said. The conversion will occur at the same time
as the merger.
In connection with the merger,
about $800,000 in stock will be
sold to Estill Federal depositors,
First Financial stockholders and,
possibly, the general public, he
said.
The agreement must be approved
by government regulators and Estill
Federal depositors before the merger can occur.

•

a hell of a lot," Hope said. "Saddam, he thinks he's Saddam Santa
Claus now. Saddam Claus, that's
his new nickname now. And you

know what Saddam is spelled backwards — Mad Ass."
The comedian, who put on nine
Christmas shows in Vietnam, said

he hoped this would be his last performance in the gulf region.
"I hope we never have another
war," he said.
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We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Fields 1 Lb. Vac Pk.

Owen's Best Family Pack

Emge

Bacon
Smoked Jowl Ground Beef
9,
Extra Lean
1 79 Boston
Extra Lean
Smoked
Butt sq uarl I
9
.
w Pork
Ham Trimmings
I Lb

99

Pork
Roast
$ 1 69

For Seasoning
2 Pkgs
$ 1 00

Steak

I Lb

Cucumber
Slices

Microwave
Popcorn

99 16 oz

1

$3

2 Liter

89°

U.S. Choice Boneless

46 oz

E34?

Crackers

1 lb.

89'

Pizza Sauce

14 oz.

Stokely s

Carnation
Chunk Light

Sauce

Tuna

Flav-O-Rich

Bathroom Tissue

Whole Milk
$1 99

89

Canada Dry

Prairie Farms

Ginger Ale

1% Milk
$189
Gal,

99c

Hyde Park Fresh Kosher

Bush Blackeye

Icicles

Peas

Tomatoes

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid 12 pk. cans $299

141/2 oz.

Macaroni

7 oz. 2/69

Prego

79'

Vietti

Spaghetti16 oz.69

Roc

Cal Sun Sliced or Diced

Pace Mild

Cross Reg. & Thin

Pimento

15 oz. ‘11 F

Olett

69

Owen's Best

Owen's Best
Storemade

Florida
Pink 48 Ct

Pimento Cheese
269

BBQ Beef
59

Ham Salad
99

Grapefruit

$3

Lb

•

Lb

41•.

Order Your
Party Trays
Pit Baked Hams
BBQ Shoulders
For The
New Year

$

Picante Sauce

$ 1 69
16 oz

Vtoduce

Owen's Best
Storemade

Lb.

Owen's Best

Owen's Best

BBQ Ribs

Roast Beef

b
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Lb
$489

1

4

4 oz,

Lir
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Paper Towels
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Spaghetti Sauce 30 oz $ 169
Joan of Arc Spicey
100
Chili Beans 15 oz.

Scott Single Roll

Aband,
Many I
began

Red Cross Bite Size

69'
Bush Showboat
Pork & Beans 15 oz 3/99
Red

79'

Lb
1 89

49

24 oz
Del Monte Chunk'i Stewed

Ragu

Stew Meat

Northern

2 Liter

Sunshine Krispy

dill

'ft

Extra Lean

2/89'

4 Roll Pkg.

Tomato Juice

Bologna

6 7, az

$ 49Gi

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello,
Minute Maid

I Lb

$ 69

Ground Chuck Chicken Breast Shoulder Roast
29 Apple $ 1 99
1 79
I Lb.
Lb

Hyde Park
Sweet

Chuck Roast
1 79
Fields 1 lb
Reg or Thick

•.

Al

Gold Kist Boneless Skinless

Extra Lean

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

U.S. Choice Boneless

$ 1 79

LO

Body of missing
boy found one
mile down river
COLUMBIA, Ky. (AP) — The
search for 7-year-old Christoper
Burton ended Christmas Day when
his body was recovered from Russell Creek about one mile from
where he was swept into the water
during the weekend.
The Kentucky Water Patrol
found the body lodged between a
tree and the creek bank.
State police said the child was
swept from the arms of his father,
Don Bearden, as he attempted to
cross the swollen creek Saturday.
State police said an autopsy
would be performed today.

also commonly known by his first
name.
Any jokes about SaddAm?
I've been working on Hussein

that President Bush called Walter
and said: From now on, you'll be
known by your first name" — an
allusion to Saddam Hussein, who is

1 Lb Bag

Carrots

U.S. #1
5 Lb Red

Potatoes

4/$1 3/1 99'
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. Golden Ripe

Fresh Head

Bananas

lettuce

3

Lb.

II
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29

1
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SECTION B
John Tower seeking to settle score
with colleagues for nomination defeat

No parking?

By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press Writer

Abandoned cars and buses clog Sahalee Way Northest just east of the Seattle suburb of Redmond, Wash.
Many motorists simply gave up on the steep and slippery grade after a Tuesday snowstorm struck. Some
began retrieving their cars on Wednesday.

AT&T: we made a mistake when
'free' callers from Gulf were billed
BASKING RIDGE, N.J. (AP) —
About 25.000 families and friends
of people serving in the Persian
Gulf were mistakenly billed for
calls that were supposed to be free,
and the charges will be canceled.
AT&T officials said Tuesday.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. had offered to let servicemen and women in the Gulf to
make the free calls during Thanksgiving week, of Nov. 20 to Nov.
27, and 140,000 calls were made.
But some local phone companies
did not follow through on instructions not to bill the troops' families
for these calls, company spokes-

man Richard Wallerstein said. The
calls were placed to families all
over the United States.
Wallerstein said no one will
have to pay for the bills, no matter
how high they were. He said he
had heard some of the bills had
reached S500, but had no definitive
information.
The Washington. Post reported
Tuesday that bills sent to some soldiers' families soared as high as
S2,000.
The offer was for one threeminute call per soldier, but Wallerstein said AT&T had no way to
enforce the limit.

AT&T first offered free .calls
home for a week in mid-October,
then renewed the offer for Thanksgiving. A total of about 275,000
calls were made.
Each offer cost the company
more than $1 million, Wallerstein
said.
Meanwhile, AT&T announced
Monday a free call-home campaign
for U.S. Navy sailors and Marines
stationed on ships in the Middle
East.
The offer is good through New
Year's Eve, and Wallerstein said
he didn't expect any problems.
"We'll just do the bills right this
time." he said.

WASHINGTON — John Tower
believes his former Senate colleagues did him wrong when they
rejected his nomination as defense
secretary. Now, he's settling the
Wore.
Sen. J. James Exon, D-Neb., is a
"genuine boozer," Tower writes in
a book slated for publication in
February. Sen. Ernest Hollings,
D-S.C., is the "Senate bully ... a
study in arrogance and pomposity." Sen. Robert C. Byrd,
D-W.Va., "has a tendency to resort
to flatulent indignation."
Tower, a four-term Texas senator and former Republican chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, suffered the most
ignominious defeat in March 1989
when the Senate turned down President Bush's selection of him to
head the Defense Department.
The defeat came amid allegations that Tower was an excessive
drinker, womanizer and held close
ties to defense contractors — all
charges he denies in the book.
The rejection also capped a rancorous period in the new Bush
administration and the long tradition of Senate comity in which
only eight Cabinet nominees had
been rejected in the nation's
history.
The book, titled "Consequences:
A Personal and Political Memoir"
and published by Little, Brown and
Co., is Tower's first extensive
response to the damaging blow the
Senate inflicted on his Washington
career.
He leaves several bridges smoldering in the book's wake and fires
shots at Republicans and Democrats alike. Tower directs much of
the vitriol at Sen. Sam Nunn,
D-Ga., the chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee who
led the fight against the
nomination.
"Presidential ambitions were, I
believe, a major factor in Sam
Nunn's decision to oppose my
nomination," Tower writes.

The former Texas senator goes
on to say:
"If Nunn had suspected that he
would end up looking like an
unscrupulous mudslinger who
would stop at nothing to achieve
his objectives, perhaps he would
have satisfied himself with making
a few critical comments expressing
whatever reservations he may have
felt, even to the point of indicating
that I was on probation, and then
voting to approve the nomination.
"But Sam Nunn was blinded by
his own ambition."
Nunn's press secretary, Scott
Williams, said last week that the
senator would have no comment on
the book. In fact, calls to Senate
offices of the other lawmakers also
drew a "no comment" reaction.
Tower cites several reasons for
Nunn's opposition and says the
armed services chairman was upset
with Bush's selection from the
beginning.
Tower believes that Nunn, who
played a major role in advising
1988 Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis on defense
issues, was -upset by Tower's
attacks on Dukakis' policies. Tower campaigned for Bush in several
states.
In addition, Tower had advised
former President Reagan to veto
the fiscal 1989 defense authoriza-

mpWAREHOUSE
FOODS
759-1144

Lion bill, legislation that Congress,
led by Nunn, and the Pentagon,
headed by then-Defense Secretary
Frank Carlucci, had worked out.
Tower suggests in the book that
Nunn was stilJ. smarting from Reagan's de • n.
"1 d not regard Nunn as an
obstacle. And that was a fatal misreading of the situation," Tower
writes in hindsight. "What lay
before me, however, was not confirmation as secretary of defense,
but a political killing field prepared
by the chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee."
The attacks on Nunn are not limited to the confirmation process.
Tower also criticizes the ranking
Republican on the SeDate Armed
Services Committee,, Sen. John
Warner of Virginia, who in Tower's eyes failed to live up to his
role as the panel's top GOP lawmaker leading the fight for the
president's nominee.
"To keep on good terms with
Sam Nunn, he ceded the rights of
the Republican minority to object
to a course of action that was inimical to its best interests," Tower
wrote.
Warner, who argued in several
Senate floor speeches for the nominee and voted to confirm Tower,
was the lone senator to respond to
the book.

This Week's Special;
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries
Sped l Good
thru Dec 29

$259

&ULU flight Buffer
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish FilletS
Plus all the fixIn's
and dessert bar.

IF

$

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

II

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

k Chestnut St.

753-0045

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to

7

p.m.

Chicken of Sea

Tuna
Limit 3
Additional 99'
Limit 5
Additional 59'

6'12 oz.
Can

4 Roll
Pkg.

39 Oz.
Box

D & T CUSTOMER APPRECIATION SALE

Coke, Diet Coke
or Sprite

Joy Dishwashing

Deter.ent
42 oz.
Can

2 Liter
Bottle

Bottle

Folgers

Instant Coffee

8 oz Jar

Sprite

12 pk. 12 oz. can
White

Potatoes
S1 49

Cabbage

Snuggle

Folgers

Red or Yellow

Fabric Softener

Coffee

Apples

13 oz.
$199
Can

3 Lb.
slug
Bag

10 Lb.
Bag

Carrots
$100
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SPORTS
Sports Writer
By HAL BOCK

Dragon's Hood named state's Mr. Football
By MIKE EMBRY

ti Sports Writer

Associated Press Sports Writer

t t‘r the day after Christmas,
2's a warming thought. Only
Jays until pitchers and
iers report.
he collective bargaining
;cement — you know, that
,lesome document that
the lockout and truncated
ng training last year —
c S teams to bring batteryinto camp 45 days before
•
:tart of the season. Opening
‘, is April 8, so that means
• camps will open Feb. 22.
And this time they really will
. a. too. There is no labor
'-lem to block baseball from
• swift completion of its
•Hnted rounds this season.
-iless, of course, you count
possibility of absent
•7,)ires.
!he umps' contract is up and
!:e protectors of baseball law
order are well aware of the
r Lion-dollar contracts the own, havelbeen casually tossing
!pd during the offseason.
would like their piece of
age of affluence after makbetween $41,000 and
- 15.000 in their expiring deal.
if Bud Black and Dave
:iietti can get SIO million
ece to throw pitches for four
rs. how much do you pay
it McSherry, Frank Pulli and
ir pals for calling them?
•,Vhile baseball ponders that
yle, the Chicago White Sox
tinue to !work on the prob! of catc,hing Oakland in the
:rican League West.
innati's World Series sweep
Cd that the Athletics, win'! three straight AL West
are something less than
.,ficible and the White Sox
determined to prove it.
t=irst. Chicago traded pitchers
c King and Shawn Hillegas
Cleveland for Cory Snyder.
:n they replaced King in the
rting rotation by signing free
int Charlie Hough. Now
v've traded outfielder Ivan
Ideftin and pitcher Barry
:es to Montreal for outfielder
n Raines, who got a new
million contract in the
1. That makes Raines the
't player making S3 million
1991, barely a year after
hy- Puckett was the first to
ck that fancy figure.
Very interesting.
Raines becomes the Sox' leaman, Chicago's answer to
t-land MVP Rickey Hender• Snyder cli be useful at a
cisitTons. And when
'iv of p.
•h L43 in 10 days) pitches
ciirlton Fisk (43 on Wedday) catches, the promotion:ided Sox can call it Oldhers Day.
her teams have done some
on page 3B)

LEXINGTON, K. — It's been a dream season for Warren
Central's Damon Hood.
The powerful running back was named "Mr. Football'
today in voting by the state's sports writers and sportscasters.
He will wear No. 1 on his jersey in the annual game between
the Kentucky All-Stars and Tennessee All-Stars next summer.
"I'm honored to win it," Hood said in a telephone interview from his home in Bowling Green. "I'm happy with all
we've done. I have no regrets with the season."
Other finalists selected by the Kentucky Associated Press
Sports Editors organization were defensive end-running back
Juan Thomas of Ashland Blazer, quarterback Jeremy Niece of
Estill County, wide receiver Leon Smith of Louisville Trinity
and tight end Corey Reeves of Corbin.
Hood, 6-foot-3 and 215 pounds, led the state in scoring
with 308 points. He rushed 487 times for 2,529 yards and 43

touchdowns in leading the Dragons to the Class AAAA final.
"It was a dream season for me," said Hood, a four-year
starter. "My goals were to rush for 2,000 yards and 30 touchdowns. My line and teammates made the dream come true for
me."

Hood also played linebacker and handled kicking for the
Dragons.
"He's such an outstanding player and person," said Warren Central coach Joe Hood, who is not related to Damon.
"His work habits help people rally around him. He realizes
he's a team player and he's an excellent player to be around."
Hood started as a fullback as a freshman, but was switched
to tailback in his junior season when an injury sidelined the
starter. He earned all-state recognition at linebacker last year.
"He was an excellent player all along," said coach Hood.
"He was a great blocker at fullback. I think his potential
came out when he got to carry the ball so much."
Hood was anchor on the school's 4x100-meter relay team
that reached the state finals last spring.
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He was vice president of his class during his freshman,
sophomore and junior years, but didn't run for office this year
because of football commitments.
Hood, who carries a 3.3 grade-point average and has met
NCAA requirements on college-entrance exams, has visits
scheduled with Tennessee, Penn State, Wisconsin and Kentucky. Fie plans to major in engineering.
He considers his parents, Stanley and Karen Hood, as the
biggest influences on his life.
"They've made me what I am today," he said. "They
always taught me to be modest and thankful for good things
that happen to me."
• • •
Previous winners of the Kentucky high school "Mr. Football" award:
1986 - Frank Jacobs, Newport Catholic
1987 - Kurt Barber, Paducah Tilghman
1988 - Jeff Brohm, Louisville Trinity
1989 - Pookie Jones, Calloway County
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Altered states' let athletes
achieve levels of perfection
By JOHN NELSON
Associated Press Sports Writer

Bill Walton pivots, the ball arcs toward the basket, swish, and he makes
21-of-22 from the field in one of college basketball's greatest performances. Piece of cake. The game is in slow motion, and the basket is the
\ite of the Pacific Ocean.
"IL's that magic feeling that every athletelities to get," Walton said.
Al Geiberger stands over a 10-foot putt, hits t without hesitation, and it
roils into the hole for golf's greatest pressu round, a tour-record 59.
Never in doubt. He's putting down the Grand Canyon into a hole as big as
a grain silo.
"All of a sudden, you find' yourself in a certain feeling, an aura, and
you can't do anything wrong," Geiberger said.
O.J. Simpson takes the handoff and sweeps right, the defensive end
lunges at his shadow, Simpson is by, him, on his way to an NFL record
2,003 yards in one season. No sweat. He hears the heartbeat of every
. player on the field and can outrun a 140-mph sportscar.
•It was like I knew I could whip anybody," Simpson said.
Ballplayers call ft "The Zone." They've all felt it. They talk about it
among themselves, but rarely does this secret leave the locker room.
Why? Because they're usually not sure how to get it, how to keep it or
even what it really is. It's almost a superstition: Don't mention it, or it'll
go away, and never come back.
"Basically, what you're talking about is a heightened state of consciousness, an altered state, if you xill," said Dr. Eric Margenau, a New
York psychologist specializing in sports. "In effect, it's a form of selfhypnosis.''
Its form varies among athletes, and it's different in different. spoils.
Some liken it to deja vu, others to a mystical, out-of-body experience.
Players seem to agree on one thing: The greater the challenge, the easier
it i to find the zone.
"I remember a pitcher telling me that it was as if he knew exactly what
'A:is going to happen,' said-Dr. Thomas Tutko, a sports psychologist at
San Jose State University. "He knew where the bell was going to go,
hat to do. It was effortless. ... Swimmers have even told me that they
kiio\‘ exai:tly what their time is at any point during a race."
• • •
On March 26, 1973, Bill Walton scored 44 points for UCLA in an
87-66 rout of Memphis State. He took 22 shots from all over the court
and missed just once. He was always good, but this night, he was ...
something else. It may have been the greatest performance in the career of
the most complete college player ever.
Walton was in the zone.
"When you're a good player, you have it a lot during your career,"
Walton said. "You get it rolling, and all of a sudden, you just start clicking, and the basket seems to be as big as the ocean.
"It seems like the whole game, everything, is in slow motion, except
ior you. The ball is in slow motion, the opposition is in slow motion, but
y.ou're going at regular speed."
Players can prepare for it, and it's easy to recognize, "but you never
know when it's going to come," he said.
(COnt'd on page 3B)
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No ho-ho as Bulls beat Pistons
By JIM LITKE
Associated Press Sports Writer

CHICAGO — Michael Jordan
scored 37 points, including eight in
a rough-and-tumble fourth quarter
Tuesday, as the revenge-minded
Chicago Bulls held off the Detroit
Pistons 98-86 in a Christmas Day
game that made up in intensity
what it lacked in holiday cheer.
The pushing and shoving that
was evident under both baskets at
the start flared briefly near the end,
and led to the ejection of Chicago's
Horace Grant with 3:05 remaining
and the Bulls ahead 89-79.
Joe Dumars of Detroit, who was
not ejected, threw an elbow into
Grant's stomach as the Bulls' Scot-

of subordinating athletes' education
to revenue-producing sports.
Lanier, the Rev. Louis Coleman
and the Rev. Robert Burks reiterated criticism of U of L's athletics
program during a news conference
Monday. They also threatened to
steer black students away from the
school and to seek NCAA sanctions against the university if more
black athletes don't wind up with
degrees.
"We thought the (CBS) program
was good, but it didn't go far
enough," Coleman said.

Who do you
call for
affordable
protection thatt
right for you?

—December Special12 Month/12,000 Mile Warranty

$699

tie Pippen was moving the ball
upcourt. Grant retaliated by throwing a body punch in full view of
the officials, who then stepped
between the two before any more
punches.
The Bulls began the final period
protecting a 73-64 lead, and the
Pistons, who lost for the ninth in
10 road games, never got closer
than four points the rest of the way.
Dumars led Detroit with 24 points
and Isiah Thomas added 23.
John Paxson, who took advantage of Detroit's double- and tripleteam defensive schemes against
Jordan, contributed 15 points for
Chicago and Pippen scored 14.
Grant, who lost his starting role to
Stacey King for the first time this

Some say 660 Minutes' not long enough
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Some leaders of Louisville's black
community say a "60 Minutes"
segment didn't go far enough in
examining the University of Louisville and its black athletes.
"In fact, it sort of let U of L off
the hook," NAACP President Shelby Lanier said. "The data is clear.
Education of black athletes is not a
top priority at U of L."
The CBS-TV broadcast Sunday
night reported on exploitation of
black college athletes. U of L and
several other colleges were accused
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Chicago's Michael Jordan works against Detroit's Joe Dumars in earlier action between the two teams.
Jordan scored 37 points as the Bulls beat the Pistons 98-86 on Christmas.
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The overall five-year graduation
rate for the basketball team is 20.5
percent, but only 15.6 percent for
black players. All seven of basketball coach Denny Crum's white
players from the last 10 years graduated, but only eight of the 32
black players did.
After the program Sunday night,
Crum defended his school's programs to help athletes finish school
after sports scholarships expire,
and tutoring programs to help them
maintain good grades.

season,, had eight before he was
tossed.
The Bulls erased a 50-45 halftime deficit and took the lead for
the first time since the opening
minutes by scoring 11 straight
points after Thomas opened the
period with a 15-foot jumper. The
Bulls stretched the lead to nine by
the end of the third quarter when
Jordan made a 3-pointer from the
top of the key as the buzzer
sounded.
The game was the second this
season in a rivalry that has become
one of the NBA's most-closely
watched over the last three seasons.
The Pistons, who reached the NBA
finals in the first of those seasons
and followed with consecutive
championships, have beat the Bulls
in each of the last two Eastern
Conference finals. They also held a
15-3 advantage in regular-season
games coming into this year,
including five in a row.
In their only previous meeting
this season, Detroit ended its worst
skid since 1985 by hammering the
Bulls 105-84 at home last week.
That game clearly was on the
players' minds at the outset. James
Edwards of Detroit was whistled
for an offensive foul at the start of
the game, and by the time the first
half ended, each team had been
slapped several times for fouls
away from the ball.
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'Altered states'let athletes...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
"You can't force it. You have to let it flow, let it ride. All you want to
do is make sure your teammates know you're in it, so they'll give you the
ball," he said.
Players try to coax it along by recreating the same conditions that
brought in on last time, even down to eating the same foods, Walton said.
It also helps when the other team is good.
•'The more you respect your opponents, the better they are, the greater
the chance of you getting into it," Walton said.
Once it arrives, it can last for an hour, a day, a week.
"Or, you can be in the zone of brilliance for a good, long stretch. Then,
something happens, a slight injury, or you just come down a little, or
you're not quite ready, and then it goes 'til it comes back again."
• • •
It was 102 degrees for the second round of the 1977 Memphis Classic
at Colonial Country Club. Al Geiberger used just 30 shots on the first
nine holes, then he eagled the 10th. He was on his way to what still stands

Actions& Reactions
Football
HONOLULU — Marvin Graves passed for two touchdowns and rushed for two
more as Syracuse beat Arizona 28-0 in the Aloha Bowl. Syracuse (7-4-2) didn't
allow Arizona inside its 28-yard line The Wildcats (7-5) were unable to sustain
their drives and gained only 226 yards, including just 77 passing. Arizona had
scored in 214 consecutive games since a 31-0 loss to Arizona State on Nov. 27,
1971. It was the the second-longest scoring streak in the nation behind UCLA's
227. Graves completed 10 of 19 passes for 145 yards and was intercepted once.
He rushed 11 times for 45 yards.
• . •
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Cary Blanchard of Oklahoma State made up for a bad
day by kicking a 25-yard field goal with 8:02 remaining as the Blue defeated the
Gray 17-14 in the 53rd annual Blue-Gray all-star game. The Gray failed to score
three times inside the 10-yard line, the last opportunity ending when Georgia's
John Kasay missed a 40-yard field goal with 1:38 remaining. Blanchard, who averaged only 28.8 yards on five punts and missed a 40-yard field goal in the third
quarter, got another opportunity when the Blue drove from its 25 to the Gray 8. The
key play was a 43-yard reverse by Missouri's Linzy Collins. Oklahoma defensive
lineman Scott Evans, who had two sacks and an interception, was named the most
valuable player for the Blue. Defensive back Larry Brown of Texas Christian
received the honor for the Gray after recording a game-high nine tackles.

General
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — The son of Penn State football coach Joe Paterno
was robbed by gun-toting youths who made him lie face down on Fort Lauderdale
-Beach, said police who caught the five suspects. "I was terrified, and I'm still terrified," said Shari Critchley, 27, of Harrisburg, Pa. She and Joseph "Jay" Paterno
Jr., 22, were robbed about 2:15 a.m. Monday while sitting on the beach, police
said. One youth pointed a gun — police later found a pellet gun — at Paterno and
forced him to down on the sand, police said. The youths took Paterno's wallet,
Critchley's purse and a necklace. A police officer on surveillance against beach
crime saw the incident, called for backup, and the youths were stopped after they
drove off in a car, police said. The victims' stolen valuables were recovered. The
youths — Richard Luerson, 18, Joseph Raul Valentin, 18, Juan Pablo Almonacid,
16, Burgos Hoover, 17, all of Sunrise, Fla., and Alex Ramirez, 18, of Lauderhill,
Fla„,— were arrested on charges of robbery. Paterno, who attends the University
of Virginia in Charlottesville, Va., is in Fort Lauderdale to watch his father's Penn
Stip team play Florida State in the Blockbuster Bowl on Friday night.

Basketball
SAN ANTONIO — The San Antonio Spurs waived guards Pete Myers and Reggie
Williams and activated forward Sidney Green. The waiving of Williams left the
Spurs with 11 players, one under the NBA maximum. Myers had been with the
team less than two weeks. Green, who has bone spurs and an arthritic condition in
his right ankle, is expected to begin play Jan, 2.
..
HARTFORD, Conn. — Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun, apparently a victim of the
flu, was released from the hospital after undergoing two days of tests. All the tests
proved negative, and Calhoun left St. Francis Hospital and Medical Center "hale
and hearty," said a hospital spokesman, Pete Mobilia. His hospitalization Sunday
morning forced Calhoun to miss his first game in 19 seasons of college coaching.
Connecticut defeated Fairfield 94-70 Sunday night.

Sports Writer...
(Coned from page 2B)
important offseason remodeling,
as well. After losing pitcher
Mike Boddicker to Kansas City
for $9.25 million, Boston
reconstructed its starting staff,
investing $18.2 million in free
agents Danny Darwin and Matt
Young. The Red Sox also
dropped a cool $8.7 million for
designated hitter Jack Clark.
The Chicago Cubs spent
$20.3 million for outfielder
George Bell and pitcher Danny
Jackson, a bargain considering
that they got two players for
about the same price that the
Los Angeles Dodgers paid for
just one — Darryl Strawberry.
Other double digit signings
included outfielder Vince Coleman (S11.95 million from the
New York Mets); pitcher Teddy
Higuera ($13 million from
Milwaukee); third baseman Terry
Pendleton (S10.5 million from

Atlanta); pitcher Tom Browning
($12.5 million from Cincinnati);
pitcher Zane Smith ($10.6 million from Pittsburgh); and outfielder Willie McGee (S13 million from San Francisco).
Still to come are the expected
extensions of pitchers Dwight
Gooden and Roger Clemens.
Now if the Mets paid Coleman
S12 million and the Red Sox
laid nearly that much on Darwin, what do they pay these
two?
The total outlay of offseason
1990 free agent dollars so far
is in the vicinity of $243 million, give or take a few
hundred thousand. This includes
the two-year S900,000 deal the
Atlanta Braves gave infielder
Rafael Belliard, who batted .204
in 47 games for Pittsburgh last
season.
The message, then, is clear.
Raise your son to be a shortstop, not an umpire.
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as the PGA Tour record, a 59 that boggles even his own mind.
Geiberger was in the zone.
"When I go back to Colonial and walk aroung_that course, I think to
myself, 'My God, I was 10-under here, I birdied this hole, then I shot 59.
How in the heck did I do this?"'
Geiberger knows how it felt, but it's tough to explain.
"It's not like you're hypnotized, or that it's something you won't
remember. You're very aware, and you have a relaxed feeling. Maybe
things go by a little slower. There is a little bit of numbness, but you're in
total awareness.
"I think one way you can relate to it in golf is the backswing. If I'm in
the zone, I'm a little more relaxed and my backsrring seems like it takes a
lot longer. It's the opposite of what you feel wheriyOu're on the negative
side of the zone, when you can't slow down your backswing."
It can't be manufactured, you're not always aware of it right away, and
"if you're conscious of it happening, you usually choke to death," he
said.
That day at Colonial, Geiberger was 2-under after five holes, then it
happened.
"I went birdie, birdie, birdie, birdie, eagle, birdie, birdie — holes 6
through 12. It sort of crept up, and then I was in it," Geiberger said. "I
had moved into another frequency. I couldn't miss. The hole started looking bigger. It looked like I was putting down a valley. There was something behind me, driving me."
The heat might have helped. He said it was so uncomfortable, it kept
his mind off his swing.
After the round, a reporter asked Geiberger how it felt to have a
10-footer on the 18th hole for 59. Geiberger wrestled with the concept.
He didn't feel anything just then. Finally, the reporter said:
"I know how I'd feel. They'd have had to erect a statue to me on the
golf course because I'd have frozen over that putt."
"He didn't understand," Geiberger said. "I knew the putt was going
in. I just walked up and hit it down the valley."
• • •
It was snowing and the Buffalo Bills were playing the New York Jets at
Shea Stadium in the final game of the 1973 season. O.J. Simpson needed
197 yards over a frozen, slippery field to be the first running back in NFL
history to reach the 2,000-yard mark. He got 200 and wound up with
2,003.
He was in the zone.
"When I used to really get into the zone, I could see everything, I
could gauge everybody," Simpson said. "I knew everybody's heartbeat. I
knew who was keyed up, who was getting tired, who I could muscle. I got
in tune with every player out there. And once I got into that zone, it was:
'Hey, give me the ball.'
"It was sort of like that movie, 'The Predator,'•where he could see the
hot spots with his infrared vision. I could see all the soft spots."
Unlike the others, Simpson said he usually could count on getting into
the zone every game, in the third or fourth quarter. He thinks it had something to do with his body weight. He would enter the game at about 215,
and when he got down to 207 or 206, he was in the zone.
"I had it down to a science," he said. "When everybody else was
slowing down in the fourth quarter, I was speeding up. Once I was in it, I
was in it. I'd leave the' field in it, and I couldn't sleep after the game."
Now, Simpson quenches his thirst for the zone in a shiny, red sportscar,
racing across the Mojave Desert.
"I was going down the road with this buddy, and we were doing 140
mph," Simpson said. "Everything seemed so big out there, even the lines
in the road, and everything was going by so slowly. We were both saying
it felt like we weren't going more than 10 mph, and I was sure I could get
out and run next to the car.
"That's the way it used to be when I was really in the zone.''
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Donna Herndon
serves on panel

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

Donna Herndon, director of
"Don't judge any man until you
Alumni Affairs at Murray State
have
walked two moons in his
University, was a panelist for a
moccasins."
"Creating Alumni Interest" work— American Indian proverb.
shop at the recent annual CASE-K
fall conference in Lexington.
She was among four participants
"We would have won the match
in the discussion focused on ways
had you not blown your cold heart
get
recently graduated young game," complained
to
an irate team
alumni interested and involved in
player.
alumni activities.
"Hold off," was the quick reply.
"Trying to look at the alumni- "How did you defend at your
institution relationship from the table?"
perspective of younger graduates,
At the accuser's table, the dewe explored ways to impress upon fense was routine. West cashed the
them the importance of their sup- king and jack of spades and shifted
port and involvement to have a ful- to a diamond. South won, drew
ly effective alumni program," she trumps and conceded a club after he
said.
threw his losing spade on 'dummy's
CASE-K is an affiliate of the long diamond. "How can a hand be
national organization known as more routine than that?" asked the
CASE (Council for Advancement narrator (East).
and Support of Education). Its pur"You certainly didn't work your
pose is to advance understanding imagination overtime," replied the
and support of higher education in South player. "Here's how East deKentucky.
fended at my table.
Herndon has directed the Alumni
"At trick one East overtook with
Affairs program at MSU since July his spade ace and cashed the ace of
1981. She was instrumental in the clubs. Then he led the spade deuce
initiation of the Student Ambassa- to West's jack, and West continued
dor program in the fall of 1981 and with the queen.
the Student Alumni Association
"What would you have done in my
which grew out of that organization shoes? Ruffed low and suffered the
in 1984.
'obvious' overruff? Naturally I

ruffed with dummy's ace, only to
find that I had been snookered. East
followed suit sheepishly, but he
wasn't embarrassed at all when he
later took his established trump
winner."
There was little said after that
report.
NORTH
12-26-A
4 10 7
A 75
•A Q 107
KQJ5
WEST
EAST
4K Q J 9 5
4A62
3
V 10 9 8 4
•6 5 4
•8 3 2
+ 10972
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SOUTH
48 4 3
VKQJ6 2
•K J 9
+83
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1 NT
Pass
3V
Pass
4V
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Spade king
BID WITH THE ACES
12-26-B

South holds:
4A 6 2
10 9 8 4
•8 32
4A 6 4
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North South
1+
1•
4
?
ANSWER: Pass. Partner promises
about 20 points and at least four
hearts, but South does not have
enough to justify a slam move.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Capi right 1990 United Feature Syndicate
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Why do you own your home and cars,
but lease or rent your gas tank?
Doesn't that sound fuelish!
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Christmas not
merry for families
of fire, crash victims

0

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
While most Ohioans celebrated
Christmas, the friends and relatives
of five Columbus residents had to
cope with a tragic fire and the
search was called off for a former
Ashtabula resident missing in
Israel.
A house fire early on Christmas
Day killed three adults and two
children in Columbus. One man
who was visiting the home escaped
with minor injuries. Fire officials
believe it was caused by a smoldering cigarette.
"Everybody was going to come
over (to the house) for Christmas
morning," Jeane Bell, an aunt of
two of the victims, said Tuesday.
"When my daughter told me they
were all dead, in my mind I said,
'Let nie be dreaming.'
Meanwhile, the Navy called off
its search Monday for Anthony J.
Fleming, 25, an Ashtabula High
School graduate who served on the
USS Saratoga and was presumed
killed in Saturday's ferryboat accident in Haifa harbor.
A \.‘ °man in the Ashtabula area
who identified herself as his aunt
confirmed a broadcast report that
Fleming was from the Ashtabula
area. She said the Navy listed him
as a Buffalo, N.Y., resident
because he also has relatives there.
Firelighters in Canton were
dousing hot spots Tuesday afternoon after working in freezing
temperatures Monday night to control a warehouse blaze.
An emergency services spokesman or Ohio Power Co. who
would not give his name said a
power pole at the scene caught fire
and power to an estimated 865 customers was shut down temporarily.
The National Weather Service
predicted scattered flurries for most
of Ohio Tuesday evening with
accumulations limited to extreme
northeast. Forecasters predicted
temperatures dropping into the
single digits across most of the
state.
The cold weather was the reason
at least one Columbus resident
decided to go to the movies Christmas afternoon. The woman, who
gave her name pely es Mary, said
her heater wasn't working and the
theater was a good place to stay
warm.
Movie theaters were some of the
few places open Christmas Day.
Fred Morris, manager of General
Cinema's Northland Theater in
Columbus, said Christmas night
normally is much busier than the
afternoon.
"We get a lot of young marrieds
and older adults. We seldom see
any children because they're usually at home playing with toys,"
Morris said.
About 190 needy Licking County residents found a warm place for
the day and a holiday meal served
by Newark City Councilman
Homer Curry and about 18
volunteers.
Curry, 69, has sponsored the
annual dinner since 1982. Many
guests are unemployed, on welfare
or are handicapped, Curry said.
Others live by themselves and want
to spend Christmas with others.
About 30 others, unable to leave
their homes because of illness or
other problems, had dinners delivered to their doors. Meals also
were taken to about 25 Newark
police officers and firefighters.
Curry's guests at St. Francis De
Sales School did not leave the feast
empty-handed.
Bags of groceries were distributed, along with scarfs, gloves,
hats, games, stuffed animals and
sacks of potatoes. Each person also
received a package containing a
game, a pencil, an apple, an orange
and a fast-food gift certificate.
Meanwhile, Lorain native Terry
Anderson spent his sixth Christmas
in captivity in Lebanon.

it
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Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class
John P. Weaver, son of Glen H.
and Susan J. Weaver of Benton,
was promoted to his present rank
upon graduation from Fire Control
Technician School.
During the 23-week course at
Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill., Weaver received
instrictions on the electronic weapons systems installed aboard current U.S. warships. He also studied
the operating principles and procedures of radar, digital computers
and related shipboard equipment
used to control the firing of guns,
missiles and torpedoes.
A 1989 graduate of Marshall
County High School, he joined the
Navy in August 1989.

DEAR DR. GOTT Have you ever
heard of Candida syndrome? What
causes it, and what is the treatment"
DEAR READER: Candida is a
yeast that causes oral infection
(thrush)in infants, vaginitis in women
taking antibiotics and various skin infections in diabetics and persons with
deficient immune systems_
A few years ago, the concept of a
yeast syndrome, called chronic candidiasis, was popularized by several
non-M.D. authors who believed that it
caused chronic fatigue, depression
and ill health. Candidiasis became a
fad illness, a designer disease that
toppled hypoglycemia as the affliction of the decade. (Candidiasis has
subsequently been nudged out of first
place by chronic. Epstein-Barr virus
infection.)
Candida infection does exist, but it
is not a "hidden epidemic" and is not a
syndrome causing fatigue and other
symptoms.such as swollen glands and
susceptibility to infection. Chronic fatigue syndrome is an elusive ailment
of unknown cause.
Candidiasis is diagnosed by a fungus culture, and it is treated with nystat in (Mycostatin).

DEAR DR GOTT I'm a 73-yearold male diagnosed with lumbar stenosis. I'm in great pain and wonder if
there is any recourse other than surgery for relief?
DEAR READER: Lumbar spinal
stenosis means that a portion of the
bony spinal column has narrowed and
is pinching a nerve to your lower back
and legs. The symptoms (buttock and
leg pain, numbness and tingling) resemble those of sciatica, a more common condition caused by a slipped or
herniated disc between the backbones. Ordinarily, spinal stenosis and
disc disease respond to rest, heat and
analgesics.
However, in some patients, the narrowing is so severe that it causes
weakness, such as foot drop (weakness of the foot). Such cases require
surgery to repair the stenosis and release the nerves, which will function
normally once the compression is
removed.
Lumbar stenosis and other, similar
back problems are diagnosed by MRI
scans, which use electromagnetic radiation to produce a picture of the
spine. Also, a myelogram (special spinal X-rayi will indicate the extent and
position of the stenosis.
In my opinion ..ou should see a neu-

rosurgeon. After examining and testing you. this specialist can advise you
whether surgery — in preference to
other non-operative treatments — is
necessary or whether you can safely
wait and control your symptoms as
they appear Surgery can properly be
considered a last resort if pain is your
only symptom and you have no signs
of leg weakness
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach To
Surgery " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their names and addresses to PO Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
0 1990 ^.PWSPAPER ENTERPRISE: ASSN

BURBANK, Calif. (AP) — The
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences has inducted
bliies and jazz numbers, big band
music and Broadway musicals into
its Hall of Fame for this year.
The academy, which also bestows the annual Grammy Awards,

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've believed for
some time now that I have diabetes as
I have some of the symptoms discussed in newspapers and magazines.
How dependable is a blood test for
this problem'?
DEAR READER: Very dependable.
Diabetes is excess blood sugar, therefore, an elevated blood sugar level is
!diagnostic.. There. are two common
-,ways of determining this.
A fasting blood sugar,obtained early in the morning after a patient has
fasted since the night before, is usually sufficient to diagnose diabetes and
to monitor the course of treatment.
Most diabetics will have fasting sugars that exceed 120 milligrams per
deciliter.
In rare cases, people with mild diabetes or with gestational diabetes
(which is present only during pregnancy) may have normal fasting sugar-levels. When doctors are suspicious that diabetes exists, they may
order a two-hour-post-prandial blood
sugar for confirmation. In this test.

has selected pre-1958 musical
pieces for its Hall of Fame since
1974. The Grammys were first
awarded in 1958.
This year's Hall of Fame recordings are "Call It Stormy Monday,"
"Misty," "Moonlight Serenade,"
"Shcm Boat." and the original
cast album of "West Side Story."
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PETER
GOTT, M.D.

OChrysler

Blood test diagnoses diabetes
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

the patient consumes a large breakfast with abundant carbohydrates and
sugar - or the patient can drink cola
laced with extra sugar.
Two hours later, blood sugar is tested. If the value exceeds 175 mg dl, diabetes is confirmed. To be accurate.
the test must be properly administered, for instance, the patient should
not be taking medicines or be dieting,
because these factors often falsely elevate sugar levels.
The cardinal symptoms of diabetes
— excess thirst, excess hunger and
excess urination — are frequently associated with other conditions, such
as infection, so they are not altogether reliable as an index for diabetes.
Moreover, the presence of sugar in
urine, long a classic method of diagnosing diabetes, is not as accurate as
the blood sugar. because sugar in the
blood must rise to high levels before it
spills into the urine. Therefore. a
moderately high, diabetic sugar-level
may cause little or qo sugar in the
urine.
If you suspect you have diabetes —
especially if there is a history of the

0:Plymouth

disease in your family — you should
check with your family physician
who, after questioning and examining
you, will order the appropriate diagnostic test. Diabetes is treatable with
diet and medication

Dodge

To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Diabetes Mellitus." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 with their names and addresses to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
0 1990 NEV,SPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

aDodge Trucks
to our Jeep/Eagle line.
So stop by, have a cup of coffee, browse through
our inventory. Check out our excellent service
facility. Because now racre than ever before,
it'$ -

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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GILBEY'S

CROWN ROYAL
750 M,

VODKA

EVAN WILUAMS

TEN HIGH

1.75 LITER, YOUR CHOICE

175 LITER, YOUR CHOICE

1499
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TANQUERtYN
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VODKA
(14t9

/ 750 ML YOUR CHOICE
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KORBEL
BRUT • EXTRA DRY
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EICISE
VIO

On Monday, Dec. 31, our
stores will be open 8-5.
Closed New Year's Day.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
DEPARTMENT HOURS MAY VARY
Alcoholic beverages available only
at Pher•Mor stores with licensed
departments Prices sublect to state
and-local taxes We reserve the right
to limit quantities and to correct
pricing errors Rebate dates may
vary, void where prohibited Check
store tor details
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Five recordings inducted
into Recording Hall of Fame

Candida infection causes vaginitis
By Peter H. Gott, M.D
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THRI TV SAVER
Two Liter

IMO

*re i-211.
gera

I

11A0C.

1)11

THRIFTY SAVER

woo

TH

THRIFTY SAVER

risco

as.

8
Cheese tidPeanut Butter
Shortening
2.8 3.59 1.29
NOW OPEN
5.99 24 HOURS
13i9gilf
Ide
a

Lb. Velveeta

4

Peter Pan 18 oz.

..

Crisco 3 lb.

• •
arr4
,
1

4
.40/S
•

•

12-Packs

i HO,
r
(gtZ
CIASSIC

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARC

WITH 1 FILL? THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITF

24-Packs

00
1
can

NoK 4vailable .41 lour
Supermarket

MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

cxymi,A
Setting the Pacefor the 90S

Prices Good
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

641 South-Murray
753-9616

Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Bakery

753-0265

hru Jan. 1

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PR UD TO SERI

From now on, your groceries will be handl d by a
stockhold
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified emp yee now owns a
company through participating in oui E.S.• P (Employee St
ship Plan). As owners. well give you th personal
servic
desire. Our attitude is positive about th future of our c

Value Priced Groceries

Buos Bush's Fresh or Showboat Dry 16 oz.
1%ockeyemas Blackeye Peas

jem ma

Big Sea 15 oz.

Pink Salmon

, Pancake Mix

Aunt Jernima 24 oz.

3/1.00
1.79
3/1.00
99°
2 89°

Blackeye Peas

Aunt Jemima 24 oz.

Butterich Syrup
Carnation 10 oz.

Soups

Western 16 oz.

Manwich
Kelly's 5 oz.

Vienna Sausage

Cocoa Mix
Salad Dressing
Rainbow 100 Ct.

Tea Bags

Deli Special

Pizza
lb'
411,

Gerber Strained

•

as #11 ib
aagr
.
•
i de a
.
'441/11 7-411r -r

Flour
175 Ct. Puffs

Facial Tissue
Piggly Wiggly Gal.

Bleach
Jiffy

Corn Muffin Mix

Whole Pond Raised

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

Catfish

Apple Juice

5.99
ea. 4.69
2.59

Red Snapper

Corn Snacks

Jb.

8 oz. Jar Fresh Shucked

Oysters
New Zealand

Hokie Fillets

Sunshine 16 oz. Wheat, Reg., Lot Salt

Cheez-Its
Sunshine 16 oz. Wheat, Reg., Low Salt

Hi-Ho Crackers

lb.

Fresh Produce

Cauliflower

796

1.49

69°
59°
6.99
1.39
lb.

Large Florida Pink

Grapefru

.......................

Fresh Cut Bouquet 6 Stem

Roses
Nunn Better 5 lb. Bag

Wild Bird Seed

Jumbo Snow White Head

Lettuce

Pears

lb.

Dog Food
Duncan Hines 18 oz

Cake Mix................
Hersheys Bottle 26 oz.

Chocolate Syr

Mac. & heese

1.19
1.89
1.89

Lipton Chicken, Butter, All ed o

Noodles
Blue Ribbon 2 lb.

Popcorn
46 oz.

Hawaiian Punc

Kraft 16 oz. American

REP

Cheese Singles 41Por

2.39

Prairie Farms Gal.

1.19
29°
2/59°
2/8W

Broccoli
Large, Idaho Bakers

Potatoes

lb

Garden Fresh, 6 oz. Bag

Red Radishes
Fresh, Crisp 1 lb. Bag

Carrots

Prairie Farms 16 oz. (RegJLite)

Sour Cream
Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal.

Buttermilk
16 oz. Jar

Cheese Whiz
2 Lb. Tub

Touch of Butter.......

es Pac 5 lbs.

otatoes..
dget 10 oz.

4,ourmet
d Recipe 1/2 I

e Crean
ralrle Farms 1

ogurt
mbstone Dout
izza

300 Free
Quality Stamps

Sugar
With

2.99
1.09
89*
2.99
......1.99

1

WhiteGold“Lb.

4

Bow Wow 20 lb.

nco 7.5 oz.

Orange Juice

Large, Fresh Bunch

I.

Foam Plates

Dairy

,

U.S.A. D'Anjou

Cups
Chinalite 50 Ct

99*

lb.
Bugles 6 oz.

Fillets Scarlet

2/5.9

29'
69°
79'
79°
4/1.00

Baby Food
Gold Medal 5 Lb.

Funday 16 oz. 20 Ct.

Value Priced Groceries

2.29

ma"'

dIP

Tis

1.19

Seafood

12" Deli-Made
Ham, Pepperoni, Sausage & Beef

Gentle 4

Detergent

2.19
2.19
99°
1.69
99°

Syrup

Piggly Wiggly 10.7 oz. Cream of Chicken,
Mushroom, Celery
Hunt's 15 oz.

Purex 39 oz.

1.09

4/L00

Piggly Wiggly 1 lb. Bag

Aunt Jemirna 32 oz.

89°

With Coupon And $20 Purchase
(Excluding Tobacco Products)
Good Only At Murray Piggly Wiggly Thru an. 1

Coupon & 810 Additional Purchase
la
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Bounty

Sandwich
Bread

Maxwell
House

Paper
Towels

Maxwell House 39 oz.

Coffee
C

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

RD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ly
Good

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

QUALITY
STAMPS

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

hru Jan. 1

IRE PR UD TO SERVE YOU
will be hand d by a stockholder of
Piggly
iaified emp yee now owns a part of
the
g in ow E.S
P (Employee Stock Ownergive you th personal service that
you
lye about th future of our company,

We Reserve The

We are a
Western Union Agent
To Limit Quantities And To and
we sell consumer
Correct All Printing
personal money orders
Errors Made
Right

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Gentle

4 Roll

ryan Center Piece - Whole

Small & Lean

Bat Tissue

Spare Ribs

Jumbo Wieners

DC

1.29

. 20 ct.

99°
1.19
2.79
79'
1.69

ates..
lb.

)d
18 oz.

tie 26 oz.

Ite Syr

Grill Ready

Ground Beef
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef

T-Bone Steak
1 or 2 lb. Packages

Ground Beef

lb. 1.49
5.69
03.1.19
lb. 1.99

lb

Lean & Tender

lb 1.59

Pork Steak
Boneless

Pork Steak

lb

10 lb. Bucket Pork

Chitterlings

1.69
4.59

Quarter Port Loin-Cut Into Chops

Pork Chops

Boneless Boston Butt

Roast

Sliced Bacon

Smoked Sausage

Pork Sausage ...2 lb. roll

lb.

Sausage & Biscuits
Bryan Reg. 1 lb.

596
996

Punc

Fresh Meats
Piggly Wiggly Frozen
10 lbs. & Up

Turkeys

1.90.Csi,A.;
Tenn. Pride Family Pack

Cocktail Smokies
Jowl Bacon

lb.

0

lb.

Swift 12 oz. pkg.

2.99
2.79
nsr

Smoked-New Years Special-In The Piece

1.59
1.89
3.89

Jb.

Williams (1 lb. 1.99)

Nuggets or Patties

1.0
/0
edo 996

,

King Cotton

Gol-Pak Chicken

c,& heese Dinner

1, Butter, A

lb

Bryan Low Salt 12 oz. pkg.

Fresh Meats
nco 7.5 oz.

pkg

lb.
Field's 1 lb.

79°
1.59

Turkey Franks
Bryant 12 oz. pkg.

Sliced Bologna

v

1.49
1.69

Chili Roll
Frozen

Caffish Steaks lb

Frozen
Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

Field's

Blackeye Peas

Cooked Ham

Pecan Pies

99'

3.90,b

4.99

%es Pac 5 lbs. Crinkle Cut

2.69
1.79

Potatoes
kdget 10 oz.

Gourmet Dinners

Field's "Lite"

Roast Beef

4.99
lb. 2.99
lb.

"A Party Favorite"

Chicken Drummettes

Baked Fresh 2 Layer

German Choc. Cake
Pineapple Upside Down 32 oz.

Bundt Cakes

Veg. Soup, Chicken & Dumplins

oz. Loaf Whole

Chili

Wheat Bread

lb

Served Hot On Steam Table

4.99
19.99

Pork Bar-B-Que

lb

Party Tray Headquarters

Party Relish Tray

COUPON"

a OD

Kellogg's 13 oz

Rice Krispies
Rosedale 29 oz.

MPS

Peaches

Purchan
Poducts)
I9gIyThruj.i
4P la •//

4111 41•1 .111

Bon Ton Baked

Cheese
J

Curls

1.99
gr
99c

r

16 oz. Loaf Pull-A-Part

White Bread
Variety Sliced Cocktail 16 oz.

Party Loaf

COUPON In
.

r

Quality stamps si 'Quality

Stamps
p
VPth purchase of anyl II with purchase of any
Piggly Wiggly [ Two McCormick
II 4 oz Black
Sauce
Mixes
I
epper

I

--S

roI

COUPON 11

Inn

1I FREE

L

5.49
3.59
99'
99'

--S

r

IP COUPON Ill

FREE
.
1

100

i

FREE

Quality Stamps
▪ Quality Stamps •
With purchase of any II•With purchase of any •
▪ 2 Rolls
Vess 2 Liter
▪ P1991Y Wiggly

•

nI

Paper Towels
MO MIEll 111.
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Cruzan dies, 12 days after her feeding tube is removed
3 a.m., said hospital spokeswoman
Barbara Shoun.
The tube that had sustained Ms.
Cruzan for eight years in what doctors described as an irreversible
vegetative state had been removed
at her parents' request after a threeyear legal battle that produced the
U.S. Supreme Court's first right-todie ruling.
Ms. Cruzan's condition had
deteriorated rapidly on Tuesday,

By JERRY NACHTIGAL
Associated Press Writer

MOUNT VERNON, Mo. —
Nancy Cruzan, an auto crash victim
who lay severely brain-damaged
for years while a landmark right-todie battle was waged around her,
died today, 12 days after her feeding tube was removed.
Ms. Cruzan, 33, died at the Missouri Rehabilitation Center at about

dropping from deteriorating to serious to critical, Miss Shoun said.
Her parents and I believe some
other relatives were with her when
she died. Except for a very short
time when they would go home to
pick up something, (her parents)
have been with her the whole
time," the spokeswoman said.
In its 5-4 decision in June, the
Supreme Court blocked Joe and
Joyce Cruzan from withholding

food and water from their daughter
in the absence of "clear and convincing" evidence she would have
wanted to die.
After former co-workers of Ms.
Cruzan testified they recalled her
saying she would never want to
live "like a vegetable," a state
judge ruled such evidence existed,
and he gave permission Dec. 14 to
remove the tube.
Doctors had said the death would

Bush spends Christmas at Camp David
the looming showdown in the Persian Gulf is never far from his
mind.
Bush celebrated Christmas with

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is spending a quiet
Christmas vacation at a secluded
mountaintop retreat, but aides say

OPENMori.
PrEL
8
—
9:30 til 5. Saturday
bads
Sweats
T's

753-7743
\LAI to %Sal-Mart

his wife Barbara, his children and
grandchildren in the privacy of the
presidential lodge at Camp David,
Md. The menu of the family's
Christmas dinner included turkey,
sweet potatoes, green beans and
pie.
The White House declined to
reveal other details of the presidential Christmas, apparently under
orders to allow Bush a well-needed
rest after the hectic months that
began with Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion
of Kuwait.
But Camp David is only 60
miles northwest of the White
House, allowing Bush to be close
at hand in case an emergency arises
in the gulf. Aides said that's the

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

WEST KENTUCKY
IMPOTENCY CLINIC
Specializing In Men's Health Services
H.S. JACKSON, M.D.
.-,tRs ;It
NIEPIt AL AND !
PROS1 I
-TION TI 11:12

T

A UNIENT

300 South 8th Street, Suite 107
Murray. Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
In Kentucky 1-800-599-9240
Out of State 1-800-755-1248
Office Hours Monday - Friday 9 a.m

4 pm.

"ANY TWO"
AT NO EXTRA
CHARGE
SEDILINEIR
IA RUNNING BOARDS
:
,ITOOL.BOX

Choose any two"
of these great
truck options at no
extra charge when
you buy any new
1990 pickup truck
before December
31 from your Good
Neighbor Chevy
Geo Stars.

reason he called off his annual
Christmas turkey hunt in Texas.
To keep on top of developments.
Bush has been getting daily reports
since arriving at Camp David last
Friday for his 11-day vacation. He
spends several hours working each
day, spokesman Steve Hart said.
The president returns to
Washington on Jan. 1, just two
days before Congress, and he is
expected to face some pressing
questions from lawmakers regarding his intentions toward Iraq.
Two weeks later, on Jan. 15, is
the deadline set by the U.N. Security Council for Iraqi withdrawal
from Kuwait. The council has
authorized the United States and its
allies to forcibly remove Iraqi
troops if they fail to withdraw from
Kuwait by that date.
The administration also is still
trying to arrange a visit to Baghdad
by Secretary of State James A.
Baker III. Bush proposed las!
month that Baker meet with Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein to press
home the administration's determination to use all means necessary
to evict Iraq from Kuwait.
But Iraq insists the meeting take
place on Jan. 12, only three days
before the U.N. deadline, and Bush
thinks that's cutting it too close.
Baker, who said he would be
willing to forgo Christmas at home
if Saddam would see him on Dec.
25, spent the holiday in his hometown of Houston.
Bush conferred Christmas Eve
with his top military advisers —
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
and Gen. Colin L. Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Both, just back from five days in
Saudi Arabia, reportedly told Bush
that commanders in the field predict U.S. troops won't be ready to
fight until the beginning or middle
of February.

about 15 minutes and suffered
severe brain damage. She was
given a feeding tube but wasn't put
on a life-support system such as a
ventilator.
Ms. Cruzan lingered in a vegetative state — her body rigid, her
feet and hands constricted and
bent, her fingernails sometimes
digging into her wrists. Her eyes
opened and moved erratically at
times, but doctors said she was as
unconscious as someone in a coma
and had no prospects for recovery.
She suffered from seizures, vomiting, bleeding gums and diarrhea.
Her care at the state-run hospital
cost Missouri taxpayers S112,000 a
year.
In 1987 her parents went to court
to have the tube disconnected and
afford their daughter what they said
would be a merciful and dignified
death in accordance with her
wishes. They argued there is a
common-law right to he free from
unwanted medical treatment, and
also cited the constitutional right to
privacy.

be painless.
Anti-euthanasia activists had
gone to court seven times to try to
force the, state to resume feeding
NIs. Cruzan but were turned back
for lack of legal standing. Nineteen
demonstrators were arrested Dec.
18 when they stormed the hospital
in an attempt to reattach the tube,
which had been implanted in the
woman's stomach.
About a dozen demonstrators
sang carols and prayed outside on
Christmas as police watched. if
you're out to save someone's life
you just go do it, whether it's in
the middle of dinner or at Christmas," said Rob Rousseau of Portland, Ore.
Ms. Cruzan, who once cared for
severely handicapped children in
Joplin, was driving home from her
job at a Carthage cheese plant on
Jan. 11, 1983, when her automobile
ran off the road and overturned.
She was found face down in a
ditch.
Paramedics restarted her heart,
hut she had stopped breathing for
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WASHINGTON'S CROSSING,
Pa. (AP) — Oarsmen and history
buffs rowed across the Delaware
River Tuesday, re-enacting the
Christmas Day maneuver by
George Washington and his troops
that helped turn around the Revolutionary
More than 15,000 people cheered
the arrival of the four wooden
boats that carried 120 men in colonial costume from Pennsylvania to
New Jersey.
At the bow of one boat stood
James Gallagher, who has portrayed Washington in the annual crossing since 1985. He wore a tricornered hat, buff trousers, a blue
coat with gold buttons and a navy
cape lined with red.
— It was great, a fabulous crossing, a memorable occasion," Gallagher said afterward.
— We were doing it for patriotism
and freedom," he said. "I also
paid tribute to our troops in Saudi
Arabia and hoped they would be
back soon and safely, and there
was a brief silent prayer."
It was the largest gathering since
the 1976 bicentennial celebration
attracted a record 26,000 people for

• BEST BUYS •
:ON HOLIDAY
: FILM .
:DEVELOPING:

the annual event. This year's crossing was _the 3horimal one organized by the Washington Crossing
Park Foundation and the Pennsylvania Hi-storical ant Museum
Commission.
Those portraying Washington's
soldiers included students, senior
citizens, teachers, businessmen,
lawyers and doctors. They came
from elsewhere in Pennsylvania as
well as Delaware, Indiana, New
York, California and other states.
The festive arrival in 30-degree
weather and bright afternoon sun
contrasted with the original crossing, conducted in pre-dawn darkness during wartime.
That crossing was made after
2,400 troops in Washington's
ragged Continental Army had suffered defeat after defeat. They were
ferried in the darkness with artillery, cannons, horses and
ammunition.
Once across, Washington and his
troops marched nine miles in a
blizzard to Trenton, N.J., where
they surprised the celebrating British and their German mercenaries
and captured many prisoners. The
victory turned around a war that
had appeared lost.
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re-enacting Christmas Day maneuver
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the right to correct
typographical errors

Stores open 7 days
and 6 evenings.
Most stores will
close at 5 PM
on Dec. 31.
Hours may vary.
See your store
for details.
All stores will be
closed on
New Year's Day
Happy New Year'
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Young N Tender - Skinless

$2.99'
8 Oz. $1.99

Fryer Breast
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Lb.

Louis Kemp

Crab Delights

Ole Southern
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BEEF PATTIES
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5 Lb. Box
Hillshire Farms

^

$2.49
12 Oz. $2.19
Lb. $4.59

Smoked Sausage

Lb.

Louis Rich

Turkey Bacon
U.S.D.R. Choice

T-Bone Steaks

Florida

Red Grapefruit

5 Lb. Bag

Tart Juicy

Limes
Red Ripe Slicing

Tomatoes

$2.49
3/59'
Lb. 79'

CRISP CRUST

Viotti

edd Country

Heinz

Folgors

Totinos All flavors

KETCHUP

COFFEE

CHILI W/BEANS

sMh ARs GAR1rEk

28 Oz. Bottle

130z. Bag

PIZZAS
10 Oz. Box

Ma OZ. Can

3 Lb. Tub

Why Pay More 100 Cl. Size

Why Pay Moro 84 oz.

Why Pay More 18 oz.

Tea
Bags

Cranberry
Juice

Corn
Flakes

99c

$1.99

Shortening
$1.17

41:11) Urictil hit ken

Sugar

$1.59
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CRACKERS
Lb. Box

$1.19

Why Pay More 4 Lb. Bag

)111111111111111111
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16*

Why Pay More 42 oz. Can

lit

Banquet

Dry

PEANUT BUTTER

FRIED CHICKEN

BLACKEYE PEAS

jJ

18 Oz. Jar

28 Oz. Box

Lb. Bag

$259 2/89'
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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Health insurance law may hurt college students
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Some academic careers may be
ended by the cost of health insurance, a new requirement for college students, student leaders say.
"The students that don't have
health insurance right now don't
have health insurance because if
they had to pay for it, they
wouldn't be able to come to
school," said Sean Lohman, Uni-

versity of Kentucky student body
president.
The state law, which goes into
effect Sept. 1, was designed to protect students from catastrophic
health-care costs that can lead to
bankruptcy and force students to
leave school.
The Council on Higher Education hasn2t, determined insurance
costs yet, hut Lohman said students

are already hard-pressed to keep up
with escalating school fees.
The law requires all full-time
students at public and private colleges in Kentucky to carry health
insurance that pays for at least 14
days in the hospital and 50 percent
of related doctor's fees.
The law also covers part-time
students who are taking at least 75
percent of a full course load.

Students are exempt if they have
the minimum coverage under a
parent's health insurance.
Administrators at Kentucky's
public colleges estimate that 16 to
22 percent of their students lack
health insurance. The national
average is about 20 percent.
The coverage required is minimal so that costs can be kept low
enough for college students to

afford, said the law's sponsor, state
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman.
.
But Marsha'K. Whatley, student
body president at Eastern,Kentucky
University, said students from
moderate- to low-income families
will have trouble paying for the
insurance.
Lohman, chairman of the Kentucky Board of Student Body Presi-
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dents, said the law was written
with good intentions, but is "turning out to be a monster."
Lohman, who wants the law
repealed, plans to meet with Bailey
in January.
Bailey said he doubts the cost
will cause anyone to drop out of
school. The insurance will not be
as expensive as some students
believe, Bailey said, and financial
aid grants will cover the cost of
insurance for students who qualify.
A voluntary insurance plan
offered by Northern Kentucky University meets the minimum state
requirements and costs $216 a
year. That price range is what legislators had in mind when they
wrote the law, Bailey said.
Kentucky is at least the third
state to require health insurance for
college students. Massachusetts and
New Jersey already require it, as
do several colleges in other states.

753-8304
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll certainly be making headway
in career interests today and money
signals are good. However, you're
inclined to overspend on pleasure
pursuits.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Make sure you follow through on a
promise to a family member. Travel
interests look especially good right
now. Couples share a magic rapport
today.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll see things very clearly now
where financial interests are concerned. In dealings with close ties
tonight, curb a tendency to exaggerate or boast.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You could be somewhat careless
with money today, but you'll be
having enjoyable dines in the company of loved ones and friends.
Romance blossoms.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
This is the perfect day for adding a
touch of beauty to the home. Career
progress is assured now and it's a
good time to meet with higher-ups.
Watch the old ego tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
The day is very favorable for
romance and pleasure pursuits. Artistic talents are also to the fore.
Dealings with publishers and advisers
are favored. Travel is a plus. •
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You could find something extra
special when shopping. Family interests turn for the better now. A friend
seems somewhat reckless. Enjoy
home life tonight.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
There's a slight irritation about a
money concern today, but couples
work well as a team. It's a time of
increasing closeness and togetherness. Avid unwise career moves.
SAGITTAR RJS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Financial prospects improve today
and new doors open for you in
business. Though it's progress all the
way now,you'll have a tendency to let
things slide later.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Fun pursuits are in store for you
now and there's a special accent on
romance. You'll appreciate a friend's
loyalty. Tonight spending could get
out of hand.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A connection proves helpful to you
in business and you'll smooth over a
situation that's been difficult. Home
concerns, however, are your main
priority at present.
PISCES
WIMP
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
matIg
This is a great day for getting your
ideas acros3 to others, but you could
become careless with details on the
job. Social opportunities are plentiful
now.
YOU BORN TODAY thrive on
challenges and do well in crisis
situations. Like many of your sign,
you're highly ambitious and you also
enjoy life before the public. You have
a philosophic and literary side and
can succeed in both the arts and
sciences. You dislike being • in a
subordinate position and sviU make
your way to the top in your own way.
Birthdate of: Marlene Dietrich,.
actress; Louis Pasteur, scientist.; and
Oscar Levant, pianist
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Call Frances Drake
Your Personal Horoscope
1 900 226 0360
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OBITUARIES

Talmadge Sims
Services for Talmadge Sims are
today at 2 p.m. at Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. The Rev. Gerald
Owen is officiating. Music is by
the Church Choir with Jack Miller
as director.
Active pallbearers are Otis Elkins, John L. Morgan, Don Hays,
Dale Phillips, Andy Burkeen and
Tommy Elkins.
Honorary pallbearers are Carlos
Elkins, Lestel Elkins, Ray Elkins,
Starkie Hall, Euin Calhoun and
Connie Morgan.
Burial will follow in Sugar
Creek Cemetery with arrangements
by Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Mr. Sims, 73, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Monday at 3:15 a.m. at

Mrs. Birdie Dunn Parker

Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and a
former employee of Calloway
County Soil Improvement
Association.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Hester Morgan Sims; one nephew,
Dale Phillips and wife, Becky, and
two great-nephews, Michael Phillips and Justin Phillips, Rt. 5, Murray; two nieces, Mrs. Laura Lovett,
Rt. 1, Benton, and Mrs. Lisa Ann
Hays and husband, Don, Ri 6,
Murray; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
GriscIda Morgan and Mrs. Stella
Morgan, and one brother-in-law,
Howard Morgan, all of Rt. 6,
Murray.

Mrs. Nancy Pauline Hatchett
The funeral for Mrs. Nancy Pauline Brown Hatchett will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The
Rev. Ronald Allen will officiate.
Burial will follow at 3 p.m.
Thursday in White Rose Cemetery,
Gibson, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Hatcheti 81, died Saturday

at 9 p.m. at Bethesda Hospice, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Survivors are one daughter, Ms.
Charline Hatchett, Cincinnati; one
son, Wayne Hatchett, Fountain
Hills, Ariz.; two sisters, Mrs. Alta
Vostry, Knoxville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Mabel Farmer, Clinton, Tenn.;
three brothers, Harry Brown and
Elwood Brown, Hardin, and Tom
Brown, Cincinnati; five grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Jessie Compton
Mrs. Jessie Compton, 70, Hern- James R. Compton and William M.
don, died Monday at 1:30 a.m. at Compton, Herndon; one sister,
Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Mrs. Robbie Crutcher, Hazel.; one
brother, Thomas R. Jones, Cadiz;
Hopkinsville.
three
grandchildren.
Her husband, Elvis Compton,
Services will be Thursday at 10
died Dec. 31, 1983. She was of
a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin FunBaptist faith.
eral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Odell
Born July 10, 1920, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of Colson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Trigg Memthe late Francis Haywood Jones
ory
Acres, Cadiz.
and Ola Mae Puckett Jones.
Friends may call at the funeral
Mrs. Compton is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Gam- home after 4 p.m. today
boe, San Diego, Calif.; two sons, (Wednesday).

Jose Martin Abundis
Jose Martin Abundis, 84, Benton, died Tuesday at 6:45 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a member of a Church of
God in Murray. He was a retired
crane operator for U.S. Steel.
Born Jan. 6, 1906, in Mexico, he
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Service
Notes
Robert D. Bowling, II, of Murray, husband of Shawna Bowling,
has enlisted in the Air Force,
according to Sgt. Mark A Rumfelt,
Air Force recruiter, Paducah.
Upon graduation from the 'Air
Force's six-week basic training
course near San Antonio, Tex., he
is scheduled to receive technical
training in the Mechanical Aptitude
career field.
He will be earning credits toward an associate degree in applied
sciences through the Community
College of the Air Force while
attending basic and technical training schools.
r

I

753-3366
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was the son of the late Regino
Abundis and Jauna Shances
Abundis.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maggie Daugherty Abundis; one
son, Regino Abundis, Mexico; two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Joyce Etheridge, Mayfield, and Mrs. Jan
Wynn, Symsonia; two stepsons,
Jim Daugherty, Beaver Dam, and
Jesse Daugherty Jr., Mayfield; one
sister, Ms. Petra Abundis, Los
Angeles, Calif.; two brothers,
George Abundis and Gabriel Abundis, Mexico; six grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at
3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. J.T. Parrish
and the Rev. Bobby Strong will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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The funeral for Mrs. Birdie
Dunn Parker was Monday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood, the
Rev. G.T. Moody and John Dale
officiated. Music was be by Nell
Earwood and Steve Littlefield, singers, and Richard Jones, organist.
Pallbearers were John Davidson,
Stephen Davidson, Mark Davidson,
David Parker, Mike Noland, Max
Parker and Glen Outland. An honorary group recognized was the
Euzelian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Memorial Fund of
First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Parker, 90, of 407 North
10th St., Murray, died Sunday at
9:10 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.

Mrs. Myrtis L. Lyons
The funeral for Mrs. Myrtis L.
Lyons is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Henry Hargis is officiating.
Jerry Bolls is directing the song
service.
Pallbearers are Monte Lyons,
George Lyons, Donny Lyons, Mark
Hodges, Dean Hodges and Steve
Spiceland.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Lyons, 80, died Sunday at
12:45 p.m. at her home at 210
North 13th St., Murray.
Born May 21, 1910, in Knight.
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Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

It was the coldest Christmas on
record in many cities across the
West, and the week-old cold wave
that has caused millions in damage
to California produce also nipped
some of the flowers needed for
Rose Bowl parade floats.
Flood victims in Tennessee
began returning
(home to dean up
the damage but 'tome in Alabama
and Mississippi were still kept out
of their homes by high water.
Weather-related deaths since
Dec. 18 had risen to 81.
The cold also began to take a toll
on air quality as people turned to
wood-burning stoves and fire
places for heat. Air in Oregon's
Eugene-Springfield area was rated
unhealthful Tuesday morning
because of particulates; wood
smoke is a major source of such
pollution.
Albuquerque, N.M., had its coldest Christmas on record at 1
degree. Eugene, Ore., had a record
low of 15, the seventh day in a row
the city's morning low matched or
set a record. Tuesday's low of 19
in Portland, Ore., was the fourth
record low in five days. Gallup,
N.M., awoke to 25 below zero.
Temperatures across North Dakota

were 10 to 20 below, and wind
blowing at 10 to 20 mph made it
feel like more than 40 below.
But Texas warmed to seasonal
normals on Christmas Day. Temperatures in southern Texas reached
the 50s for the first time since the
cold wave pummeled the state Fridã5'. Arizona also warmed up
slightly, with lows of 33 in Phoenix and 35 in Yuma.
A slight warming trend was predicted for the rest of the week in
California, but agricultural officials
said it was too late for crops
damaged by the cold.
In Tulare County, where most of
California's navel orange crop is
grown, Agricultural Commissioner
Lenord Craft estimated a $200 million loss to this year's harvest.
Sunkist Growers Inc. cooperative
spokeswoman Claire Peters said
initial estimates show 50 percent of
the citrus crop may be damaged.
Some may be salvaged for juice,
she said.
Growers said fruit on trees in the
southern San Joaquin Valley was a
total loss, and trees three years or
younger are likely damaged, the
National Weather Service reported.

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — The
worst freeze since 1937 devastated
California's navel orange crop,
sending growers into Christmas
with little hope of salvaging the
season's harvest.
"This is way worse than I've
ever seen," Bakersfield-area grower John Slikker Jr. said Monday.
"Yesterday, we cut these oranges
in half. ... It was just like cutting
through a Popsicle."
The weekend Arctic blast also
damaged nursery plants, lemons
and avocados and destroyed most
early Southern California strawber-

ries, agriculture officials said. Crop
damage was put in the hundreds of
millions of dollars.
Cliff Holland of California Citrus Mutual, a gfiTwers organization,
admitted the string of freezing
nights probably destroyed the
state's 1990-91 navel orange
harvest.
"It will take some time to assess
damage, but it looks bleak at this
point," he said. About 80 percent
of the 1990-91 crop, estimated at
between 60 million cartons and 80
million ..cartons, remained on the
trees, Holland said.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray and the Murray -Calloway County Park Board
will be accepting Christmas trees this year as a service to area residents. Trees can be dropped off at the parking lot adjacent to the
Murray-Calloway County park's office on Payne Street in the old City
Park. The trees will be run through a chipping machine by city and
park personnel and the resulting mulch will be placed around playground equipment in the park. The Murray Area Recycling Committee
and Optimist Club have also volunteered to assist in the effort. Trees
will be accepted from Christmas through January 5, 1991. Residents
are attalulease remove all tinsel from the trees. In an effort to save
landfill space, trees will not be pickd up by the city's sanitation
department as a part of the regular garbage collection service.

Whoever said
nothing in life is
free, obviously
hadn't heard about

Carefree
Checking
When was the last time someone
offered you something for free?
Something that you wanted and
could actually use?

Check out Republic's Carefree Checking:

• No service charge
• Unlimited check writing
• No monthly fee

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

TRENCH MOUTH
Trench mouth(also known as
Vincent's Infection) is an inflamed infection of the gums
with the formation of ulcers. It
is often accompanied by fever
and a "blah" feeling. The bacteria which cause the trench.
mouth infection are found in the
mouths of all of us - so anyone
can get it'under the right circumstances. These factors include the neglect of oral hygiene, lack of sleep, alcoholic
excess, poor nutrition and
stress. That is probably why so
many of our soldiers had this
disease during World War I,
when it bscams known as
"trench mouth."
In contrast to other types of
gum disease which develop over

•

• QUEST ATM card

If we were you,
we'd bank with us!

a long period .of time, in trench
mouth, the gums become swollen, tender and sore suddenly.
While the bacteria of trench
mouth are always presentin the
mouth, infection takes place
only when general resistance is
lowered and oral hygiene is
poor.

If the symptoms of trench
mouth occur,see your dentist at
once.'The disease is helped by
antibiotic treatment in its early
stages, but the most effective
treatment is thorough and repeated dental cleanings and

home
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D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
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Worst freeze since 1937
devastates orange crop
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Ky., she was the daughter of the
late Gus Steele and Bernice Moody
Steele.
Mrs. Lyons is survived by her
husband, Lee Lyons,-'to whom she
was married on Nov. 6, 1926; two
sons, W.A. Lyons and wife, Margaret Ann, Murray, and Russell
Lyons and wife, Debris, Rt. 5,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Laverne
Anderson, Rt. 2, Murray; one
brother, Robert N. Steele and wife,
Emma Nell, Lone Oak; seven
grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
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Record cold Christmas for some,
warming trends seen elsewhere

HOG MARKET.,.•

ederal-,Mate Market News Serrice December la,
compared to Friday, Dec 21, 1101. Kentucky Purdue'
*tree ilog Martel Report Includes 4 twine Stations
Receipts: Act 250, FAL DPI Barrows a Gas 1.111 higher,
Sam staedy-2.10 !litter.
US 1•2 21*-135 lbe
144.01-46..30
US 1-2 2111-230 be
in NAL%
US 1
,
3 230-21s• be
344 141-4001
US "3-11 244-2711 be
144.35.43.30
Soles
US 1-2 215.350 I,.
De WIC*
US 1-3 3/44116
Svg 141-36.1111
US 1-3 400.525 be
536.1111-31.110
US 1-3 525 sod op
5411.11643.11,
I'S 2-3 3011-300is•••
XIV
Boars $.31.511-32.01

Dortha Davidson and husband,
Jack, Fort Worth, Texas; three
sons, Joe W. Parker and wife,
Madge, James W. Parker and wife,
Charlotte, and John H. Parker and
wife, Judy, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Mary Dunn Heneks and
husband, Rudy, Murray; five
grandchildren, David Parker and
wife, Martha, Murray,Mrs. Beverly Noland and husband, Mike,
Eatonton, Ga., Dr. Stephen Davidson and wife, Clay, Jackson, Miss.,
Mark Davidson and wife, Jan, Dallas, Texas, and John Davidson,
Fort Worth, Texas; six greatgrandchildren, Andrew Parker, Stephen Parker, Matthew Parker, Ryan
Noland, Catherine Noland and Brittany Davidson; five sisters-in-law
are Mrs. Joe Lassiter, Mrs. Tennessee Outland, Mrs. Johnny Parker,
Mrs. Thomas Parker, Mrs. George
Dunn and Mrs. Felix Dunn, all of
Murray, and Mrs. R.T. Parker,
Owensboro.
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the Heartbeat
of America!

Lumina
Sap

'1,550

vTe°

Chevy 540 Tahoe
apvTeo $

3 005

Buy any new 1990 Chevy Truck by Dec. 31, 1990, get a bedliner, toolbox or running
boards, any TWO,at no extra change.

GOOD NEIGHBOR

SEE YOUR

GOOD NEIGHBOR
CHEVY GEO STARS
CHEVY GEO STARS
L=07

NOW!

Savings based on MSRP of preferred equipment group packages vs options purchased separately. plus cash back and First Time Buyer's Bonus Cash back and First Time Buyer's Bonus evadable when
you buy and take delivery from dealer stock. First Time Buyer's Bonus to qualified first-time-ever new vehicle buyers. Limited time offer
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Too much care can prove harmful to houseplants
Too much of a good thing is a
leading cause of houseplant problems during the winter, according
to a research specialist at the University of Kentucky.
Water is the most harmful "good
thing," said Brian Eshenaur, a plant
disease diagnostician with the UK
College of Agriculture.
"The question I'm most frequently asked is 'How often should
I water?" he said. "There's no set
answer. It depends on the type
plant, time of year, humidity in the
house and amount of light the plant
receives.
"To determine when a houseplant needs water, probe the soil
with your finger to a depth of 1 to
1 1/2 inces. If the soil feels dry,
water until it comes out of the
drainage holes. One thorough
watering is better than a partial
watering every day."
Poor drainage can contribute to
the ovcrwatering problem, Eshenaur added. To improve drainage,
use containers with drainage holes
and saucers to hold excess water.
When a houseplant has a problem, appearances can be deceiving,

according to Eshenaur.
"We typically think wilting
means a plant needs more water,
but that's not always the case;
sometimes wilting is a symptom of
overwatering," he explained. "If a
plant is getting too much water, the
roots can drown from lack of oxygen. The plant may then wilt
because it cannot take up water
through the roots.
"If you must err, do so on the
side of underwatering," he said.
"More houseplants die from too
much water than not enough."

Over-fertilization is another
example of too muell--of a good
thing, according to Eshenaur.
"Do not force a houseplant with
too much fertilizer because it will
put on growth," he explained.
"Light in a house usually is
inadequate to support extensive
growth, so the plant becomes
leggy.
"Fertilize only enough to maintain the plant. Use a water soluble
fertilizer at the recommended
strength about once every three
months.

that gets too hot, such as windows
near a heat vent, fireplace or woodburning stove. Also do not move a
plant to a spot for appearance sake
for an extended period of time if
that locition isn't suited to the
plant."
Insects and diseases generally
are not a problem during the winter, unless insects were brought
indoors when the plants were
moved inside. Sometimes pillbugs,
which like damp areas, are transported inside with the houseplant.
However, pillbugs stay in the soil,

SUPE
GA

Whitten selected
to serve as Head
Start reviewer
Judy Whitten, director for the
local Murray Board of Education
Head Start Program, has been
selected by the Administration for
Children, Youth and Families, U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services, to serve as a Peer
Reviewer for Head Start programs
within the eight states of the southeastern U.S.
As a Peer Reviewer, Whitten
will serve on assessment teams
assigned to evaluate the overall
operation of various Head Start
programs, including programs in
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Tennessee.
Head Start is a federally-funded
preschool program for 3 and
4-year-old children from lowincome families.
Whitten participated in a special
two-day Peer Reviewer Training
Institute in Atlanta, home of the
regional ACYF offices, on Dec.
13-14, 1990. Team members will
be assinged to review local program operations in the areas of
Administration, Education, Health,
Parent Involvement, Social Services and Disabilities Services.

While it is easy to give houseplants too much water or fertilizer
during the winter, it is hard to give
them too much light, Eshenaur
said.
"Houseplants need light to manufacture food," he said. "Most
plants require two or four hours of
full sunlight daily, or eight to 10
hours of artificial light. Cool white
fluorescent lights are the best allpurpose and most economical artificial light source.
"While providing adequate light,
avoid putting the plant in an area

•ONE 100 titles In stock

11E4A
r
Why Pay $54.95?

"NM MACY"
Why Pay $49.95?

WHY PAY $49.95?

Why Pay $54.95?

11111
MN au.r
Why Pay $54.95?

TENGEN VIDEO GAMES WITH MAIL-IN REBATE

WHY PAY $42.95-49.95?

Saw an additional
15.00 with Terigen
mn rebate.
See store kw details.

TENGEN
MAIL-IN
REBATE

Hello
Stranger!

FINAL COST
AFTER MAIL-IN
REBATE

Searching for answers to all
those whoiwhatiwhere questions
about your new city)
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative. its my lob to help
you gut over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Hostess Kettwvn Outland 753 3079
ftestese Ingebiorg Kemp 492-11348

(Nintendo)

ILLL
'MALL r

The Kentucky Academy of Trial
Attorneys is pleased to announce
the election of Donald A. Jones of
Murray, Kentucky to the KATA
Board of Governors.
Jones heads his own firm and
concentrates in personal injury,
workers' compensation and social
security cases. A regular contributor, Jones has participated in
KATA-sponsored mock trials and
People's Law School programs.
Jones is a member of the Kentucky
Bar Association's legislative committee. He graduated from the
Washburn University School of
Law and is admitted to practice in
both Kansas and Kentucky.
The Kentucky Academy of Trial
Attorneys is a state-wide bar association dedicated to protecting consumer rights, individual rights
under the Constitution and the
public's sacred right to trial by
jury. KATA makes seminars, publications and legal services available
to attorneys to improve the quality
of legal representation for injured
people. The organization also sponsors public education programs
such as the People's Law School
and "Trial by Jury" mock trials.

9/.{f(Fe9rsok,

UNISMOIll
011•4118.110
all. WON a.Om

anTserreenmanT
stiosTern•

Jones elected
to serve on KATA
board of governors

2

are not harmful, and Jo not hurt
plant.
"Houseplants can provide a lot
of pleasure and make an attractive
addition to your hone during the
dreary winter mon!its," Eshenaur
said. "But don't lo\e your houseplants to death by g.\ ing them too
much water or fen _Ler. Concentrate instead on prcs ding enough
light."
Additional inform..;on is available in "Houseplants. Problems and
Care" (110-44). or by contacting
your county Etens on office.

See store for details

Also Available Al $14.18:
lAndicalers" 113.1. Maar

242 STORES IN 27 STATES

AND GROWING!

11.11114 ThimW1

.
For the Phar-Mor location nearest you
• Look under "Pharmacy" in the Yellow Pages
• Look under ''Phar-Mor" in the White Pages, or
• Call Directory Assistance

Most stores will close at 5 PM on Dec 31
Hours may vary. See store for details. All
stores will be closed on New Year's Day.
Happy New Year!

We Only Buy When We Get A Special Deal, We Buy In Huge Quantities And We Pass The Savings On To You.

•••••••••-•=•••••••

•••••
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Long
slender fish
4 Tibetan
priest
8 Erase
printing
12 Exist
13 Music's Billy
14 Arabian
commander
15 Sodium
chloride
16 Persists
18 Heavy thick
board
20 Depression
21 As far as
22 Distant
23 Greek letter
27 Article
29 24 hours
30 Item of
property
31 That man
32 River island
33 Small amount

12

3

34
35
37
38

Behold,
Expunge
Insane
High
mountain
39 Protuberances
40 Tattered
cloth
41 Chaldean
city
42 Verve
44 Dress
protector
47 Drew
51 Mountain of
Crete
52 Chair
53 ''Lohengrin"
heroine
54 Vigor
55 Strokes
56 Prophet
57 Opp of WSW

CRDHDSTIR
ARE O
USE
AIDE
CITRON
NETEILE
SLANT
RILED
ISIS
HONE
WON
CO RaS
SPA
I R
AIR
IN
TEA
PROOF
BED
DAIS
WU R 0
TROD E
LARGE
REKEIA RD
UL I D Ell
BEI E M
YAM
ERSE

m

-

13

,c

16

7

b

Eau

8

9

14

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

•
27

29

28•

30

32

31

33

37

36
35•
39

47

38

40
42
48

44

49

51

50

52

53

54

55

57

56UU

7 Change
8 Tooth doctor
9 Large bird
10 Falsehood
11 Bitter vetch
17 At home
19 Bond
nemesis
11
10
22 Obese
24 Bone
25 Narrate
26 Above and
touching
27 At that time
28 Courageous
person
29 Expire
25
26
30 SUCCOr
32 Declares
33 Container
36 Bancroft ID
34
37 Baseball's
• Mickey
38 Come on the
scene
40 Speeds
41 Above
43 Note of scale
45
46
44 Jewish month
45 Norse god
46 Title
47 Viper
48 Beverage
49 Make lace
50 Japan ending

UU

41

43

020

080

Nodes
COASTAL Lumber Corn
pany in Henry, Tenn is
currently buying standing
timber and land with timber
If interested call
901-243 7101, 7am 5pm,
after 5pm 901-5364937,
9 0 1 -642-4748,
901-6449343

FOR sale - Live Chnstmas
trees, wreaths Choose
your own Call Helen at
435-4426 after 5pm

T.V. Repair
All Brands

1 Strain for

5

CLASSIFIEDS

A Lizi sour s

breath
2 Sea in Asia
3 Tell
4 Glide tongue
on surface
5 Bother
6 Follows
Sunday

DOWN

4

18

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Ward•Elkins
753-1713
MIRRORS for walls and
bathrooms Plain edge,
single and double beveled
strips installed Plus glass
replacement for autos,
homes, businesses M&G
Complete Glass Co Dixieland Shopping Center
502-753-0180

iNSTRuCTION
LEARN TO DRIVE

d'

TRACTOR-TRAILER
START THE MEW YEAR
OFF MONT WITH A
NEW CAREER

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

ALLIANCE

No as limit
to apply.
Our- most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:

marsow
Thas•
Alla O..,

1-800-334-1203
010

Ois our anniversary you
are not forgoilen nor

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

will you ever be. As long
as life and memory Iasi I
will love and remember
you.
Your Husband, Bob

"tree local
claim service"

And with Johnny's revelation, Mr. Goodman's
popularity in the neighborhood suddenly plummeted

rfi

l

050
LOW
Found

And

FOUND Male Persian cat
Gray/black, obviously a
pet. 753-3332, Canterbury
area.

/ I,

LOST Female, calico adult
cat
Wiswell area
753-2793
060
H•lp
Wanted
DISHWASHER Sat. and
Sun. Breakfast and lunch
only. Will train. Apply in
person - Fern Terrace
Lodge 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

own

Help
Wanted

Hs
Wanted

CONSULTANT Mature
person to help children and
adults with a serious problem, Enuresis Appointments set by us Hard work
and travel required Make
$40,000 to $50,000 commission
Call
1-800-477-2233

HOUSEKEEPER 2 positions 3-9pm, 1 Mon-Fri, 1
Sat and Sun Will train
Pleasant atmosphere
Good working conditions
Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE

lietp
Wonted

COURIER-Journal is look- JOB Announcement Numing for a self motivated ber 90-90(5) Date 12/12/90
individual in Murray to do Position: Park Desk Clerk
telemarketing If interested (Part-Time) Kenlake State
please call 1-800-866-2211 Resort Park-Hardin, Ky.
Ext 4140 Ask for Joe Coff- Grade 4, Salary $4 765 Per
man between 8am-4pm, Hour. Minimum requireMon-Fri
ments High school graduate Additional experience
•EXTRA INCOME '91" in a front-desk operation of
'Earn a second income an accommodation facility
without a second job' Earn will substitute for the edu$500-$1000 for a better life cation on a year-for-year
for you and your family No basis Apply by submitting
experience necessary Will a State application (which
teach with simple instruc- can be obtained at the local
tions Don't Wait! Make Department for EmployEasy Money Send a ment Services or any other
stamped addressed enve- State Government office)
lope to B&B Mailing Service to Kentucky Department of
P.O. Draw 601532 Miami, Personnel Room 377 CapiFLorida 33160
tol Annex Frankfort, KY
40601 Attention Job An13 IMMEDIATE OPENnouncement No. 90-90(5).
INGS. NEED a job? A
Job Announcement NumGED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if. 'You do ber should also be placed in
upper right-hand corner
not have your GED or high the
school diploma; 'You are of the application in the
'Special Announcement
between the ages of 16 8
No blank. Deadline for
21 We are an E 0 E This
applying: You must qualify,
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private test,' and be placed on the
register by January 12,
Industry Council- J.T P A
1991. 'Written test reCall J.T.P.A. Out Of School
quired. Test given Monday7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
Fnday, 800a m -4 30p m.
8a.m.- 11:30a.m.
in Room 480, Capitol AnINSURANCE Biller. Exper- nex, Frankfort, Kentucky.
ience in medical insurance Filling this position is subpreferred. Competitive sal- Oct to any State Governary and good benefits
ment hiring restrictions. AN
Send resume to PO Box EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
1040K, Murray, Ky. 42071. EMPLOYER M/F/H

LPN part-time position
available Adolescent
Laurel Center Alcohol and
Drug Treatment at Parkway
Regional Hospital Fulton,
Ky Contact Marilee Baker
502-472 2522 ext 350

NURSI
as nix
ence b
shifts
sphere
Fern 1
Stadiui

POSD
$1490
applica
219-76
8am-81

JOB Announcement Number 90-97(9) Date 12/16/90
Position Park Ranger Kenlake State Resort Park
Grade 6, Salary $5 784 Per
Hour Minimum Requirements High school graduate Experience in law enforcement will substitute for
the education on a year-for year basis (not to exceed
four years) Must have a
valid driver's license Most
be 21 years of age or older
Apply by submitting a State
application (which can be
obtained at the local Department for Employment
Services or any other State
Government office) to
Kentucky Department of
Personnel Room 377 Capitol Annex Frankfort, KY
40601 Attention : Job Annoucement No. 90-97(9).
Job Announcement Number should also be placed in
the upper right-hand corner
of the application in the
'Special Announcement
No • blank Deadline for
applying You must qualify,
test,' and be placed on the
register by January 16,
1991. 'Written test required. Test given Monday
through Friday, 8 00 a m to
4 30 p m, at Room 280 of
the Capitol Annex in Frankfort, KY Filling this position
is subject to any State Government hiring restrictions
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER WF/H

POST
$11 41
applic,
Call(2
109,
days
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42071
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IF YOU'RE OJRITING TO GRAMMA THANK
HER FOR TNE SCARF AND THE BOOKS

STAR'
area P
For
1-900-c
6am -4
phone

/Z- 26

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO ADD ANYTHING?

MARCIE,WI-IAT BOOK
WERE WE SUPPOSED TO
READ DURING
TRANKS6IVIN6 VACATION?

•

CHRISTMAS VACATION?! HOW CAN I
READ 5OMETHIN6 DURING CHRISTMAS
VACATION WHEN I DIDN'T READ
WHAT I WAS SUPPOSED TO READ
DURING THANK56IVING VACATION?

THE (
looking

area to
daily a
routes
transpi
able to
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I baby!
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tank,
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WHAT. A
MESS! I
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Help
Wanted
NURSES Aide PRN work
as needed. Prefer experience but will train Work all
shifts Pleasant atmosphere Apply in person•
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr EOE

270
Homes For Sale

4YR old Hotpoint side by
side refrigerator freezer,
harvest gold with icemaker
$500 759-1893.

LANDLORDS GET RI.
CHER while you're losing

30 electric Frigidaire
range, green Good condition $75 After 5pm,
POSTAL JOBS $11 41 to 759-1293
$14.90/hr For exam and DELUXE Kenmore Classic
application information call double oven electric range
219-769-6649 ext KY 109 Excellent condition $250
8ane8pm 7 days
0130 345-2724
POSTAL Jobs. Start
$11 .41/ hour For exam and
application information
Call(219) 769-6649 ext Ky
109, 8a m — 8p m seven
days.

RECEPTIONIST part-time
for busy doctors office
Send resume and reference to Murray Pediatrics
PO Box 849 Murray Ky
42071

REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District
Health Department has
public health nurse openings in Graves, McCracken
and Calloway Counties
Full-time and alternate
work schedules will be considered Generous fringe
benefits and te,lidays 10%
salary increase in first year
of employment. Salary
based on education, experience and level of responsibility. Transcripts and completed applications required Resumes cannot
substitute for applications,
which may be secured at
any Health Center For
more information, contact
Sharon Godec, Nursing Director, at 502-444-9625 or
247-1490. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
START $6 80/hr, your
area No exp necessary
For
call
info
1 900 990 9399 ext 644
6am f3pm 7 days $1295
phone fee
THE Courier Journal is
looking for a self-motivated
individual in the Murray
area to deliver one of their
daily and Sunday paper
routes Must have reliable
transportation Must be
able to secure a cash bond
of $400 If interested contact David Huffey at
1-800-866-2211
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details, write,
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
255-TKY Chino, CA 91710

160
Homo
Furtilstings
KITCHEN -Aid portable
dish washer, kitchen table
with four chairs 435-4186.
SLEEPER sofa
rocker 753-6588

swivel

Antique Chest
of Drawers

4 CAR shop with office
753-9386, 753-4509

$200

OFFICE or store space,
available in Southside
Shopping Center, Jan 1.
753-4509, 753-6612

120
Apartments
For Rent

210
Firewood
A1A firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered, $20
pickup 492-8254
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562,
436-2758
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476
FIREWOOD for sale $30
rick delivered and stacked
489-2495 or 753-8059
OAK and hickory firewood
for sale Immediate delivery. $30 per rick now
753-4120.

1BR efficiency apartment.
Utilities paid $150/mo plus
deposit
753-5094,
759-4915
1BR furnished apartment
Close to university and hospital Some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753-4012
2BR carport, central H/A,
stove refrigerator No pets
Deposit, lease, $350/mo
1802Y, A
Monroe
1-502-527-7382 after 5pm
2BR duplex, nice neighborhood, newly decorated References, deposit required.
No pets $275/mo.
436-2816 anytime.
2BR duplex in Northwood
$295/mo 759-4406

210
libcolleneous
28ft GOOSENECK trailer
New paint, tires, wiring, and
floor D 753-1725, N
498-8950
Doll houses and furniture
Cuba Rd , Mayfield
247-5936
NEW Years Eve Buffet
Prime Rib Carved, Ky
Country Ham, Southern
Fned Chicken, BBO Ribs &
Fried Cod, Vegetables &
Desserts. $1395 & $695
Kenlake St Resort Park
800-325-0143

2BR duplex for rent Stove/
refrigerator, utilities fern'shed Adults only. No pets.
$350/mo $200 deposit
Available Jan 1 759-1987
2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753-9240
3BR apartment Water
furnished. Deposit required Call after 5pm,
753-0087
1 and 2BR apartments near
downtown Murray
753-4109

APARTMENT in Murray
Has kitchen with stove, re090
frigerator, etc Includes
Situation (f
PROOF sets and silver dolbathroom, carpeted. 1
Wanted
lars make fine presents for
block from MSU campus.
every oneesionl If we don't
EXPERIENCED
othe
$170/mo., includes utilities
will do babysittin in my have the date you need, Call 759-4104
well get eat no extra cost to
home Any age,. nytime
you Check our U S and
References •Kailable
foreign coins, proof sets NICELY furnished apartToys, lunch, snacks, etc
ment for rent, near MSU
furnished 753-0370 ask for and sever dollars at the Ox 1,2,3BR Office 1212 West
Yoke
Antique
Store
Laurie.
(Hazel), Treasure House Main 9-5 753-6111, after
I babysit in my home nights (Murray), the Mercantile 5pm, 753-0606
Call 759-1683
(Aurora), Olde Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield), and the NEW 2br duplex with carWILL do house or office
Book Rack on E. Wood port 710 Sycamore and
cleaning. Good references
Ridgewood
Street in Pans We buy 1821
436-2562
coins and offer professional 753-7457
appraisals of estates
NICE 2br apartment Un753-4161.
110
furnished except for stove
Want
WOODEN storage build- refrigerator and A/C No
ings: 8x16' starts at $1095, pets 753-9612
43 BuY
1000GAL used propane 10x16' $142450, 12x24'
$2395. Other sizes avail- NICE large 2br apartment
tank, small trencher
able. Aaee Portable Build- Central H/A, washer/dryer
492-8841
hook-up, stove/refrigerator
ings 502-247-71331.
ANTIQUES by the piece Or
furnished Deposit and references required
collections Call 753-9433
250
753-0859
after 5pm
Business
CASH for mobile home ax
les and fires We will remove.527-9063

Sadie's

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
150
:Accident •Criminal Civil
Articles
•Personal or Corporate
For Sale
•Missing Persons Your
12f1. PARACLYPSE satel- needs, our speaalty Call
lite dish, toolbox for smal Confidential Investigations,
ruck. Call after 4pm, (502)753-2641.
437-4616, 437-4319
SHARP copiers AuthorBASEBALL cards Buy, sell ized dealer for sales, service, supplies, parts and
and trade 759-1683
rental units. Local comBLAZE King wood stove pany. Call 1-800-248-4319
with oven on top, black
plastic tool box, like new
270
436-2107 after 6pm
Mobilo
Homes For Sale
COMPLETE CP/M compu
•
ter system printer, modem, CHRISTMAS LASH
software, word processor, MANUFACTURERS' RE
data processor, graphics. BATES OR DEFERRED
and DeBase $500
PAYMENTS thru Dec. 31,
753-8024. 762-2996
plus quality homes at affordOAK desk $150 753-8056 able prices all year long.
Come see us at BARGAIN
after 5pm
HOME CENTER, Hwy 641
SPA for sale 753-3488 af- South, Paris, TN,
ter 6pm
901-644-1176.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
We have a position available in our company for
a professional person. The successful candidate
should have a college degree, knowledge of
computers, excellent communication skills, and a
minimum of 3 years work experience. We offer an
outstanding compensation package, including
fringe benefits and the opportunity for advancement.
Send resume to:
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, Inc.
Route 4
Murray, KY 42071

490

NOW renting 2br apartments 753-3530
ONE-room, partially furnished sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen and bathrooms; central H/A Located 14 blocks from Faculty Hall $125/mo including utilities Call Camela at
753-1792
2BR apartment near Um
verses)
? Good condition appliances furnished Available now Coleman RE
753 9898
340
Houses
For Rod
CHARMER
REAL
2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
air Includes refrigerator,
washer and dryer Tons of
storage' Discounted rent
$400 753-8734
TOP NOTCH 3br 1 1/, bath,
very nice areal Gas pack
heat and central air, appliances, attached garage
Discounted rent $450
753-8734
2Bdrm house 12miles from
Murray on East 94
S200/mo plus deposit
354-6729
2BR house $250 plus deposit Appliances furnished Call 753 2967

490

490

Pets
& Supplies

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

AKC Rottweiller puppies
436 5265

1982 MERCEDES 380
SEC Black tan leather
Perfect books and records
Like new inside and out
$21,000 753 2274

RACEWAY Auto Sales 300
N 4th More car fc- less
money Special 83 Blazer
$3700 753-9586

1983 OLDS Cutlass wagon good condition Call
after 4pm 395-7986

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
531486 me'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

hard earned cash! Fluying AKC Scottish Terrier,
your own home is a smart wheaten male puppy
move and payments are usu- $150 Shots completed
ally lower than ran!! What- 489-2495
ever your needs, BARGAIN
HOME CENTER has a
home to fit your family, your GENTLE female painted
pony, 10yrs old $200
budget and your lifestyle!
759-4431
Hwy 641 South, Pans, TN,
901-644-1176.
GOLDEN Retreiver puppies Registered AKC
YEAR END SUPER champions
held, show,
SALE!! Prices never lower temperamentin Great
family
thru Dec. 31! Our loss is your
dogs, playmate for kids,
gain! Come see us at BARhunting companion for
GAIN HOME CENTER, Dad
354-8168 Visa,
Hwy 641 South, Pans, TN,
Mastercard accepted
901-644-1176.
POODLES AKC registered Instant credit Paradise Kennels 753-4106
eon
Business
Rentals

753-8788
after 5 p.m.

Miiiray Ledger & Times

380

Appliances

3C

PAGE

430
Rol
alma
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222. toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
PRIME commercial or residential property for sale totaling approximately 28
acres Located in the NE
quadrant of North 16th St
and Hwy 121 By Pass
Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1984 CUTLASS Brougham
loaded, silver, very sharp
$3500 489-2271
1984 MERCURY Marquis
V6, local car, excellent
$1950 753-4389 or
753-5960
1984 TRANS Am $3995
Phone 753-3704 1601
Loch Lomond
1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 44,000 miles,
$6200 753-3682 or
759 4884
1986 LEBARON GTS
turbo Black on black aluminum wheels all power
753-6063
1987 WHITE Grand Am LE
49xxx, excellent condition
$5900 753 5094 after
5pm
1988
door,
good
miles

TOYOTA Tercel 2
4 speed, new tires
condition, 48,000
$4000 436-2818

1989 FORD Taurus GL
Charcoal with gray velour
interior Fully loaded one
owner, low miles, extra
nice Must sell' 753-0509 or
759-1543

440
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Corvettes,Chevys, Porsches and
BEAUTIFUL single family other confiscated proper
dwelling lot All city utilities ties For Buyers Guide
including city cablevision (800)772-9212 ext 1774
Joining the city limits at Also open evenings and
Westend of Gatesborough
weekends
Call 753-5541, 753•4060
Lots
For Salo

Building Site
110‘250
4 miles South at Cheri ,
Corner City %% atrr
i„.1.91)0

7534250 • 436-2SN4
450

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
finonc,ng On The Spot

Farms
For Sale

YES

53 ACRES sowed down,
enced, and water Lots of
woods 335,000 Wood for
sale 753-3625

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

THE old home place beckons a return to this 150 acre
farm 5 miles west of Puryear, TN Lovely building
site, with corn wheat, and
tobacco bases Priced right
at $55,000 Call Joan at
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

460
Homes
For Sale
BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central H/A Offered at an affordable price$40's A must to see Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
Owner anxious to sell - 3br
1'/, bath, 2-car garage,
bock home in Panorama
Shores. Available immediately. 753-6339.
NICE 2700sq ft brick
home 4br, possibly 5, 2
bath, new large 2 bay workshop 30x40, 3 acres,
fenced 1-800-334-4778
£70
Motorcycle's
1981 HONDA Odyssey,
good condition 492-8425
1986, 1987, 1989 250R
4-wheelers Call after 6pm
492-8870
1989 SUZUKI Quad Racer
250 After 5prn, 436-5692
or 753-4514
3 DIRT bikes 81KY420.
89YZ125, KDX200
759-1974
480
Auto
Sarvkas
NEW arid used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

CARS
'89 Pontiac 6000

$4;37

'89 Chevy Celebrity Cl V8$4987
'89 Ford Taurus ........._
'89 Ford Tempo GL

$4987

'89 Mercury Topaz GS $4%7
$4937
'89 Chevy Corsica
'88 Chevy Cava.$4937
18 Pontiac 6000
'88 Ford Escort LX

$4967
$4987

17 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4967
'86 Ford Escort
$3487
$3487
la Ply. Horizon
'86 Pontiac 6000 V6 $3987
'85 Chry. Libaron GTS.S39137
'85 Olds Delta 88
$4987
'84 Dodge Arles Wgn $2987
'83 Nissan Sentra Wgn.$2487
'78 Ply. Horizon____.......$967
'76 Chevy Malibu._

$1287

TRUCKS
'85 Chevy 5-10 V.6

$3987

'84 Ford Van ...__

$3967

'81 Ford Van

$39137

'78 Chevy Suburban

$1987

'77 Chevy Stepelde Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere)
Credit Problems si OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We isil eleprindabut,
affordable ears to pea*
who want to oatablisat or
re-establish *air coodlt.
Low Monthly Payments
0th., Locations:
Hayfield Paducah
We accept Visa &
See Seesmar Key n York
Sa—^1 BraOshavo Saes t.1-.1.

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
'80 Toyota
10 Toyota Corolla... '9411
'90 Toyota Carry.......481
19 Toyota Camry
19 Toyota Cellith
19
19 Cressida................16,481
11$1
BLict Ave
iercury Cticey Pit
'81 Toyota Cressida,....M3417
188 Cherf
18 Toyota Camry „ '9.481
'88 Pont. Bove LE
'17 Nissan Slam DE 16987
'87 Nissan Sentra
'17 liaida
16 Honth Accord DL 7981
16 Pont. Sunbid ST i,487
'86 Toy. Cceolla
5411
'16 Tercel 4E tip '5,487
'16 Toyota
'16 Cher
'85 Toyota
'85 Ots Cera Brghrti
'84 Oils Delta 89
'14 01es Ulm sq MIT
14 Toy. Cressida
34 Ostcvm Cniser '4,217
14 Torta
14 Torii
'83 Ptrnarth
'83 Honda Civic W7,.........'2181
NEsr Seritra
'82 Yolks. Jetta 111F
11 Toyota
10 Toyota Caoh...........11,287
75 Pad
TRUCKS
'84 Chevy
'19 Tolot
'88NiSs. Pathfrder SE 14417
'10)11
'88 P.Cir
'88 lull 132240
11 Tolot Banner._ 11,417
18 Phfrocuth Voyager 10,487
17 Chevy
11 liazda414
17 Toota 1
15 Toyota414
'79 Ford Bronco XLT '3,47
'71 Jeep ViNoneer.........7W
Aubrey Hatcner
8 1 Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Chris Bearden. 8,s Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA

1972 VEGA with 400cu in
small block V 8 Black
paint, needs some work
$300 Call 759 4104

OF MURRAY
515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

1974 Chevy Impala, Spirit
of America. AC, AM/FM
cassette, 2 door hardtop
345 2724
1976 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Like new $2300
753 4481
1980 Supreme Broughm 4
door, 74xxx miles nice
$1675 437-1723

1981 HONDA Civic 2 door
hatchback 5 speed, good
3BR house with carport,
condition $1400 D
central gas heat and air On
753-1725, N 498-8950
both aty and county school
Phone 1982 MAZDA 626 extra
bus routes
435-4186
clean loaded 489 2218

530
Used
Cars

REPOSSESSED

VEHICLE SALE
For sale to the highest
bid,
1987
CHRYSLER LEBARON COUPE, 5
speed, air, AM/FM
SER#
cassette,
3C3J41K4HT7482
85. 63,237 miles.
Black/red int.
Vehicle will be auctioned at Dees Bank
of Hazel, at 11:00
a.m. Dec. 28, 1990.
Vehicle can be seen
at Dees Bank until
sale date. CALL
492-8138 for more
information.
500

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th

753-1651

Services
Offered

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

PLUMBING repairman with
same day Service Call
436 5255

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wultf s Recovery Murray 436 5560

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

510

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or note 753-5484

KENNEY Travis Trenching
Service Hauling and Excavating 759 1039 atter 4pm

1966 CHEVY step side
new paint, extra sharp Me
chanically excellent
489-2435

1979 CHEVY 1 ton truck
Dual wheels, new 454 motor and new clutch
753-7693 after 5pm

STEWART S Hauling trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436-5236

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

NEED house plans drawn'?
Reasonable rates
436-2818

1975 FORD F100 6 cylinder, standard transmission,
body rough. D 753-1725. N
498-8950

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

Used
Trucks

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon Fri 753-0530

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

'
S
orollitY
?./S
Y
CUSTOM KITCHEN CALNITS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Cunpers
AVION 1983 30ft Rea
bath center twins zip doe
awnings all around like
new inside and out, loaded
753-4960 or 753-0114

530
Services
Offered
A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
E3ACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways
hauling, foundations etc
759-4664
BLOCK brick, concrete
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys
repair work. Charles Barnett, 753-5476
CARPENTER, commercial
or residential work New
homes, additions, outbuildings, decks fences replacement windows Fast
quality service Call
759-1424 after 5pm
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

Woodworking

Custom

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & aim our showroom

EXCELLENT 1985 24ft
Itasca motor home
$22,500 753-4389 or
753-5960

435 SUN8l./Fri MURRAY , Bennd Bunny Bee

4
111.1321C

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
Gift
Certificates
Available
(Home) 753-1566
759-1521
4th & Sycamore
Mon. thru Fri. 3-7 p.m.; Sat. 10-7 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies

* Many Great Christmas Gifts *

YEAR END SALE
10-20' Off

i
r
t

Selected MerchandiseDecember 27, 28, 29
esm,21`0416.i
cBritiles cro Britches
"Yraatorer rear

Hwy. 94 E
One Mile

- You'rf Ada.' I* Style"

Murray
759-4408

„war
lst‘

CLASSIFIEDS
We Have An Immediate
Opening For City

Please apply at

Murray Ledger & Times

ANY type odd lobs Call
Robert Prescott 753-2054
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free esb
mates 753 7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
G and A Construction Qual
ity work at affordable
prices Porch and deck
spec Room additions
Door and window installation Finish carpentry work
Free estimates Call
753-1126 or 436 2617 atter
4pm
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

trisi
DUPLEX,money, money, money. Nice, near MSU over 2,000 sq. ft. of living area, large lot, room for
expansion. Extra lot facing side street. CALL US
MLS 42581.

Services
Offered

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercsal continuous gutters
installed for your specifics
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

NURSING HOME COSTS:

WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance"

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

ws% -

o'•

•

Mattress Buys
Sealy Starter
Twin '69 e
Full
99 a. pc.*
Comfort Rest
Twin s99 ea. pc.*
Full $129 ea. pc.*

1:;
l'(

Twin '119
Full '149

ea. pc.*
pc.*

setPourpdic
(*Sets Only at These Prices)

Wall
Hangings
off

*Pictures
*Mirrors
•Paintings
•Floral
Wreaths

Cash B Carry Only at These Prices- Bring Your Truck! All Items Subji

Race Car Beds
$109

FREE
LAMP
S
With purchase of any
3-piece Living Room
Table Group over '199.

LAST CHANCE!
All In-Stock

CLOSEOUT

Recliners
('199 & Up)

-Limited QuantitiesWaterbed Mattresses
Athens 4-Post Oak Suite
To Fit Your Bed

Buy 1, Get 1 FREE!

50%
si,..ons'
Sealy' and
Up To

off

FREE
Matching Recliner
With Any Sectional
ALL PRICED
TO SEJ.414!!!

Hurry•••
Many Items
1249 One-01-A-Kind!

Metal(RedBunk
Beds
& Blue)

Twin Over Twin
Twin Over Full $299

Large'

PRICED TO
SELL!
Discontinued
Living Room Suites

complete

5-Piece Bel
•Headboard
•Dresser
'
Mirror *Chew
•Nightstand

Bedroo
3-Piece Pillow Arm

$6!

Living Room Suite
Sofa,
Loveseat & Chair

$599

Bookcase Heai
Mirror • Che

DAYtt
DAYBEDS!

99

Complete Package

sA

Bed with Full Wave
System, Drawer
Pedestal, Comforter,
Sheet Set, Mattress Pad4
1

DAYBEDS.
All Clearance
Priced!

A

Plush Pillow-Back
_sofa
ChKir

'399 '299

STORE HOU:RS:

Reclining Sofas

Contemporary

Mon.-Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.
Sunday

10-6
10-8
1-5

WOODWFTWS
GALLERIES

Chestnut Hills
Murray
•

Visa -

Items Subject to Prior Sales

5 Piece Black Lacquer Suite
Includes:
Headboard, Triple. Dresser,
Mirror, 5-Drawer Chest & Nightstand

Dinettes
—

• :Tort;

e599

5-Piece Bedroom Suite
•Headboard
•Dresser
'Mirror •Chest
•Nightstand

138
Oak & Glass
With 4 Chairs

Large Bookcase

Bedroom Suite

ite

9

Bookcase Headboard • Dresser
Mirror • Chest • Nightstand

Take An
Additional

All In-Stock

Lamps

emammg
1990
Inventory

Priced To

* FREE FINANCING
-* NO DOWN PAYME
NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENT 'TM
MARCH

Clearance
Priced!

